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SUMMARY 

The Regional Framework for Health Promotion 2002-2005 was introduced in the 
Workshop on Capacity Building for Health Promotion, held in November 2002 in Manila, the 
Philippines. The framework cited the integration of health promotion into health systems 
development and health sector reform as one of five priority areas for action by WHO and its 
international partners. 

While it is widely perceived that health promotion has the potential to improve health 
outcomes and the performance of health care systems, large-scale efforts to demonstrate this 
have been limited by low levels of spending. Hence, there is a need for a closer look at health
promotion financing and the appropriate infrastructure to address this problem. 

Several regional initiatives have focused on the integration of health promotion into health 
systems development, zeroing in on new and autonomous infrastructures for health promotion 
and sustainable financing. The initiatives have included: (I) a health infrastructure and 
financing study group; (2) a regional leadership training programme on infrastructure and 
financing (Pro Lead); and (3) technical assistance and support to countries that have expressed 
an interest in health promotion foundations funded through tobacco taxes. 

These initiatives have validated the need for health promotion leaders to steer a policy 
development process that provides, not only clear evidence of improved health outcomes and 
performance of health systems, but also economic data to demonstrate that large-scale health 
promotion is a sound policy option at the national level. Economic evaluation could therefore be 
considered as an important tool in arguing for appropriate infrastructure and sustainable 
financing for health promotion. The need to reframe advocacy efforts to show that health 
promotion brings a high return on investment could then be highlighted. 

The Meeting on the Economic Gains of Promoting Health was proposed to bring together 
health promotion leaders of the Pro Lead pilot programme (Programme for Leaders who 
Promote Health), partners in health promotion, representatives of WHO and the World Bank, 
and other stakeholders who have had experience with and have data on the economic gains of 
promoting health. It was envisaged that the meeting would support the broader effort of 
strengthening the argument for appropriate infrastructure and sustainable financing for health 
promotion. 

The objectives ofthe meeting were: 

(I) to share experiences and consolidate evidence ofthe economic gains of promoting 
health; 

(2) to identify opportunities for achieving economic gains through innovation/reform in 
organizational structure, human resources development, policy and financing 
arrangements for health promotion; and 

(3) to recommend strategies to strengthen regional and national advocacy for 'the economic 
gains of promoting health'. 

On the first day of the meeting, a framework on the economic gains of promoting health 
was presented. This was followed by a presentation on the review ofthe literature. 
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Presentations were then made on economic gains in relation to specific areas, such as tobacco 
control, water and sanitation and nutrition, and a case study on return on investments for health. 

The second day opened with a group physical activity called "the Body-Mind Workout", 
as introduced at the 55th session ofthe WHO Regional Committee for the Westem Pacific in 
Shanghai, China, in September 2004. Chief executive officers and representatives of health 
promotion foundations (Victorian Health Promotion Foundation (VicHealth) and Korean Health 
Promotion Fund) shared their experiences in relation to using dedicated tobacco taxes and other 
sources of funds for sustainable financing of health promotion. The President of a national 
social health insurance programme (PhiIHealth) also made a presentation. In the afternoon, the 
Pro Lead fellows made presentations on their projects and the challenges and issues they face in 
relation to health promotion infrastructure and financing. 

On the third day, technical presentations were made on health promotion in relation to 
governance, workforce development and health policy development. In the afternoon, there 
were workshops on using economic arguments in advocacy for the promotion of health. After 
the workshops, there was an interactive session with Mr Cesar Virata (Chairman, Rizal 
Commercial and Banking Corporation and Former Minister of Finance, Philippines). 

On the fourth day, the results of the workshop were presented, and a drafting committee 
prepared recommendations. The following statement was submitted to the secretariat: 

• Investing in the future to meet the aspirations of society entails developing a healthy 
population and a productive workforce. This can be achieved primarily through a 
new autonomous infrastructure and financing for promoting health that complements 
existing government structures and are created through legislation. 

• Based on the experiences of existing health promotion foundations, this new 
infrastructure should be characterized by innovation, flexibility, accountability to the 
legislators and the public, sustainability and the capacity to work with new partners. 

• New infrastructure and financing for health promotion should enable countries to 
meet national and international priorities (for example the Framework Convention on 
Tobacco Control (FCTC) and the Millennium Development Goals). 

• The six countries that are engaged in Pro Lead (China, Fiji, Malaysia, Mongolia, the 
Philippines and Tonga) appeal to their governments to explore new financing and 
infrastructure based on the experiences of health promotion foundations VicHealth, 
Thai Health Promotion Foundation (Thai Health) and the Swiss Health Promotion 
Foundation that are funded through dedicated taxes, social health insurance or 
treasury appropriations. 

• The participants of this meeting, in collaboration with the International Network of 
Health Promotion Foundations, are committed to a major step forward in promoting 
health in this Region through regional advocacy efforts and the 6th Global Conference 
on Health Pcomotion in Bangkok, Thailand. 

• The participants extend their heartfelt thanks to the Government of Japan for their 
financial support to Pro Lead, to the WHO Western Pacific Region for undertaking 
this exciting initiative, and to the Southeast Asian Ministers of Education 
Organization-The Regional Tropical Medicine and Public Health Network 
(SEAMEO-TROPMED) and La Trobe University, Australia, for their support. 
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• The participants strongly urge that these efforts be continued as critical strategies " 
towards the achievement of the highest possible level of health for all people through 
the articulation of the social, political, cultural and economic gains of promoting 
health. 

Conclusions: 

The following conclusions were derived from the meeting: 

The meeting on the economic gains of promoting health emphasized the importance of 
understanding how health promotion contributes to economic growth and development. In a 
global world where there is intense competition for resources, arguing that health promotion is 
sound economic policy could influence the way in which health promotion is organized, 
financed and implemented in Member States and could be scaled up to improve health 
outcomes. 

Two strategic approaches to building an evidence base on how health promotion 
contributes to economic gain have evolved from the meeting. These approaches, which are not 
mutually exclusive, have not been fully articulated or conceptualized and need to be further 
explored and studied, are: 

(I) showing how health promotion contributes to improved health outcomes and how, in 
tum, these health outcomes contribute to economic gain (In the future this could be 
formulated along the lines of an 'impact-on-burden-of-disease approach'.); and 

(2) showing how health promotion contributes to improvements in the performance 
(efficiency and effectiveness) of systems that impact on health (health financing 
systems, such as social insurance; corporate and private sector systems, such as 
businesses and industries, political systems at national, metropolitan or local levels; and 
social systems in general), and how health promotion contributes to reduction of 
financial and economic risks within these systems. (In the future this could be 
formulated as an 'impact on economic-and-financial-risks approach'). 

As these two strategies are evolving, it has become apparent that the challenges to 
articulating the economic gain of health promotion revolve around: 

(I) building consensus on concepts and language to capture how health promotion can have 
an impact on governance (corporate and public sector), politics and society; 

(2) documenting experiences on the extent to which health promotion policy advocacy 
could be made more effective by emphasizing how health promotion reduces financial 
and economic risks in systems vis-a-vis showing how health promotion impacts on 
disease outcomes (as has been shown by the work of health promotion foundations); 

(3) creating mechanisms to enable leaders to be confident in advancing economic arguments 
for health promotion at international, regional and national levels; and 

(4) developing a multi-tiered strategy for health promotion that articulates how a global 
economy can promote health. 
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Recommendations: 

The following recommendations were made in relation to the regional health promotion 
programme: 

(I) A forum for discussing how health promotion impacts on the determinants of health 
(governance, politics and society) should continue to be provided. 

(2) Partnerships should be actively sought, and the work of groups and networks that have 
demonstrated effectiveness in building new and autonomous infrastructures and 
sustainable financing for health promotion supported. 

(3) Pro Lead should be sustained, improved and expanded as a means of building capacity 
for infrastructure and financing for health promotion. 

(4) A regional strategy for health promotion that clearly articulates how health promotion 
contributes to economic gain should be developed. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

I . I Background infonnation 

The Regional Framework for Health Promotion 2002-2005 was introduced in the 
Workshop on Capacity Building for Health Promotion, held in November 2002 in Manila, the 
Philippines. The framework cited the integration of health promotion into health systems 
development and health sector refonn as one of five priority areas for action by WHO and its 
international partners. 

While it is widely perceived that health promotion has the potential to improve health 
outcomes and the perfonnance of health care systems, large-scale efforts to demonstrate this 
have been limited by low levels of spending. Hence, there is a need for a closer look at health 
promotion financing and the appropriate infrastructure to address this problem. 

Several regional initiatives have focused On the integration of health promotion into health 
systems development, zeroing in on new and autonomous infrastructures for health promotion 
and sustainable financing. The initiatives have included: (I) a health infrastructure and 
financing study group; (2) a regional leadership training programme on infrastructure and 
financing (Pro Lead); and (3) technical assistance and support to countries that have expressed 
an interest in health promotion foundations funded through tobacco taxes. 

These initiatives have validated the need for health promotion leaders to steer a policy 
development process that provides, not only clear evidence of improved health outcomes and 
perfonnance of health systems, but also economic data to demonstrate that large-scale health 
promotion is a sound policy option at the national level. Economic evaluation could therefore be 
considered as an important tool in arguing for appropriate infrastructure and sustainable 
financing for health promotion. The need to reframe advocacy efforts to show that health 
promotion brings a high return on investment could then be highlighted. 

The Meeting on the Economic Gains of Promoting Health was proposed to bring together 
health promotion leaders ofthe Pro Lead pilot programme (Programme for Leaders who 
Promote Health), partners in health promotion, representatives of WHO and the World Bank, 
and other stakeholders who have had experience with and have data on the economic gains of 
promoting health. It was envisaged that the meeting would support the broader effort of 
strengthening the argument for appropriate infrastructure and sustainable financing for health 
promotion. 

1.2 Objectives 

The objectives of the meeting were: 

(1) to share experiences and consolidate evidence ofthe economic gains of promoting 
health; 

(2) to identifY opportunities for achieving economic gains through innovationlrefonn in 
organizational structure, human resources development, policy and financing 
arrangements for health promotion; and 

(3) to recommend strategies to strengthen regional and national advocacy for 'the economic 
gains of promoting health'. 
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1.3 Particioants and resource persons 

The meeting was attended by 41 participants: 13 Pro Lead I fellows, representing six 
countries or areas (Shanghai, China; Fiji; Malaysia; Mongolia; the Philippines; and Tonga); five 
representatives from health promotion foundations (the Korean Health Promotion Fund, Swiss 
Health Promotion Foundation, ThaiHealth and VicHealth); four health economists (representing 
the Swiss Centre for International Health; The Lee Kwan Yew School of Public Policy and 
Faculty of Medicine, the National University of Singapore; the Department of Health Policy and 
Management, School of Public Health, Seoul National University; and the Asian Development 
Bank); four academicians (from La Trobe University, Australia; the Academy for Educational 
Development, Canada; Temple University, Beasley School of Law, Philadelphia, United States 
of America; and the Korean Institute of Health and Social Affairs, Department of Healthcare 
Research); three representatives from the Philippine Health Insurance Corporation; one 
representative from the Pedestrian Council of Australia; one representative from the Framework 
Convention on Tobacco Control (FCTC) Alliance, the Philippines; and one representative from 
the Rizal Commercial and Banking Corporation, the Philippines. The meeting secretariat 
comprised nine WHO staff members from the Western Pacific Region and WHO Headquarters. 
A list of participants, observers, temporary advisers and secretariat member is provided in 
Annex I. 

As a slight departure from the usual format of WHO meetings, the Pro Lead fellows were 
asked to chair the different sessions as follows: 

November 22, 2004 

Morning session: 

Chairperson: 

Rapporteur: 

Dr Viliami Kulikefu Puloka 
AlChief Medical Officer 
Public Health 
Director of Health Promotion and NCD 
Ministry of Health 
Tonga 

Mrs Kilisitina Tiane Tuaimei'api 
A/Principal Economist 
Ministry of Finance 
Tonga 

Afternoon session: 

Chairperson: 

Rapporteur: 

Ms Angelina Sebial 
Director III 
National Center for Health Promotion 
Department of Health 
The Philippines 

Dr Alberto Herrera 
Marikina City Health Officer 
Marikina City 
The Philippines 
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November 23. 2004 

Morning session: 

Chairperson: 

Rapporteur: 

Dr Fu Hua 
Deputy Dean and Professor 
School of Public health 
Fudan University 
Shanghai 
People's Republic of China 

Dr Hu Zhaoming 
Health Educator 
Shanghai Health Education Institute 
Shanghai 
People's Republic of China 

Afternoon session: 

Chairperson: Mrs Siliveni Hazelman 
Senior Health Sister 
Savusavu Health Centre 
Savusavu, Fiji 

Rapporteur: Mr Manasa Rayasidamu 
Acting Human Resource Officer 
National Centre for Health Promotion 
Ministry of Health and Social Welfare 
Suva 
Fiji 

November 24. 2004 

Morning session: 

Chairperson: Mr Bekhbat Sodnom 
President 

Rapporteur: 

Rotary Club of Ulaanbaalar 
Ulaanbaatar 
Mongolia 

Dr Jargalsaikhan Dondog 
Head of Health Promotion Department 
Directorate of Medical Services 
Ulaanbaatar 
Mongolia 
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November 25.2004 

Morning session: 

Chairperson: Mr Edmund Ewe 
Project Manager 

Rapporteur: 

1.4 Organization 

Malaysian Health Promotion Foundation 
Department of Public Health 
Ministry of Health, Malaysia 

Mr Azman Mohammed 
Principal Assistant Director 
Health Education and Communication Centre 
Ministry of Health 
Malaysia 

The meeting programme is provided in Annex 2 and a list of documents distributed during 
the meeting is provided in Annex 3. The documents include policy and advocacy papers from 
the different technical units of the Division of Building Healthy Communities and Populations, 
WHO Western Pacific Regional Office and other partner agencies and organizations that contain 
information on the economic gains and benefits from investing in the promotion of health. 
Copies of these papers and publications can be obtained upon request from the WHO Regional 
Office for the Western Pacific. 

On the first day of the meeting, a framework on the economic gains of promoting health 
was presented. This was followed by a presentation on the review of the literature. 
Presentations were then made on economic gains in relation to specific areas, such as tobacco 
control, water and sanitation and nutrition, and a case study on return on investments for health. 

The second day opened with a group physical activity called "the Body-Mind Workout", 
as introduced at the 55 th session of the WHO Regional Committee for the Western Pacific in 
Shanghai, China, in September 2004. Chief executive officers and representatives of health 
promotion foundations (VicHealth, ThaiHealth, Swiss Health Promotion Foundation and Korean 
Health Promotion Fund) shared their experiences in relation to using dedicated tobacco taxes 
and other sources of funds for sustainable financing of health promotion. The President of a 
national social health insurance programme (PhiIHealth) also made a presentation. In the 
afternoon, the Pro Lead fellows made presentations on their projects and the challenges and 
issues they face in relation to health promotion infrastructure and financing. 

On the third day, technical presentations were made on health promotion in relation to 
governance, workforce development and health policy development. In the afternoon, there 
were workshops on using economic arguments in advocacy for the promotion of health. After 
the workshops, there was an interactive session with, Mr Cesar Virata (Chairman, Rizal 
Commercial and Banking Corporation and Former Prime Minister of Finance, Philippines). 

On the fourth day, the results of the workshop were presented and a drafting committee 
prepared recommendations that were submitted to the secretariat. 
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1.5 Opening remarks 

Dr Richard Nesbit, Director, Programme Management, WHO Western Pacific Regional 
Office delivered the opening speech in behalf of the Regional Director. He stated that effective 
health promotion actions that target specific risks could be cost-effective, result in better health 
outcomes and improve health systems performance. He noted that this had not been achieved 
due to low levels of spending. He mentioned the importance of linking health promotion 
infrastructure improvement to sustainable financing and the role that effective leadership would 
play in this process. He also cited the progress of the work of Pro Lead as a mechanism for 
building capacity for a new infrastructure and sustainable financing for the promotion of health 
in the Western Pacific Region. 

2. PROCEEDINGS 

2.1 Summary of working papers and discussions: Towards a framework on the economic 
gains of promoting health. 
(Copies ofpowerpoint presentations of working papers and presentations are included as 
Annex 4) 

2.1.1 Overview of the meeting 

Dr Susan Mercado (Acting Regional Adviser on Health Promotion, WHO/WPRO) 
provided an overview of the meeting. The global and regional perspective on health promotion 
infrastructure and financing was discussed. The link between insufficient evidence on 
effecti veness and underfunding for health promotion was established. The need to generate 
evidence, not only on effectiveness, but also on cost-effectiveness was highlighted as an 
important step in advocating for increased investment in the promotion of health. 

Dr Mercado stated that the meeting was seeking to support the work of Pro Lead 
Fellows in: 

(I) strengthening advocacy for the initiation of health promotion foundations in 
countries; 

(2) deciding what to fund and what is effective; and 

(3) encouraging the generation of new knowledge at country level. 

2.1.2 A framework for economic gains of promoting health 

Professor Soonman K won (Head, Department of Health Policy and Management, School 
of Public Health, Seoul National University, Republic of Korea) presented a framework for 
illustrating the economic gains of promoting health. He discussed the determinants of health, 
especially the role of income (wealth) and other social determinants. He also talked about the 
determinants of wealth (income) and argued that health is a very important factor contributing to 
wealth generation and economic development. 

Issues in macro-level analysis of the economic gain of promoting health were cited. 
These include: (I) the stage of economic development in countries (The effect of health on 
wealth is smaller in developed countries than in developing countries.); (2) the reverse causality 
between ill-health and low investment in education (11/ health leads to lower investment in 
education as resources are drained by catastrophic costs, while higher investment in education 
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results in higher economic growth.); and (3) the facilitating factors (Governance and policies on 
education, human development and labour need to move beyond political rhetoric towards 
action). 

The value of life and full income may be useful parameters for quantifying the economic 
gain of health improvement, as expressed in economic growth (GOP) + value of health (or life). 

2.1.3 Review of literature on economic gains of promoting health 

Mr Dorjsuren Bayarsaikhan (Regional Adviser in Health Care Financing, WHO/WPRO) 
and Dr Susan Mercado presented the results of a review of the literature on the economic gains 
of promoting health, carried out in collaboration with Dr Hilton Lam (Management Consultant, 
Macro Construction and Batching Plants, Philippines). Four hundred and twenty-four (424) 
studies were reviewed and classified according to type (effectiveness, cost-effectiveness, burden 
of illness, cost, others); setting (population-based, community, workplace, school, health 
facility) and type of programme (physical activity, weight loss, stress management tobacco 
control, alcohol and substance abuse, nutrition, safe sex, environmental health, road safety, 
cardiovascular health, cancer prevention, others). Forty-eight percent (48%) of the studies 
reviewed were on the effectiveness of health promotion; 27% were on the cost-effectiveness of 
health promotion, 13% were on the effectiveness on the burden of illness. Materials were also 
reviewed for content consistent with the principles cited in the Ottawa Charter (building healthy 
public policy, creating a supportive environment, strengthening community action, developing 
personal skills and reorienting health services). 

The review showed considerable evidence of the effectiveness and cost-effectiveness of 
health promotion in different settings, among different age groups and in the general population. 
Most ofthe intervention programmes used a combination of two or more principles ofthe 
Ottawa Charter, and most focused on multiple risk factor reduction. At least 30% of the 
literature is on evidence of the effectiveness and cost-effectiveness of health promotion in the 
workplace. Cost-effectiveness evidence is available to a limited degree in the assessment of 
health promotion in schools, the community and hospitals/clinics. Studies on workplace health 
promotion are generally more robust than those carried out in other settings. With regard to 
technical areas, a lot is written on physical activity and tobacco control, but there seems to be a 
recent growing interest in alcohol abuse, drug abuse and adult nutrition. Issues and challenges in 
drawing conclusions from the literature review revolve around two observations: (I) the units of 
outcome are not standardized, making it difficult to compare results in different settings; and 
(2) the tendency to focus on high-risk groups creates difficulties in using studies for 
population-based approaches. 

It is recommended that: (1) evidence be reviewed before national programmes or 
campaigns are initiated in countries; (2) the private sector, business and industry be encouraged 
to invest in health promotion and document their results; and (3) data on the impact of health 
promotion on workforce productivity be included in policy discussions. 

2.1.4 PROFILES and economic gains of investing in nutrition 

Dr. Jay Ross (Policy Adviser, Academy for Educational Development, Canada) spoke on 
the economic benefits of promoting nutrition. In his presentation, he has emphasized that: 
(I) malnutrition has enormous preventable economic costs; (2) these include the large and 
growing costs of diet-related chronic diseases, even in poor countries; (3) cost-effective 
interventions to address these problems exist; and (4) the first challenge is to raise awareness of 
these investment opportunities. 

He cited two major impacts of malnutrition: (I) the cost of care for illness caused by 
malnutrition, and (2) lower economic productivity. He then argued that there is ample evidence 
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to show that an investment in nutrition is a cost-effective way to: (I) improve health and 
survival, (2) increase mental capacity, and (3) increase worker productivity. 

Dr Ross then shared information on experiences using PROFILES, a process for nutrition 
policy analysis and advocacy, as a tool to support advocacy for investment in nutrition. 
PROFILES has been used in over 25 countries worldwide, including China and the Philippines 
in the Western Pacific Region. 

2.1.5 Economic gains of tobacco control 

Mr. Burke Fishburn (Scientist/Coordinator, Special Focus on the Tobacco-Free Initiative, 
WHO/WPRO), presented possible ways to frame arguments on the positive economic gains of 
tobacco control measures, particularly tobacco tax increases. Tobacco control cost-effectiveness 
date were presented, underpinned by various aggregate and country-level data on the costs of 
tobacco use and arguments addressing the 'myth' of tobacco control's impact on tobacco-related 
employment. 

The presentation cited five ways in which economic gains could be established: 
(I) disability-adjusted life years (DALY) savings; (2) government savings in health costs; 
(3) private savings in out-of-pocket costs; (4) individual savings or spending on other 
goods/services; and, (5) government revenues generated from tobacco taxes. 

2.1.6 Costs and benefits of water and sanitation improvement 

Dr Guy Hutton (Project Manager and Technical Expert in Health Economics, Swiss 
Centre for International Health, Swiss Tropical Institute, Switzerland) presented a summary of a 
global cost benefit study on water and sanitation. He stated that more than one billion of the 
world's population is currently without access to safe water supply, and more than 2.5 billion 
people do not have access to improved sanitation facilities. One 2002 study, published by WHO 
in 2004, shows that investment in improved water and sanitation is highly cost-beneficial in all 
WHO regions. The main benefit is time savings due to closer or less crowded water and sanitary 
facilities. Also featuring importantly are health cost savings due to less disease associated with 
unsafe water supply and sanitation, as well as productivity gains and lower mortality. 

The conclusions of the study show that: (I) improving water and sanitation potentially 
brings massive economic benefits; (2) the majority of economic benefits are unlikely to give 
direct or immediate financial gains, but their impact will reflect on societal welfare; (3) from a 
health perspective, lower technology interventions are more efficient; (4) choosing more 
advanced technologies and greater coverage would lead to massive overall gains, but would cost 
more; (5) the burden of disease associated with unsafe water and sanitation and poor hygiene is 
concentrated in children <5 in developing countries; and (6) emphasis should be placed on 
interventions likely to yield an accelerated, affordable and sustainable health gains in this group. 

The study implications are: (I) at the global level, there is evidence to support advocacy 
for increasing spending on safe water and sanitation; (2) more localized research is needed at the 
national and subnational levels; (3) local solutions for lack of financing of water and sanitation 
interventions should be sought; and (4) some difficult policy (and personal) choices need to be 
made about where to invest. 

2.1.7 Case study: Returns on investment in public health in Australia 

Ms Marion Helen Dunlop (Adviser to the Chairman, Chief Executive Officer of the 
Pedestrian Council of Australia, Ltd., Australia) shared her experiences on a key strategy in 
recent public health policy development in Australia that used positions and arguments to 
support the economic benefits of public health approaches. This information influenced key 
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stakeholders in the policy-making process, including those with Finance and Treasury portfolios, 
as well as politicians and those in other areas of the health system. 

Strengthening economic arguments was seen as a critical step, but not sufficient alone. 
However, it does enable a broader debate and one that can build momentum for change from 
economic perspectives. The Australian study on the Returns on Investment in Public Health, 
which analyses the overall returns on investment in five programmes over a period of 
20 to 30 years, demonstrates the strong returns that chosen investments have yielded, both in 
terms of financial savings to government and health benefits to the community. 

Changes in health promotion were seen as: (I) continuation of cost-effective health 
promotion programmes and lor new initiatives; (2) cost-effectiveness formally built into 
decision-making processes; (3) engagement in wider financial and economic discussions, 
e.g. intergenerational reporting; (4) a broader base for advocacy across government; (5) wider 
influence in the public debate, e.g. by economic and other writers in the media. 

The three key messages of the presentation were: (I) policy decision-making is a 
complex process involving many players, perspectives and stages, and requiring the application 
of different tools and models; (2) economic analysis is playing an increasingly important role in 
health promotion and prevention decisions; and (3) there is a need to broaden the engagement of 
economics professionals in the field of public health. 

2.1.8 Economic gain and the global health promotion agenda: Briefing on the 6th Global 
Conference on Health Promotion 

Dr K wok-cho Tang (Senior Profession Officer, Health Promotion, Department of Chronic 
Disease and Health Promotion, WHO-HQ) gave a presentation on the 6th Global Conference on 
Health Promotion, scheduled for 7 to 11 August 2005 at the United Nation Conference Centre in 
Bangkok, Thailand. The conference theme is "Policy and Partnership for action: addressing the 
determinants of health. There are four tracks/sub-themes of the conference: (I) navigating the 
new contest for health promotion; (2) sustaining action for integrated health promotion; 
(3) current and future health challenges; and 4) responding to the Challenges and opportunities of 
globalization. 

Dr Tang raised issues in relation to a 'value-base' for discussing economic gains. He 
argued that an equity driven perspective would be more appropriate than an economically driven 
perspective. Based on this perspective, he cited factors that affect funding allocation, the 
uncertainty of strength of evidence of the cost-effectiveness and cost-benefit of health 
promotion, and stated that the relatively low capacity of ministries ofhealthlacademic 
institutions to promote health in low and middle income countries all contributed to 
underinvestment in health promotion. Capacity-building priority action areas are therefore to: 
(I) adopt an integrated health promotion strategy; (2) promote process, impact and outcome 
evaluation, including economic evaluation; (3) engage effectively in the policy formulation 
process; and (4) strengthen organizational capacity to promote health. 

2.2 Summary of working papers and discussions: Meet the CEOs: a panel discussion on how 
health promotion foundations contribute to economic gain 

2.2.1 An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure: The economics and politics of health 
promotion 

Dr Rob Moodie (Chief Executive Officer. Victoria Health Promotion Foundation, 
Australia) delivered a presentation on the economics and politics of health promotion and raised 
the question of why governments and societies were not investing on health promotion despite 
the evidence of its value. He presented evidence for the effectiveness and value derived from 
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the right choices in policy on tobacco control, road trauma. cardiovascular disease prevention 
and cervical cancer screening. He cited strong and effective leadership as one of the underlying 
reasons for success in these examples. 

Dr Moodie also presented examples of wrong choices being made and the possible 
reasons why that had happened. The underlying reasons included cultural reasons, the inherent 
nature of prevention and politics. Big barriers to health promotion include poor positioning in 
health structure, poor governance, poor dialogue with the public, an underskilled workforce, 
lofty and impenetrable public health literature and the dominance of the medical model. 

Dr Moodie provided six strategic directions for overcoming low investment in health 
promotion, among them: (I) speaking the language and selling the message to the public and 
their representatives; (2) developing networks and constituencies; (3) strategies and tacts used: 
challenging the goliaths; (4) the structures needed; (5) the skills needed: economics and politics, 
advertising, critical analysis, systems development, ideas and people management, advocacy, 
media and presentation skills. 

2.2.3 How Health Promotion Switzerland contributes to economic gain 

Dr Bertino Somaini (Director, Health Promotion Switzerland, Switzerland) provided an 
overview of health in Switzerland and discussed how the sickness insurance law has been used 
to fund the promotion of health. The strategy of Health Promotion Switzerland entails: (1) not 
replacing government and other players, but showing added value; (2) focusing on health 
promotion; (3) active coordination with disease prevention; (4) collaboration, networking and 
support of other players; (5) transparency; and (6) stakeholder engagement with the founders: 
cantons and health insurers. 

Dr Somaini explained how health promotion is done through financing projects; 
establishing certain structures, guidelines, principles and concepts; creating and maintaining new 
interventions; supporting mediation; networking; empowerment; evaluation of interventions; and 
dissemination of results. A combination of strategies are used, including (I) individual- and 
population-based; and (2) behaviour- and structure-oriented. 

Three major health determinants were cited: a health-promoting physical environment, a 
health-promoting social environment and health-promoting individual resources and behaviour 
patterns. Dr Somaini presented data to show how these determinants are addressed and how 
effectiveness has been documented and established, and economic data to show the high return 
on investment and economic gain from paid and unpaid work. He also provided arguments in 
favor of health promotion foundations and explained how both foundations and government 
must complement each other in order to achieve better promotion and prevention. 

2.2.4 How the ThaiHealth Promotion Foundation contributes to economic gain 

Dr Prakit Vathesatogkit (Deputy Chairman, Thai Health Promotion Foundation, Thailand) 
gave a presentation on the work of the Thai Health Promotion Foundation. An overview of the 
health risks and the infrastructure and financing for health promotion was presented. 

Dr Vathesatogkit presented economic data showing how health care costs in Thailand 
could be lowered by US$ 2440 million through health promotion efforts. He presented data to 
show how Thaihealth provides catalytic funding for projects that change public values, people's 
I ifestyles and the social environment. Examples were also provided to show how Thaihealth has 
influenced tobacco use, alcohol abuse, exercise. community-based health promotion, workplace 
health promotion and health services. 
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Dr Vathesatogkit also discussed the challenges that Thaihealth faces in governance, public 
and politicians expectations and lack of health promotion manpower and expertise. 

2.2.5 Health promotion investment and planning: The way forward for 
Seoul, Republic of Korea 

Dr Katrin Engelhardt (Adviser, Healthy Cities Project, Division of Public Health, Seoul 
Metropolitan Government, Republic of Korea) delivered a presentation on health promotion 
investment planning in Seoul, Republic of Korea. She mentioned that Seoul had received the 
WHO Healthy Cities award on health promotion investment and would be working on a model 
from which other cities could learn. Dr Engelhardt provided background information on the 
Korean Health Promotion Act of 1995 and how tobacco taxes had been used for the Health 
Promotion Fund. She also presented the organizational structure and support for health 
promotion at the Ministry of Health level and at the Seoul Metropolitan Government, and 
described the health promotion projects of Seoul and their sources of funding. 

Dr Engelhardt shared the expected outcomes of the collaborative work that is being done 
by Seoul and WHO in relation to health promotion investment and planning, which include: 
( I ) identification of health promotion financing agents and sources, and health promotion 
functions and providers; (2) identification of strengths and weaknesses; (3) facilitation of 
coordinated distribution of funds; (4) coordinated implementation and evaluation of health 
promotion efforts; (5) advocacy for health promotion in Seoul; and (6) contributing to 
international efforts to make health promotion financing more sustainable. 

2.2.6 Socioeconomic costs of diseases and health promotion policy in Korea 

Dr Young-ho Jung (Research Fellow, Korean Institute for Health and Social Affairs, 
Department of Healthcare Research, Republic of Korea) gave a presentation on the 
socioeconomic costs of diseases and health promotion policy in Korea. He provided background 
data on the direct and indirect costs of diseases in Korea and emphasized the challenges brought 
about by rising health expenditures. These were further analysed in relation to sex, age and type 
of disease/condition. He then zeroed in on data in relation to smoking. 

Dr Jung then presented health promotion policy directions and strategies in Korea and 
related this to the work of the Korean Health Promotion Fund, and discussed future challenges in 
relation to evidence-based policy and practice for health promotion. 

2.2.7 Planning for growth 

Dr Francisco Duque III (Secretary, President and Chief Executive Officer, Philippine 
Health Insurance Corporation, Philippines) delivered a presentation on the medium-term plans 
of the Philippine Health Insurance Corporation. He provided background information on the 
social security programme of the Philippines and the benefits received through social health 
insurance, and described the goals of the corporation as: (I) sustaining universal coverage; 
(2) providing benefits that are responsive to members needs; (3) supporting national health 
objectives; and (4) efficient administration. Key result areas are: (I) using effective marketing 
mechanisms; (2) expanding and enhancing the quality of services; (3) developing efficient and 
reliable systems; (4) strengthening partnerships; (5) improving organizational/staff productivity; 
and (6) ensuring programme sustainability. He emphasized that good social health insurance 
promotes health, and reiterated his support for health promotion through the Philippine Health 
Insurance Corporation. 
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2.3 Summary of working papers and discussions: Meet the Pro Lead fellows: Country
specific challenges and issues 

2.3.1 Overview of the Pro Lead programme and projects 

Dr Viliami Kulekefu Puloka (AiChief Medical Officer, Public Health, Director of Health 
Promotion and Noncommunicable Diseases, Ministry of Health, Tonga) presented an overview 
of Pro Lead, summarized as: (I) a programme for leaders who promote health; (2) creating a 
learning environment for country teams to build capacity for promoting health; (3) focus on 
health promotion infrastructure and financing; (4) strong emphasiS on improving governance; 
(5) flexibility and responsiveness to needs and opportunities; (6) matching with mentors; and 
(7) twinning arrangements with existing health promotion foundations. 

2.3.2 Methods used 

Dr Alberto Herrera (Marikina City Health Officer, Philippines)provided an overview of 
the methods used in Pro Lead as (I) discussions with experts and peers; (2) workshops; (3) field 
visits; (4) interactive website sessions; (5) videoconferencing; (6) interaction with mentors; and 
(7) projects on health promotion infrastructure and financing. 

2.3.3 Tools 

Mr Bekhbat Sodnom (President, Rotary Club of Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia) described the 
tools used in Pro Lead as: (I) theme selection matrix; (2) problem statements; (3) Ishikawa 
diagrams; (4) countermeasures matrix; (5) plan of action and (6) standardization. 

2.3.4 Pro Lead - Tonga team 

Dr Viliami Kulikefu Puloka (AiChief Medical Officer, Public Health, Director of Health 
Promotion and Noncommunicable Diseases, Ministry of Health, Tonga) provided an update on 
the status ofthe Tonga project on health promotion infrastructure and financing. Under the 
theme of improving efficiency and effectiveness, activities have included establishing the 
Noncommunicable Disease Committee (NCDC) and subcommittee, training existing staff and 
conducting a workshop on a health promotion foundation linked to health financing and the 
Millenium Development Goals. 

2.3.5 Pro Lead - Philippine team 

Mr Ramon Navarra (Supervising Legislative Staff Officer, Office of Senator Juan Flavier, 
Philippines) provided an update on the status ofthe Philippine project on health promotion 
infrastructure and financing. Under the theme of on-the-job training on lobbying with legislators 
for support for health promotion, tobacco taxes and the FCTC, activities have included 
development of a curriculum that has been reviewed; insertion of "lobbying" in a Department of 
Health administrative order; National Committee on Health Promotion staff participation in 
Senate hearings; meeting ofthe staff on future activities; and networking with other 
organizations. 

2.3.6 Pro Lead - Mongolia team 

Dr Jargalsaikhan Dondog (Head of Health Promotion Department, Directorate of Medical 
Services, Mongolia) provided an update on the status of the Mongolia project on health 
promotion infrastructure and financing. Under the theme of improving health promotion 
through good governance, activities have included a survey on needs assessment, a literature 
review of existing reports, discussions among the key players, and analysis of a data set. 
Specific recommendations have been prioritized for advocacy efforts. These are: a line 
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allocation for health promotion in the budget; funding for advocacy and social mobilization; 
policy and reform in the health sector to create supportive healthy environments; and 
development of the advocacy skills of the key players to improve health promotion infrastructure 
and financing through good governance. 

2.3.7 Pro Lead - Malaysia team 

Mr Edmund Ewe (Project Manager, Malaysian Health Promotion Foundation, Malaysia) 
and Mr Azman Mohammed (Principal Assistant Director, Health Education and Communication 
Centre, Ministry of Health, Malaysia) gave an update on the status of the Malaysia project on 
health promotion infrastructure and financing. Under the theme of increasing participation of 
health-related nongovernmental organizations, sport and arts organizations in health promotion 
through advocacy and partnership development for the Malaysian Health Promotion Foundation, 
activities have included a national seminar on building partnerships for health promotion in 
Malaysia for sport and arts organizations, a seminar on strengthening partnerships for health 
promotion for health-related nongovernmental organizations, the creation of a website for the 
Malaysian Health Promotion Foundation and the creation of Health Promotion awards. 

2.3.8 Pro Lead - Fiji team 

Mr Manasa Rayasidamu (Acting Human Resource Officer, National Centre for Health 
Promotion, Ministry of Health and Social Welfare, Fiji) provided an update on the status of the 
Fiji project on health promotion infrastructure and financing. Under the theme of increasing 
intersectoral partnership in health promotion to support community organization development, 
activities have included revision of the community organization development process, revision 
of the current profile format and the conduct of a national health promotion awareness 
workshop. 

2.3.9 Pro Lead - Shanghai, People's Republic of China team 

Dr Fu Hua (Deputy Dean and Professor, School of Public Health, Fudan University, 
People's Republic of China) provided an update on the status of the Shanghai project on health 
promotion infrastructure and financing. Under the theme of improvement in performance of 
health promotion through strengthening the strategic vision and exploring the feasibility of 
setting up a health promotion foundation in Shanghai, activities have included organizational 
development and the creation of a team composed of the Shanghai Institute of Health Education 
and Fudan University; an information search and focus group discussions among stakeholders; 
mobilization and advocacy to the Shanghai Municipal Government, the Civil Bureau, the 
Industrial and Commercial Bureau and the China Credit Group; and a literature review. 

2.4 Summary of working papers and discussions: Listening, responding and supporting the 
momentum for change and transformation 

2.4.1 Nodal governance and economic gains of promoting health 

This presentation, by Professor Scott Burris (James E. Beasly Professor of Law, Temple 
University. United States of America), described a 'nodal governance' framework of governance 
and applied it to health promotion activities. Defining governance as "The management of the 
course of events within a system," the presentation described governance as an adaptation within 
social systems that reflects and tries to overcome inherent limits in huma.! knowledge. Nodes are 
points along governance networks that give individuals and organizations access to the network. 
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Key points included: 

( I ) Governance in any system is distributed across networks that coordinate 
diffused knowledge and capacity. 

(2) Governance is not a monopoly of governments. 

(3) Governments themselves are governed by non-government nodes. 

(4) Participating in governance ordinarily requires access to a node. 

A node's capacity to govern depends on its material resources, 'tools' for action, and way 
of thinking. 

Nodal governance offers several strategies for health promotion, including: 
(I) competition from new or reconstituted nodes; (2) reconfiguration of networks - new 
connections, severed connections; (3) changes in 'jurisdiction' and budgets; and (4) internal 
change in mentalities, technologies and resources. 

2.4.2 Economics of promoting health: Implications for public policy 

Dr Phua Kai Hong (Joint Professor in Health Policy and Management, The Lee Kuan 
Yew School of Public Policy and Faculty of Medicine, National University of Singapore, 
Singapore) described how much governments have achieved in the past in disease prevention 
and health promotion. Yet, there appears to be a lack of evidence to justify further investments 
in health against the rise in increased consumption of expensive high technology medical care. 
Evidence-based health promotion is sorely needed to give a greater focus and emphasis on 
health issues for public policy. 

Unfortunately, health policy-makers and health promoters do not share the same common 
values and language due to differences in focus. training, time-frames, goals and objectives, 
rewards and motivation, processes and outcomes. 

The methods of economic evaluation are well known, although its application in health 
promotion is only beginning to be realized: (I) cost minimization analysis, (2) cost-benefit 
analysis (CBA), (3) cost-effectiveness analysis (CEA), and (4) cost-utility analysis (CUA). 

Some issues in economic evaluation of health promotion programmes include a 
continuing lack of empirical scientific evidence in the literature and, although potentially 
beneficial, most studies are only suggestive of cost-effectiveness. Many studies are flawed in 
terms of their assumptions, data and methodology. This therefore calls for more rigorous 
research and evaluation of existing health care interventions, including disease prevention and 
health promotion programmes, to justify further public policy based on the economic criteria of 
efficiency, cost-effectiveness and equity. 

2.4.3 Noncommunicable diseases and economic development 

Dr Gauden Galea (Regional Adviser in Noncommunicable Diseases, WHOIWPRO) 
explored the mismatch between the global burden of noncommunicable diseases and the level of 
investment. Then he raised a series of issues regarding the economic aspects of 
noncommunicable disease prevention and health promotion. The main points included: 

(I) Noncommunicable disease is the greatest preventable health burden in the 
Western Pacific Region. 
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(2) Countries in economic transition will experience a further rise in 
noncommunicable diseases. Efforts need to be made to flatten this rise and 
eventually lead to a lower stable rate. 

(3) The opportunity cost of not investing now in noncommunicable diseases was 
summarized as: (a) the missed opportunity of reducing current preventable 
deaths; and (b) a future threat of the epidemic overwhelming health services in 
developing countries. 

Various aspects of noncommunicable disease intervention are public goods: they have no 
private demand and need government intervention. These aspects include: global trade control 
advocacy, human resource development, surveillance, community development, certain 
screening programmes, and research and development in low-cost medicines. 

He argued that cost-effective noncommunicable disease interventions are firmly 
established in the literature, primarily cardiovascular risk reduction and tobacco control. 

Certain aspects of noncommunicable disease prevention and control require further 
research, including: 

(a) the link between noncommunicable disease and poverty: prevalence of 
noncommunicable disease among the poor; the impact of noncommunicable disease on 
women in developing countries; and 

(b) the marginal benefits of noncommunicable disease interventions over current 
patterns of global investment. 

2.4.4 Economic gain from promoting health: Implications for health promotion workforce 
development 

The implications of the workshop discussions for the health promotion workforce were 
raised by Dr Vivian Lin (Professor of Public Health and Head of School, School of Public 
Health, La Trobe University, Australia). In order to achieve economic gain (as well as desired 
outcomes) health promotion indices need to be able: 

• to assess, apply and accumulate evidence-based cost-effective health promotion; 

• to design and implement scaled-up health promotion programmes; 

• to access a skilled workforce, adequate financing and political and organizational 
support; and 

• to understand the culture of decision-making at all levels. 

These activities need to be undertaken by providers of health promotion, including 
full-time health-promotion practitioners, health managers and leaders. 

In order to scale up health promotion activities, including financing, there is need to 
develop skilled leaders who know how to inspire people, particularly through advocacy among 
policy-makers. Some strategies include extending Pro Lead, strengthening, in collaboration with 
academic institutions, cross-disciplinary training and research learning across countries' health 
promotion institutions. 
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2.5 Special interactive session: How to convince finance ministers and heads of state to 
invest in health promotion 

Mr Cesar Virata (Chairman. Rizal Commercial. and Banking Corporation and Former 
Minister of Finance, Philippines) shared his insights and experiences in promoting health as a 
finance minister and a prime minister in the Philippines. He emphasized that a popUlation with 
strong immunity against disease is a convincing argument for finance ministers to invest in 
health programmes. He underscored the importance of nutrition, water and sanitation and family 
planning as programmes that protect the population against disease. He also cited the 
importance of promoting healthy lifestyles, tobacco and alcohol control and exercise 
programmes. He emphasized the importance of having a minister or secretary of health who has 
a strong and credible working relationship with the head of state. 

2.6 Results of group work and discussions 

The following guide questions were provided for group work and discussions: 

(I) What economic argumentslissues are constantly raised in your country to 
neutralize, reject or slow down your work in achieving appropriate infrastructure and new 
sustainable financing arrangements for promoting health? 

(2) Why are you unable to overcome these arguments and issues? 

(3) What countermeasures should you take to overcome these arguments and issues? 

(4) What type of regional or international activities would best help you achieve your 
goals? 

The results of the group work discussions were presented at the plenary session (Annex 5) 
and are summarized as follows: 

(I) The most common economic issues that are raised against appropriate 
infrastructure and new sustainable financing arrangements are: (a) inability to demonstrate 
immediate and 'visible' health-related results; (b) difficulty of policy-makers in seeing the 
'economic value' of health promotion; (c) it is widely believed that health promotion is a 
support activity and not the 'core business'lor a mission of the Ministry of Health. 

(2) The inability to overcome these arguments and issues are due to: (a) inability to 
define health promotion; (b) lack of data/evidence; (c) disinterest of political leaders; 
(d) inability to communicate short-term gains of health promotion; (e) lack of skills in 
advocacy and communication; (f) not enough allies. 

(3) The following countermeasures were recommended to overcome the economic 
arguments and issues raised: (a) create demand by showing the impact of health 
promotion on health, finance, the economy and politics; (b) The Ministry of Health should 
position itself as a facilitator and not as the only stakeholder or service provider, thereby 
creating an environment where others who are more adept at political advocacy could take 
centre stage; (c) build alliances with leaders, champions and the media; (d) use market 
forces/appeal to business and industry to promote health as part of corporate social 
responsibility; (e) build capacity in leadership and managerial skills; (f) address equity 
issues in health promotion programmes and policies; (g) prepare plans for political leaders 
to present to their electorate; (h) demonstrate effectiveness at international, regional, 
national and local levels. 
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(4) The types of regional and international activities that would best help achieve goals 
are: (a) human resource development that allows interaction and mentoring; (b) training 
ofthe health promotion workforce on economic evaluation, in order to demonstrate the 
cost-benefit and cost-effectiveness of programmes; (c) selection, dissemination and 
elaboration of case studies that can be used to influence policy; (d) strengthening of health 
promotion within WHO; (e) strengthening and expansion of Pro Lead; (f) support of 
twinning arrangements between health promotion foundations and health promotion 
foundation projects/initiatives; (g) development oftools to address social determinants in 
programmes and projects; (h) regular regional meetings. 

After the results were presented, a drafting committee came up with the following 
statements to summarize the recommendations of the group: 

• Investing in the future to meet the aspirations of society entails developing a healthy 
population and a productive workforce. This can be achieved primarily through a 
new autonomous infrastructure and financing for promoting health that complements 
existing government structures and are created through legislation. 

• Based on the experiences of existing health promotion foundations, this new 
infrastructure should be characterized by innovation, flexibility, accountability to the 
legislators and the public, sustainability and the capacity to work with new partners. 

• New infrastructure and financing for health promotion should enable countries to 
meet national and international priorities (for example the Framework Convention on 
Tobacco Control (FCTC) and the Millennium Development Goals). 

• The six countries that are engaged in Pro Lead (China, Fiji, Malaysia, Mongolia, the 
Philippines and Tonga) appeal to their governments to explore new financing and 
infrastructure based on the experiences of health promotion foundations (VicHealth, 
ThaiHealth and the Swiss Health Promotion Foundation) that are funded through 
dedicated taxes, social health insurance or treasury appropriations. 

• The participants of this meeting, in collaboration with the International Network of 
Health Promotion Foundations, are committed to a major step forward in promoting 
health in this Region through regional advocacy efforts and the 6th Global Conference 
on Health Promotion in Bangkok, Thailand. 

• The participants extend their heartfelt thanks to the Government of Japan for their 
financial support to Pro Lead, to the WHO Western Pacific Region for undertaking 
this exciting initiative, and to the SEAMEO-TROPMED Network and La Trobe 
University, Australia, for their support. 

• The participants strongly urge that these efforts be continued as critical strategies 
towards the achievement of the highest possible level of health for all people through 
the articulation of the social, political. cultural and economic gains of promoting 
health. 

2.7 Statements of support from stakeholders 

Statements of support for the meeting were made by the Asian Development Bank and the 
Korean Institute for Health and Social Affairs. 
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2.8 Closing ceremony 

The closing statement of the Regional Director was delivered by Dr Richard Nesbit, 
Director, Programme Management. The statement emphasized that the regional health 
promotion programme has taken a strong policy focus and views sustainable financing as a key 
strategy for achieving its goals. The wealth of material generated by the meeting was cited. The 
contribution of the Pro Lead fellows as a way of keeping the discussions "within reach" was 
noted. Continuing support to help Member States, scale up health promotion was reiterated. 

3. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

3.1 Conclusions 

The following conclusions were derived from the meeting: 

The meeting on the economic gains of promot.ing health. emphasized the importance of 
understanding how health promotion contributes to economic growth and development. In a 
global world where there is intense competition for resources, arguing that health promotion is 
sound economic policy could influence the way in which health promotion is organized, 
financed and implemented in Member States and could be scaled up to improve health 
outcomes. 

Two strategic approaches to building an evidence base on how health promotion 
contributes to economic gain have evolved from the meeting. These approaches, which are not 
mutually exclusive, have not been fully articulated or conceptualized and need to be further 
explored and studied, are: 

(I) showing how health promotion contributes to improved health outcomes and how, in 
tum, these health outcomes contribute to economic gain (In the future this could be 
formulated along the lines of an 'impact-on-burden-of-disease approach'.); and 

(2) showing how health promotion contributes to improvements in the performance 
(efficiency and effectiveness) of systems that impact on health (health financing 
systems, such as social insurance; corporate and private sector systems, such as 
businesses and industries, political systems at national, metropolitan or local levels; and 
social systems in general), and how health promotion contributes to reduction of 
financial and economic risks within these systems. (In the future this could be 
formulated as an 'impact on economic-and-financial-risks approach'). 

As these two strategies are evolving, it has become apparent that the challenges to 
articulating the economic gain of health promotion revolve around: 

(I) building consensus on concepts and language to capture how health promotion can have 
an impact on governance (corporate and public sector), politics and society; 

(2) documenting experiences on the extent to which health promotion policy advocacy 
could be made more effective by emphasizing how health promotion reduces financial 
and economic risks in systems vis-a-vis showing how health promotion impacts on 
disease outcomes (as has been shown by the work of health promotion foundations); 

(3) creating mechanisms to enable leaders to be confident in advancing economic arguments 
for health promotion at international, regional and national levels; and 
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(4) developing a multi-tiered strategy for health promotion that articulates how a global 
economy can promote health. 

3.2 Recommendations 

The following recommendations were made in relation to the regional health promotion 
programme: 

( I) A forum for discussing how heahb promotion impacts on the determinants of health 
(governance, politics and society) should continue to be provided. 

(2) Partnerships should be actively sought, and the work of groups and networks that have 
demonstrated effectiveness in building new and autonomous infrastructures and 
sustainable financing for health promotion supported. 

(3) Pro Lead should be sustained, improved and expanded as a means of building capacity 
for infrastructure and financing for health promotion. 

(4) A regional strategy for health promotion that clearly articulates how health promotion 
contributes to economic gain should be developed. 
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PROGRAMME OF ACTIVITIES 

Monday, 22 November 2004 

1. Opening ceremony 

Morning plenary session: Towards a framework on the economic gains 
of promoting bealth 

2. Overview of the Meeting 

3. A framework for economic gains of promoting health 

4. Review of literature on economic gains of promoting health 

5. PROFILES and economic gains of investing in nutrition 

6. Economic gains of tobacco cont;ol 

7. Costs and benefits of water and sanitation improvements 

8. Case study: Returns on investment in public health in Australia 

9. Economic gains and the global health promotion agenda: Briefmg on the 
6th Global Conference on Health Promotion 

Morning plenary _ion: Meet the CEOs: A paneI dIscossion on bow 
bealth promotion foundations contribute to economic gain 

10. An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure: The economics and 
politics of health promotion 

11. How Health Promotion Switzerland contributes to economic gain 

Tuesday, 23 November 2004 

12. How the ThaiHealth Promotion Foundation contributes to economic gain 

I3. Health promotion investments and planning: The way forward for 
Seoul, Republic of Korea 

14. Promoting health to improve social health insurance 

Morning plenary session: Meet ,the Pro Lead fellows: Country specific 
challenges and issues 

15. Overview of the Pro Lead programme and projects 

16. Methods used 

17. Tools 
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18. Country Presentations 

Pro Lead - Tonga team 

Pro Lead - Philippine team 

Pro Lead - Mongolia team 

Pro Lead - Malaysia team 

Pro Lead - Fiji team 
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Pro Lead - People's Republic of China team 

Wednesday, Z4 November 2004 

Morning plenary session: Listening, respondlng, and supporting the 
momentum for change and transformation 

19. Nodal governance and economic gains of promoting health 

20. Economics of promoting health: Implications for public policy 

21. Noncommunicable diseases and economic development 

22. Economic gain from promoting health: Implications for health promotion 
workforce development 

Afternoon workshops: Action points for 200S: Integrating economic: 
arguments in advocacy for health promotion infrastructure and 
rmanc:ing through specific: initiatives and activities. 

23 Special interactive session: How to convince Finance Ministers and Heads 
of State to invest on health promotion 

Thursday. 25 November 2004 

Morning plenary session: The way forward 

24. Presentation of group recommendations/discussion 

25. Presentation of amended recommendations 

26. Statements of suppon from stakeholders 

27. Closing ceremony 
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OVERVIEW OF THE 
MEETING 

by 
Dr Susan Mercado 

Acting Regional Adviser in Health Promotion 
WHO/WPRO 



Overvie~ of the \ I 
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Sus.n P MftCIIdo 

Acting flt90naI hMMr ................ 7 
VI/ORLD HEALTH ORGANIlA¢N 

w.tem PtlClllc: RegioMI Qb 

•.. 

57th World Health Assembly, 2004 
• WHO will support Member State. in raising 

awareness of determinants of health, fostering 
health-inducing environments and strengthening 
capacity at national and loeallevels for planning 
and implementing comprehensive health 
promotion that is sensitive to gender, culture 
and age, particularly in developing countries 
and for poor and marginalized groups. ~ 

57th World Health Assembly, 2004 
• ~Progress in reviewing and building evidence of 

the effectiveness of health promotion is being 

I 
made through the Global Programme on Health 
Promotion Effectiveness in 30 projects from 15 

I Member States .... 
1.1 • WHO will coliaborate with ali concerned 

parties, using the International Network of 
Health Promotion Foundations, to develop l __ sustainable means offinanctng health." 
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The Global 
Perspective 

Selling directions tor capacity 
building in health promotion 
infTastructuna and financing . 

57th World Health Assembly, 2004 

• "Insufficient evidence on the effectiveness 
of heaRh promotion contributes to lim~ed 
allocation of resources, and consequenHy 
under funded interventions and less 
effective health promotion." 

• "Special efforts tIlenatona needed to collect 
sound evidence particularly in developing 
countries." 

57th World Health Assembly, 2004 
• "The potential contribution of social security 

in preventing major risks and promoting 
healthy lifestyles will be explored ... ' 

• "Interaction with the private sector, 
increasingty a key player in health issues, 
will be furthenad. There is a strong need for 
the private sector to contribute increasingly 
to the aims of health promotion and 
healthier choices." 

1 
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The Regional 
Perspective 

Improving infrastructure and 
sustainable financing through 
leaders who promote health. 

Recent regional developments 
• WoI1<IhO!> on capaci\y-buildlng lor _ promotion. 

_2002. 
• Health Promotion Infrastructure and FInandng Study 

Group will SEAMED-TROPMED. 2003 I • Pilot oIa capacily-building programme lor _ wIIo 

'1 promote health (Pro Lead) With the """"'" '" the Japan Voluntary Fund _ in __ SEAMED-

TROPMED and La rrcbe UnNerIiIy, 2004 
• Meeting on economtc gaiM d promoting health, Manila 

2004. 

.. ---, 

-. 

, , 

Health 
Promotion 

\ 
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PRO LEAD 
• A programme lor leeders who promote health 
• Creates a _ming environment for country teams 

10 build capacity for promoting health 
• Projects focus on infrastructure and financing 
• Strong emphasis on improving governance 
• Flexible, responsive to needs and opportunities 
• Includes matching wllh menlOlll 
• Includes a "twinning- arrangement 

Regional focus: Leaders who promote health and are managinSI 
proces~ of change for Unproved infiutruclurc and sustainable 
financmg . 

• Shanghai, China 
• Fiji 
• Malaysia 

• Mongotia 
• Philippines 
• Tonga 

2 
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Iobjectives of the meeting 
• To share experiences and consolidate evidence 

of the economic gains of promoting health 
• To identify opportunities for achteving economic 

gains through innovations/reforms in 
I organizational structure, human resources 

I

I development, policy and finanang arrangements 
for health promotion, and !l- To recommend strategies to strengthen regional 
and "abonal advocacy for 'the economic gains of 
promoting health' 
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The meeting on 
economic gain of 
promoting health 

Consolidating economic evidence to 
support leaders who promote health 
in achieving improved infrastructure 

and sustainable finanCing 

PRO LEAD 
TEAIIS 

• StrengthenIng __ cy for 
hNIIh proRMI6on toundIIlIon 

lnltllliwlin countrM 
• KnowIftg .... lo fund --~to..,. .... 

Evideneeo 
economlcga 

3 
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A FRAMEWORK FOR ECONOMIC GAINS OF 
PROMOTING HEALTH 

by 
Professor K won Soonman 

Republic of Korea 



A Framework for Economic 
Gains of Promoting Healltl 

November 22, 2004 
Manila, WPRO 

Soonman KWON, Ph.D. 
Head 

Dept. of Healttl POlicy & Manl<lgelmo; 
School of Public Healttl 

seoul National University, South 

'Health' 

--""_.01 __ 

I. Determinants of Health 

Biology and genetics 
Childhood development 
Education 
Personal health practices and lifestyles 
Income and SOCial status 
Social support networks 
Employment and wor1<ing conditions 
PhYSical, social and political environments 
Health care 

'W,,"" ...... w ... 'm ~""" .. ,.., 
""' .. ''''--
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OUTUNE 

, 

.. 

.. 
~ 

.. 

Determinants of Healttl 

Determinants of Wealth at MICRO Level 

Determinants of Wealttl at MACRO Level 

Concerns and Issues 

Value of Ufe and Full Income 

___ ... eo ....... 
_01 __ 

Health = f (Income or economic 
development, ... j 

Why income matters? 

" 
. '.~~. 

4 
- Nutribon, suscepbbility to disease ..• ~ 
- Sanitabon, hygiene." 
• Education: effiCient producer of health, biller 

knowledge/coping skill, healttly behavior 
- Medical care and technology: contro"""l¥? 
• Public health infrasbucture, primary ca .... "'~,~" 

~"""'. "' ... _ ... ,,. Eoon ... 10 -..,,,--
',;!fill 

';,>:~it»;:,~' 

1 
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2. Health = f (level of income, 'relative' income 
or rank, 'distribution' of income, ... ) 

Relative income: rank, sense of control, 
psychological stress from low status 

Income inequality (dispersion) and health: 
erosion of social capital, social cohesion, 
under-investment in SOCial goods 

Controversies 
• Time senes vs cross-sectional 
· COnfounding factors 1: race, segregatkln 
• Level of analysis: individual, region, countiY -"-"'<Jeoo • .,....-._ 

Health capital (Grossman, 1972) 

Health as a capital good: inhent Initial stock, 
depreciation with age, random shock of illness 
and injury 

Investment in health (e.g., medical treatment, 
healthy behavior and lifestyle, other inputs) 
slows down the rate of depreciation of health 
or restores health 

Benefits of health 
direct consumptiOn benefit: health Itself 
investment benefit: for productive attIvIties ., .... , .......... ,"'._..... . ao .... ,_ ... _ 

Health and Wealth 

...... ,· ......... '· .. Eo,"_ .. " ... ",.,.. .... , .......... 
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II. Determinants of Wealth 
at Micro Level 

Income or Wealth = f (Health, ... ) 

Lower treatment cost 
Lower lost work time and decreased wage loss . Oil 
COgnitive development and education achievement 

Childhood health & numtion has long-term effects 
physical development and wage 
extent and seventy of chronic conditlol\li.! .,.!!,. 

'}'1b'-'i""'li:,_~ 

--"-"'_ .. ",--

III. Determinants of Wealth 
at Macro Level 

Economic Growth = f (Labor, capital, ... ) 

An extra year of life expectancy increases the 

. 

per capita GOP by 4% (Bloom, canning ! . 

and Sevilla, 2003) 

Impact of health on 
Quantity of labor (size of labor force) 
Quality of labor (labor productivity) 
capital aCCtlmulation 

~."" f,_ ...... .,. [0_", If; - .............. -

1. Impact of health on the quantity of labor 

Improvement in health 
-> decrease in productivity loss due to ill health 
(of the laborer him/herself and of family 

members) 

Reduced mortality or increased life expectancy 
. > Increased labor force 

e.9., Healthy childhood mature to economically 
productive age (labor force) 

'"On •• _ ......... E .... _ .. 
a-.", .......... o_ • 

2 



2. Impact of health on the quality of labor 

Increased life expectancy and better health 
-> increased returns to human development 
-> more investment in education and training 

_ Fertility is affected by a need to ensure a given '. 
number of survivors -> Il1CI"eased life exlJl!Clancy.: 
usually leads to decneased fertility 

-> decreased waste of resources on children who do 
not SUlVive 

-> more resources available for human de""11 f..... .' 
and educabon . . ".: ' •. ~. 

... on:., ........... ~_ ~",~:" 

-'01......-.0_ .' ", 

3. Impact of health on capital accumulabon 

Worse health, higher dependency 
-> more consumption than production 
-> negative effects on saving and 

capital investment 

" .. ,.,,_ ... E_ _.",--

lV. Issues (in Macro-level Analysis) 

I. stages of economic development 

Effect of health on wealth is smaller in 
developed countries than in developing 
countries 

a. Diminishing marginal contribubons of health 
to economic development (Law of 
diminishing marginal neturns) 

b. Increase in lif • ..,:pectancy leads to 
population aging 

• 

,~ ... ,F, .... _I .. E"""...... H _ ...... -... "-

.. 
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2. Impact of health on the quality of labor 
(oontinued) 

Health has a positive effect on cognlbve 
capability and education attainment 

HEALTH 
-> Educabon and human development 
-> Skill mix (more skilled labor) 
-> Incneased lalior productIVity 
-> economic development 

-.:_ ... -. ...... -... ~-

3. Impact of health on capital accumulation 
(continued) 

Increased life expectancy and better health 
-> need for saving for retirement period 
-> incneased saving and investment 
e.g., East AsIa 

can be one-generation effect 
-> Before population aging, more savings than 

spending. But, aging will result in 
incneased expenditure later on -,_ ... -_ .. _-

c. Health indicators/measures 

Differential determinants of economic growth 

Mortality/life expectancy (affecting the size of 
labor force) more important at lower levels 
of GOP <- oontribution of labor In prime 
years 

UfestyIe, education/training (affecting labor 
productIVity), age-specific disease patterns, 
functional status, etc. more imporl:aJa!:~ ..... 
high levels of GOP :"'~~ 

_:" .. _.1 .. £0......... "':),;~- .'.', _ ... ,. ..... ""'-

3 
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2. Reverse causality? 

Virtuous CKde or Vicious artie 

e.g., former Soviet Union, Sub-saharan Africa . '~'G~ 

III health -> catastrophic payment -> povert/' .. ,. 
> ill health, low investment In educatloA· '1· 

Women's education -> Lower fertility and lower 
infant mortality -> better nutrition _ 
more education -> Economic growl:tfC.,,,. """" 

"won ., ...... ""'fv<e_ '~~'-':i~-
Goin ... ",-_ ",,,,, 

V. Value of Life and Full Income 

Economic Gains of health improvement: 
economic growth (GOP) + value of health (or life) 

Full Income Approach: Overall economic welfare 
depends on quality of life (GOP per caplta)and. 

quantity of life (health, longevity: number of years ': 
over which income is enjoyed) 

e.g., GOP alone underestimates the economic benefits 

~[..:Ith promotion or the economiC ~~::"' •. 

.,-:..:;:;::::., ~ _ ~. ::'/0;' 

2. Value of life: inference from people's choice of 
risk in economic activities (e.g., job choice in 
labor markets, purdlaslng safety devices) 

-> revealed preference, tradeoff between risk and 
income (compensation) 

If a worker is willing to accept a more risky (higher .) 
mortality risk by 1/10,000) but otherwise .' 
Similar job with additional payment (risk 
premium) of $1,000 -> VOl. is $ 10 million 

Problem: job specific, difficult to evaluate •• '., • ."~0 
health nsk, need competItiVe marf<ets . ",. . . 

,.,"", .......... , .. ~""", .. _-
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3. Fadlltating Factors 

Government/governance, Economic policy 

~::';,o,":'lopment/Educauon policy ..• ~ 

-> Healthy Public Policy .~ .... d . 
(accelerating the impact of health on weEIIfh) .! 

Critic: Political rhetoric? . 

Need advocacy, coalition building 

e.g., Health promotion program should •.. ....•. .' 
Ministry of education and Ministry of . '. 

~:;~=.. :;': ,"",« 
,- . '.,- ~ 

1. How much are you willing to pay to prevent a 
statistical death (or to eliminate mortality 
risk)? 

Value of Life=Wlllingness to pay/Size of risk 
redudion 

e.g., willing to pay $1,000 to prevent a risk of· 
death by 1/10,000 -> value of life is $I0Il 
million 

Problem: bias In evaluating lovl-prolxlbllil 
limitations due to current budget 

.... ,,-'"'_ ..... _-

Value of Life: depends on income (GOP per capita) 

Country VOL (million US$) Average income 

India 
Hong Kong 
Australia 
Japan 

1.0 - 4.1 
1.7 
4.2 
9.7 

$778 
$11,668 
$ 23,30~ 
$ 44,863 

Source: Shanmugam (1996, 2000, 200]1); 51_I'" w""" 
KnIestIer and Leeth (1991) 

"",""F,_!ooE_ ... ~ _.01 __ 
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Contribution of Health Change to the Annual Rate 
of Change in Economic Welfare 

Country 

Botswana 
Kenya 
Malawi 
Zambia 
Zimbabawe 

1960-85 

2.7 
2.5 
1.7 
1.7 
2.0 

• 8.5,,' 
.~ 

· Bt3 
·7.9 
• 7.5 

Source: Jamison, Sachs and Wang (2001) ...... f._ .... £ _ _ .","'_H .. "" 

THANK YOU !II 

~' Prof. Soonman KWON 

kwons@snu.ac.kr (Seoul National Unlv.) 
http://plaza.snu.ac.kr/~kwons (Homepage) 

"., .. ',. ... _klotEbo<!oMio; ...., .. ' .. _H_ 
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Review of Literature on 
the Economic Gains of 

Promoting Health 
Dr SUNn Meludo, Acting Reglonlt AdVIser ""-1IIItI PItIII'IDllon 

D. BIIy ..... khan. RegIonII ~ HeIIIh c.. FInancIng 
V\IORLD HEAlTH ORGANIZATION 

WESTERN PACIFIC REGIONAL OFOFICE 

l 

.~ 

r 
Types of studies reviewed 

Description of reports Number 
Effectiveness of hea~h promotion 203 
Cost effectiveness of hea~ promotion 115 

Burden of illness 54 
Cost of health promotion programmes 9 
Others ( commentaries etc.) 43 
Total 424 

L •. _._-- . . . .. - -

.. ,..ouT> 

Materials were reviewed for content consistent 
: with principles cited in the Ottawa charter 

• Building healthy public policy 

• Creating a supportive environment 

• Strengthening community action 

• Developing personal skills 

• Reorienting health services 

, 

·51 -
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Classification of materials 

TYPE OF STUDY TYPESOF PROCIRAMIIES 

.-... SETTING --·Coat Etrectiveness - --·Burrlen of Ulnas -- .stt.I_gllmll'll - 'TobIIooo conWI ·0_ ...... 
·AIcohaIand~"" 

"""'"" --. -.... -.............. -..... ----C __ 

""""" 

-

Types of studies reviewed (%) 

.-

, ..... ~ 

"",.-n 
.......... 1% .. % 
iU._ 
Il% 

Examples of 

..... -..... 

effectiveness studies 

, 

. 
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Evidence of effectiveness - 1 

GENERAL 
• Most health reforms aim at efficiency, but a few 

consider the economic advantage of improving 
health. 

• Supply side intervention is less effective. Health 
promotion lowers risk and demand. 

• Comprehensive intervention pr09ralm"nes;~1-
moderate medical costs. 

Evidence of effectiveness -3 

COMMUNITY 
• Carefully planned community strategies reduced 

smoking within public places. 

• Focused action through legislation, pricing 
policy, mass media campaigns against tobacco 
and alcohol use are effective in IlKlIUC1[10n 
consumption. 

Evidence of effectiveness - 5 
--_ .. _. __ ._------
• In a sample of 17 ,901 

customers in a 
shopping complex, 
health signs 
increased stair usage 
by 7.2% among those 
with normal weight 
and 6.3% among 
those who were 
overweight. 

·52· 

Evidence of effectiveness - 2 
• A review of 31 reports 

show that protein and 
energy supplementation 
in elderly people at risk 
for malnutrition is 
effective. 

• Behaviour modification 
is most effective among 
aged 20-35 years old. 

Evidence of effectiveness - 4 
COMMUNITY 
• 10 year review of high school seniors in the 

USA showed that higher alcohol prices reduced 
alcohol consumption and frequency of 
consumption. A 23% tax was associated w~h 
14% decrease in consumption. 

• Community law enforcement, restriction of beef
sponsored concerts and reducing marketing of 
happy hours dramatically reduced alcohol 
related harm. 

Evidence of effectiveness - 6 
WORKPLACE 
• Health promotion among 950 Chevron 

employees and their dependents revealed only 
1% increase in medical cost from 1992·1997, a 
60% reduction in absenteeism. Smoking rate 
was reduced by 35%, alcohol use by 29% and 
occupational injury by 50%. 

2 



Evidence of effectiveness - 7 
WORKPLACE 
• A randomized study of 48,000 members of the 

Wisconsin Education Association Insurance 
Trust participants in the company _lIness 
programme achieved 17·35% reduction in 
medical visits over a two-year post intervention 
pertod. 

r Examples of cost-
! , 
I 
I 

effectiveness studies 

-

..... "..-, 

Evidence of cost-effectiveness-2 

WORKPLACE 
• 1133 Pfizer employees and their families in the 

company wellness programme achieved a 
productivity increase of 1.5% level, in·patient 
days were lowered by 17% which was partiy 
shifted to a 22% higher use of outpatient 
services. 

" 
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Evidence of effectiveness - 8 

HOSPITAUCLINIC 
• A review of 52 studies report that group therapy 

for smoking cessation is better than self help, 
and other less intensive interventions, but 
inconclusive compared to intensive individual 

Evidence of cost-effectiveness - 1 
COMMUNITY 
• Community activity promotion likely saves a life 

year at $2000 compared to mammography 
promotion which costs about $56,000 per year 
life saved. 

• In 200,000 Norwegian adults, community 
intervention for lo_ring serum cholesterol 
concentration was more cost-effective than 
individual intervention. 

• Heafth promotion edlJca'tion 
more cost effective, 

Evidence of cost-effectiveness - 3 

WORKPLACE 
• 5000 employees of Pftney Sa-s, the company 

wellness programme achieved 5% lower heafth 
care costs. Among fitness centre members 
there were 47% ~r sick days and 10% f~r 
smokers. 

3 
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Evidence of cost effectiveness - 4 
WORKPLACE 
• 92,238 Citibank employees who had high heatth 

risk reported that participation in a wellness 
programme decreased medical visns by 1.6, 
hospital days by .1 days, sick days by 1.8 days, 
medical costs by $608. Benefit cost ratio 6:1 

Examples of burden 
of illness studies I 

l J 
~''''.''''' 

I Evidence of burden of illness - 2 
iii 

I , 

ADULTS 
• Drug and alcohol abuse with subsequent 

absenteeism, bad jUdgment, on the job 
i accidents and impaired morale cost US 
L. .. businesse." $40 B ,annually. 

. , 
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Evidence of cost-effectiveness - 5 
HOSPITAL / CUNIC 
• Hospital-based smoking cessation programmes 

were aSSociated With the following cost 
efficiencies: $3697/quit and $169'-$7444 life 
year saved. 

• 7,840 patients aged 35-64 years showed that 
cost effectiveness of reduction of coronary risk 
factors through minimal blood pressure 
screening plus personal vascular hiStory is 
$557-1730 and $2046-6436 per life year 

for men and women respectively. 

~Vidence of burden of illness -1 

\ ~ Childhood obesny precedes •.. 
I adult obesity in 30% of . 

cases. 

I 
I , 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

• Maternal obesny was related .. 
to higher prenatal care costs 

,00_"'''''' t hospital stays as a result of 
more frequent cesearian 
deliveries and other 
complications . 

Example of cost of 
health promotion 

programmes 

l 
."",.". 

J I 

" 
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Evidence of cost of health promotion 
programmes - I 

COMMUNITY 
• The annual cost of construction and 

maintenance of bike and pedestrian trails in 
Nebraska was $235 per user compared to 
medical cost of inactivity at $622. 

General observations 
• There is a lot of evidence to show effectiveness 

and cost-effectiveness of health promotion in 
different settings, among different age groups 
and in the general population. 

• Most of the intervention programmes used a 
combination of two or more principles of the 
Ottawa charter. 

• Most of the programmes focused on multiple 
risk factor reduction. 

Programme areas 

POPULAR INCREASING 

• Physical activity INTEREST 

• Tobacco control • Alcohol abuse 

• Drug abuse 

• Adutt nutrition 

- 55 -
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Summary of 
preliminary results 

- • 

• At least 30% of the literature was on evidence of 
effectiveness and cost-effectiveness of health 
promotion in the workplace. 

• Cost-effectiveness evidence was available to a 
limited degree in the assessment of health 
promotion in schools, the community and the 
hospitaVcfinlc. 

I 
• Studies on workplace health promotion was 

generally more robust then In other settings. 
--.- - ,-, .. -

Issues and challenges 

• Units of outcome are not standardized 
making ~ difficult to compare results in 
different settings. 

• Tendency to focus on high risk groups 
creates difficulties in using studies for 
population-based approaches. 

• 

5 
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Implications for 
health promotion 

foundation initiatives 

.. ,"""*' " 

Implications for health promotion 
foundation initiatives 

• Review evidence before proposing national 
campaigns or programmes. 

• Encourage private sector, business and 
industry to invest on health promotion 
activities and document their results. 

• Include data on the impact of health 
promotion on workforce productivity in 
policy discussions. 

WHO response ] 
~--
• Finalization of the review of literature. 
• Publication of a user-friendly summary on 

evidence of economic gain of promoting heatth. 

• Research agenda for cost-effectiveness of 
heatth promotion for the Region. 

• Bi-regional workshop on heatth promotion 
I effectiveness and cost-effectiveness. 

II: • Development of sub-national heatth accounts I 
I I. for health promotio!' with Seoul, Korea.. .~ 
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1 

1 

I 

I 
I 

r;;:"or':::i 

s""" 
... " tL JVi 

delemlinanh - :::-y ~Clt*tyoftflbcu ER:,t 
IJI. rIM (prodUCtiVlly) r-

~~ ~Ie ~ IIlIt* ) ~ 

--

Challenges 

• Selecting evidence that deciSion-makers 
will pay attention to at country level. 

• Packaging evidence in ways that decision
makers can easily use. 

• 

• Continuing to generate new evidence at the 
country level. 

• 

~ 
", 

'.'., 
"- " ,- ~ 

, 
~. -~--" 

'HEALTH PROMOTION 

Making h.althy eholcae eaay, . 
.arty and •• elllng, everywhe"'.. ""': 

:," '," ; 

/ "" , 

, 

.. . 

L ___ !;= 
i ....... '-'" 

• 
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Economic Benefits of Promoting Nutrition 
Jay Ross 

Academy for Educational Development 

I would like to begin by clarifying the conceptual framework used in this presentation 
(and how it fits with the framework described this morning). 

Then I will provide a quick overview of the economic benefits of promoting nutrition. 

I understand that the main reason that I was invited to this meeting is that for the last ten 
years or so, I have been involved in developing and using a process to quantify the 
economic and other consequences of malnutrition for nutrition advocacy. So finally, I 
will conclude with a description of this process, called PROFILES. 

The main messages I hope to convey are .... 

• Malnutrition has enormous preventable economic costs 

• These includes large and growing costs of diet-related chronic diseases, even in 
poor countries 

• Cost-effective interventions to address these problems exist 

• The first challenge is to raise awareness of these investment opportunities 

Beginning with the conceptual framework I propose ... 

I wi II talk about specific nutrients and effects in a moment but for now, this diagram 
illustrates the major mechanisms and economic effects of malnutrition in general. In our 
work we consider two kinds of economic impacts of malnutrition: 

I. the cost of care for the illness caused by malnutrition (this includes both direct 
medical costs and indirect costs such as the opportunity costs oftime of 
caregivers) and 

2. Lower economic productivity (due to a reduction in work output and lost wages 
due to death). 

Child and adult malnutrition are distinguished here because they affect economic 
productivity differently and have different timeframes. In the case of adults CURRENT 
productivity is affected by illness, absenteeism and lower work capacity whereas in 
children, FUTURE productivity is affected by impaired mental and physical development 
and poorer educational attainment. 

[Premature mortality affects both adults and children but forgone wages due to a death 
must be balanced against forgone consumption. This is a technical problem that is often 
ignored in some estimates of the costs of premature death. There is also a strong 

/ , 
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resistance to putting a price on death, as if to say that for a certain sum of money we 
would willingly sacrifice a life.] 

Note that this framework only includes the ECONOMIC costs, not the human costs, such 
as suffering, disability or other dimensions of the quality of life that do not have a direct 
economic cost. It is silent on issues such as human rights and takes no account of the 
unequal distribution of the burden of malnutrition, which is born primarily by the poor. 

For these reasons an approach to nutrition promotion that relies solely on economic 
arguments should be seen as complementary to other approaches which can be used at the 
same time. 

Because the future productivity effects of malnutrition are so important, I wanted to show 
schematically how future benefits are calculated and compared with current costs. This is 
an typical age-wage profile for a manual laborer showing the dollar value of work output 
at different ages from entering the workforce to retirement or death. 

An early investment that increases lifetime earnings by increasing output throughout 
working life will have a face value equal to the shaded area. This is the economic benefit 
of the investment, whether it is in nutrition or health or education. This future benefit has 
to be discounted back to the present because we place less value on something that we 
have to wait for and the longer we have to wait for it the less it is worth in the present. If 
the discounted value of the future benefit is greater than the initial investment then this is 
an investment worth making on economic grounds. 

For the next few minutes I want to offer a very brief overview of what we know about the 
economic benefits of promoting malnutrition ... 

We have long known from laboratory and animal studies and from the casual 
observations in the field that malnutrition compromises immunity. But we did not 
understand the full impact of this on child mortality until relatively recently when, in 
1994 a pooled analysis of data from 8 studies from 6 countries was published. This 
showed that underweight and associated conditions increase vulnerability to infectious 
diseases thereby accounting for what we now estimate to be about 60% of child deaths 
globally. 

This is why the WHR for 2002 listed underweight as the major cause of disability 
adjusted life years lost (DAL Ys) in the world 

Note also that many of the other major causes of the global disease burden are nutritional 
or diet-related -- including deficiencies of iron, zinc and vitamin A. Other important 
nutritional causes listed here have traditionally been associated primarily with aflluence, 
(such as high blood pressure, high cholesterol, and high BMI) but note that already most 
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of the disease burden from these conditions occurs in developing countries -- represented 
by the blue and brown colored segments. 

In the last 10-15 years there has been a dramatic increase in evidence for a causal link 
between mild malnutrition and a variety of serious health conditions. 

A pooled analysis of a series of studies in the 80s and early 90s showed that in 
communities where vitamin A was prevalent, it accounted for about 23% of child deaths. 
This was mainly mild or subclinical deficiency since severe deficiency was rare or 
absent. 

I have already mentioned the work that demonstrated a similar effect of Protein energy 
malnutrition (as measured by underweight) on child mortality. Protein Energy 
malnutrition (as measured by stunting) is largely permanent and affects physical capacity 
and work productivity later in adulthood. Iron deficiency causes maternal and perinatal 
mortality, reducing the work capacity of adults, and affects the intellectual development 
of children, in tum leading to poor cognition and school performance, both of which are 
linked with lower future economic productivity. We now know that iodine deficiency, in 
addition to causing the well known clinical signs of goitre and cretinism, causes 
widespread subclinical intellectual impairments that were previously only suspected. 

Although it has been commonly known for decades that that vitamin and mineral 
deficiencies cause a range of debilitating conditions such as anemia, cretinism and 
blindness, there is little appreciation of this more recent evidence that the subclinical 
effects of mild deficiencies include compromised immunity, and both intellectual and 
physical impairments. Because these subclinical effects are so common, affecting about 
a third of the world's population, their economic and human effects are much greater than 
the well recognized but rare symptoms of severe deficiencies. 

The Micronutrient Initiative and UNICEF recently collaborated on an ambitious effort to 
quantify the economic effects of vitamin and mineral deficiencies worldwide (partly 
using PROFILES analytical methods). One of the main conclusions is that "so serious is 
the problem and so affordable the solution that not to act decisively against it would 
make a mockery of other, more difficult, development targets." 

Speaking of development targets, this is the fifth report on the World Nutrition Situation, 
published earlier this year by the Standing Committee on Nutrition (housed at WHO, 
Geneva). In addition to its regular reporting of global nutrition statistics the authors of 
this report make the case that nutrition is an essential input to development. 

Many arguments were presented, demonstrating the potential role of nutrition in a variety 
of development efforts. In this table the authors use the millennium development goals to 
make this case. They suggest that nutrition improvement and a nutrition perspective is 
necessary or relevant in virtually every dimension of development. 
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Recently, the economic cost oflow-birth weight was estimated. Although there are many 
causes of low birth weight, including smoking and sexually transmitted disease, maternal 
nutrition prior to conception and during pregnancy are considered among the most 
important. These economists estimated that one case of LBW averted would save a total 
of$580, with most of these savings in the form of lost future wages due to the physical 
and intellectual effects that carry through to adulthood. This suggests that any 
intervention that could reduce LBW for less than $580 per case is worth doing. Although 
LBW is one of the most difficult problems to address, these authors suggest that a 
number of interventions meet this criteria, including iron folate supplementation and even 
a balanced protein energy supplement during pregnancy. 

We saw earlier the importance of chronic diseases in the global burden of disease, 
accounting for 46% of the global burden of disease and 60% of deaths. 

We also saw that developing countries already account for the bulk of the chronic disease 
burden. By the year 2020,60"10 of the burden of chronic diseases will occur in developing 
countries. 

When we say "diet-related" chronic disease, how strong is the relationship with diet? 
This diagram summarizes the main pathways for which we have evidence of a 
relationship between nutrition and chronic disease risk. The precise magnitude of the 
relationships remains uncertain and the complexity of this multicausal model makes it 
difficult to estimate all these effects, However, Popkin and colleagues have estimated the 
contribution that diet-related factors, operating only through the major pathways 
(indicated here by heavy arrows) accounted for 20-25% ofthe chronic disease burden in 
'995, expected to increase to close to a third for some conditions in 2025. 

Malnutrition may cause many important problems but are there cost-effective solutions? 
To inspire action, advocacy must do more than create awareness ofa problem. It must 
also propose a cost-effective and affordable solution to address it. The size of the 
problem in terms of its costs, helps understand what interventions are viable as 
investments on economic grounds. 

The literature is relatively weak on cost analysis of solutions, mainly for lack of attention 
to this aspect of nutrition interventions. Also the costs and effectiveness of interventions 
are very situation specific and are often difficult to disentangle from other interventions 
with which they are integrated. More rigorous cost-effectiveness work needs to be done. 

However, the evidence we have on micronutrient interventions, which is stronger and 
more consistent is that these are particularly cost-effective with benefit-cost ratios 
sometimes in excess of 100 for salt iodization and in excess of 5 for iron 
supplementation. 
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Even the less cost-effective interventions such as those to address LBW, as suggested 
earlier, or to improve child nutrition have benefit cost ratios in excess of I. 

As we learn more about what specific components are most effective in different 
situations and how to deliver them efficiently, these B:C ratios will increase substantially. 
There are many examples of such advances, in dosing levels, targeting, behavior change 
communication, etc. 

To sum up this section, there is ample evidence that an investment in nutrition is a cost
effective way to 

• Improve health and survival 

• Increase mental capacity and 

• Increase worker productivity 

PROFILES 

PROFILES can is best described as a process that uses tools that take epidemiological 
data (coefficients from the scientific literature, national data on the prevalence of 
malnutrition, demography and the economy) to quantify the functional consequences of 
malnutrition in terms that policy makers care about (such as sickness, death and lost 
productivity). 

The process typically involves ... 

• Policy gap analysis to identify the purpose of advocacy (matching problems with 
solutions) 

• Political analysis to understand the decision-making process and how it can be 
influenced 

• Message development based on the PROFILES estimates of the functional 
consequences of malnutrition 

• Policy dialogue to engage policy makers, to find and/or create opportunities to 
formulate relevant policies 

• Follow-up as relentlessly as necessary until the policy objectives are 
accomplished 

• Evaluation and revision ofthe strategy 

You saw this earlier. All ofthese relationships are included in the PROFILES model and 
we regularly update with new information, developing new models or revising old ones 
as new evidence becomes available. 

., 
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A separate set of spreadsheets allows us to quantify the benefits of breastfeeding, in terms 
of infant health and survival, birth spacing and economic benefits including the reduction 
in the costs of health care for the diarrheal and respiratory infections due to sub-optimal 
breastfeeding. 

Earlier I showed you this graphic together with estimates of the economic cost ofLBW 
as developed by Behrman and colleagues. We are now in the process of incorporating 
the same algorithms into PROFILES. 

Finally, I am showing you this graphic again since it provides, together with estimates of 
the relative risks associated with each of the links shown, a basis for constructing a 
PROFILES-like spreadsheet model of chronic disease risk. This would now be fairly 
easy to accomplish thanks to the work of Popkin and colleagues. I understand that WHO 
may be developing something along these lines and I look forward to seeing that work 
when it is available. 

PROFILES has been used now in over 25 countries worldwide. This does not include the 
use of PROFILES as part of an eight-country ADB/UNICEF collaboration to increase 
nutrition investments in this region. 

And, to leave you again with the main messages ... 

Finally, this is how the epidemiological evidence must be perceived by policy makers, 
who get a steady diet of seemingly random medical news linking yet another dietary or 
other risk factor to some dire consequence in some group of people. Our challenge is to 
package the information in a way that penetrates the noise created by these endless and 
sometimes contradictory messages. 
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Economic Cost of LBW 
Averting one case of LBW saves 5580 (nel present value. discount: 5%) 

Low Birth _ I 

Weight ~ ... illness 80 I \ \ ~rtalOy 93 

chronic diseases 23 

reduced productivity 339 

intergenerational effects 45 

Total 580 
SQ~(C. Be~'man Aklllman and Hodcinoll, 200<1 

Pathways for Diet-Related Chronic 
Disease 

with esti"""ted minimum % contr'llllVOOn of dlel:-'Ded facto'" In China 

1995 m§. 

22.7 22.7 

20.8 32.1 

22.7 33.1 

1 
i...-_ -- 25.2 24.5 

Source P"",""",,, 2001 

~ 

14 
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5th Report: Nutrition and MDGs 
I 
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ImproVI mil ..... ~ : COIIIrIbutellD IMtImaI hIIIltI ttII'oIIeII mIIIY"""'" 

I AdcINMM ................. In food, cntnd ....... I 
COtnbll HMAIDS, "'*II I' ..... 0ftIIl1fld .......... 01 M)8 I 

and othIrdll-. . lIIportInt~of ........... CInI I 
' EnIun ... ~= ... ,~~ofIoCllllClllflfDr"''''''' 
, ......... 11ly! .... qIIIIly I 
l~r·~~Ih~J~~.~~~I.~=_~ 

SOurce: SCN. 2004 

Diet-Related Chronic Diseases 
a Problem Among the Poor 
• Chronk: diseases contributed to 

• 46% of the .lobaI burden of d ...... 

• &0% of the SI.5 million total cIeatM In the world 

• Developing cou_ ... SUlrtlng to parallel 
the developed world with Inc __ Ity 
and other dtst-relatad chronic dlseaua 
(dl.be .... hypertension. IHD. stroke) 

• By 2020. 150% 01 the burden 01 chronic 
diseas .. will occur In devetoplng countr1 .. 

.. 

Nutrition Policy Reform 

Affordable 
Solutions 

" 

3 



Cost-Effective Affordable Solutions 

• Noed mor. rtgo..,... "'* __ 
studl •• 

• Mlcronutrhtnt Interventions have 
p"rtlcularl~ high benellt-<:OSt _ 
(usually 5-~OOJ 

• Evidence evallabla ........ benefits 
cost ratios> 1 for a wfdB range of other 
Interventions 

• As technical_elva..,.. 1_ 
_and I_coati B:C_ 
wllllncrea8. 

PROFILES Process 

• Policy gap analysis 

• Political analysis 

• Message development 

• Policy dialogue 

• Follow-up 

• Evaluation 
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Why invest in nutrition? 

• Improw heaHh and survival 

• Increas. mantal capacity 

• Increase wortler productivity 

PROFILES Software 

P I Epidemiological Data I ~ 

~ Qrofile0 ~ 
.[J. £l, n 

Functional Consequences 

Recent Advances in the Health 
Effects of Mild Malnutrition 

Deficiency 

Vitamin A ---: 

PEM :;;,:;?'" ~ 
Iron -

Reduces 

survival 

productivity 

t 
_ ;: intelligence 

Iodine __ ----or 
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Benefits of Optimal Breastfeeding 

Breastfeedlng Improve. 

health 
survival 

birth spacing 
economy 

Pathways for Diet-Related Chronic 
Disease 

Main Messages 

• Malnutrition has enormous 
preventable economic costs 

• This includes a large and growing 
problem of diet-relaled chronic 
diseases, even In poor countries 

• Cost-effective Interventions to 
address these problems exl.t 

• The first challenge is to raise 
awareness of theae Investment 
opportunities 

" 

~'J 
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Economic Cost of LBW 

Low Birth _ 
Weight ~---..... Illness 

\ 

\ \ChroniC ::::: 

reduced productivity 

intergenerational effects 

National Profiles Applications 
Asia Africa Latin America sa_ 

"""" 
M_ ..... 

Philippines M., Uganda EJ Salvador 

Ch1na Togo Eltiopia Guate_ 

Indonesia 8. Faso Kenya 

India Cola d'ivoire South Africa 

Sierra Leoni T""""'" ...... lambi8 

Nigena ZimbabWe - een;n 

5 
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Calculating the Effects of Malnutrition on Economic 
Productivity, Health and Survival in China using PROFn...ES 

Summary of Key Results 

Mortality 

Protein Energy Malnutrition (Underweight) 

Since 1992, the reduction in the prevalence of underweight (from 15.7% to 10.1%) bas resulted in 
the prevention of 176,000 child deaths, representing 10% of the total reduction in under-S 
mortality from all causes over this period. 

In the next ten years (2001-20 IO), if there is no further reduction in underweight, it will 
contribute to 22% of deaths among children 6-59 months old, a total of612,OOO deaths. 

Almost half (46%) of these deaths will occur in the 12 most disadvantaged western provinces, 
although these account for only 29"10 of the under-S popUlation. 

The vast majority (82%) of child deaths due to underweight are caused by mild underweight, 
suggesting that prevention is the only effective remedy. 

Reducing the prevalence of underweight (from 10.1% to 8%) over the next ten years would save 
an additional 62,000 child lives. 

If this reduction were achieved by reducing the prevalence in the west from 16.8% to the current 
national prevalence of 10.1 %, 56,000 lives would be saved (90% of the 62,000 deaths averted 
oVerall). 

Vitamin A 

At the current prevalence (l0.8%), vitamin A deficiency in children under 5 contributes to 7.5% 
of deaths (6-59 months). 

If this prevalence is reduced by half over the next ten years, 49,000 child lives could be saved, 
including 24,000 in the western provinces. 

Prod Dctivity 

Iodine DefICiency Disorders 

If the total goiter rate remains at the current level (8.3%) the cognitive damage to the fetus caused 
by iodine deficiency during pregnancy will result in future productivity losses over the next ten 
years with a net present value of¥199 billion. 

Reduction of the total goiter rate to 5% over the next ten years would result in future productivity 
gains with a net present value of¥40 billion. 

Of these gains, ¥24 billion would be in the western provinces alone, assuming that the TGR there 
is also reduced to 5% (from the current 15.1 %). 

Protein. Energy Malnutrition (Stullting) 

The reduction in the prevalence of child stunting (from 32.7% to 14.4%) since 1992 has resulted 
in future economic productivity gains with a net present (200 I) value on 1 0 1 billion. 

If current stunting levels remain uncbanged over the next ten years, the net present value of future 
productivity lost will be ¥159 billion. 

Reducing stunting further over the next 10 years (from 14.4% to 11%), would gain¥20 billion. 

A 40% reduction of stunting in the west during the same period (from 22.7 %) would result in 
future productivity gains with a net present value onlO billion. 
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Iron DefU!iency AnemUz (Adults) 

If adult anemia remains at current levels (women: 35.6%; men: 13.7%) the value oflost 
productivity over the next ten years will be ¥702 billion. 

The majority (69%) of these losses 'wIn be among women. 

Reducing anemia by 30% over the next ten years would result in productivity gains worth ¥l 07 
billion, including 1.'30 billion in the western provinces. 

Iron Deficiency AnemUz (Children) 

If the rate of anemia among children remains at its current level (21. 7%) the value oflost 
productivity over the next ten years will be ¥2.4 trillion. 

If childhood anemia is reduced by 30% over the next ten years (to 15.2%) the net present value of 
future productivity gained would be ¥348 billion. ' 

Summary of Productivity Losses 

The net present value of productivity losses due to stunting, iodine deficiency and anemia in 
adults and children in 2001 alone is ¥362 billion or 4.0 % ofGDP. 

All of these nutritional problems also reduce intelligence and learning ability. Although we are 
not able to quantify these effects, malnutrition will also reduce educational achievement, waste 
educational resources and lead to further reductions in economic productivity. 

Non-communicable Diseases 

Stunting 

It is estimated that the current prevalence of stunting among children under 5 (14.4%) will 
contribute in the future to 22.3% of overweight, 13.9"10 of coronary heart disease, 2.1% of 
diabetes, 14.6% of hypertension, and 2.1% of stroke. 

Low Birth Weight 

Although low birth weight is known to be associated with non-communicable disease risk, at 
current levels of low birth weight (5.9%) its contribution is small relative to that of stunting. 

Benefits of Breastfeeding 

Economic Value 

About 4.2 billion liters ofhurnan milk are produced each year in China, with a net value of¥42 
billion. 

Sub-optimal breastfeeding in China results in a loss ofbreastmilk with a net value of¥30 billion. 

Survival 

Pending verification of input data, no estimates are reported. 

HeaUh 

Sub-optimal breastfeeding causes an estimated 15.6% of diarrhea cases and 13.2% of acute 
respiratory infections among infants. The cost to families of treating these illnesses is about ¥380 
million. 

Fertility 

Breastfeeding in China results in an average delay in the return offertility after birth by 13.4 

months and offers a total of 21 million "couple-years of protection" against conception annually. 
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Economic gains 
of tobacco control 

Meeting on Economic Gains of Promoting Health 
Manila 22-25 November 2004 

Burke f'-hbum 
Reglona' Coordinator 
Tobacco Free InitilUve 

WHO W .... rn Pactflc: ~Iofllli omc. 

Need for tobacco control 

Global tobacco deaths are large and 
growing, and have higher burdens 
among the poor 

• Specific market failures support 
government intervention 

• Demand measures are most effective to 
reduce consumption 
Tobacco control is cost-effective 

Costs of tobacco use 

• Tobacco burdens the economy due to 
- higher health care costs 
-lower labor productivity 
- premature deaths ... 

... which result in slowed economic 
growth 
Tobacco use results in annual global net 
loss of $200 billion (1994 World Bank) ... 

~=-~Fittdeoelophig ctmntrtes. 
" __ H noo ___ ........... _ .. -.. /OaOo<ll. ___ ...... _c-.. ... r ___ 10-1'CItWow.1IIoI __ _ .1 
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Agenda 

1. Need for tobacco control 

2. Costs of tobacco use 

3. Key tobacco control measures 

4. Cost effectiveness oftobacco control 

5. Tobacco taxes 

6. Economic losses from tobacco control? 

7. Economic gains oftobacco control 

Need for government intervention 

Economic rationale or "market failures" 
- Smokers do not know their risks 
- Addiction and youth onset of smoking 

- Lack of information and unwillingness to act on 
infonnation 

- Regret hab" lator, but many addicted 
- Costs imposed on others 
- Costs of environmental tobacco smoke and health 

costs 

Healthcare costs from smoking 

Annual (gross) heaHhcare costs: 
- 0.1% -1.1% ofGDP 
- 6%-15% of tote I healthcare costs in Hie 
- Proportionally similaf in lie 
Net (lifetime) heaHhcare costs 
- Differences in lifetime costs are smaller than 

annual costs 
- Best studtes suggest there are lifetime costs 
- Pension or "smokers pay their way" are complex 
- Low pension coverage in LlCIMIC 

I 



Philippines: Annual j)roductlvlty loss from 
smoking, selected diseases, 1999, In pesos 

Tobacco-llelled wl3!letomer ToialLosses CosIofl.o6lY«l~ 

Diseases Oal' SjIett ru oI111ltkDa)S Oal' 
oflllltk 

LLIlI Carter 77.17 169,504Jl 42,376203.45 
Ciloricamt.e Nm~Oisl 10.64 387,417.76 96,861,940.48 
CoIOO!fy Adety Disease 27.93 1,648,440~ 412,110,10428 
CaRliolasalir Disease 27.93 7,747;125.98 436~13,996.19 

Toial 9,952,618.971 988,162,244.40 
SoIrte: C~1IlIIe SmoIiIll in lie 19991. 

Actual costs of smoking 
United States 

• $40 per pack 

- $33 reduced life expectancy and tobacco
related disability 

- $5.44 costs of secondhand smoke 

- $1.44 pooled risk costs (Medicare, 
Medicaid, group life insurance, sick leave) 

(The Price of Smoking, Sloan F 2004) 

Key recommendations 

Governments: adopt a comprehensive 
strategy, tailored to each country 
Increase cigarette tax: 213 to 415 of retail price 
Consumer information, research, advertising 
and promotion bans, warning labels and 
restrictions on publiC smoking 
Widen access to cessation therapies 
International agencies: review policies, 
sponsor research, address cross-border 
issues and support the WHO FCTC 
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Tobacco use in the Philippines 
Total Costs 

Health care P27 billion 

Productivity loss due to illness PI billion 

Premature death productivity P18 billion 
loss 

Annual total costs >P46 billion 
~_~iII...J.IRI "---__ ""_ 

---~ J,_H ___ of ......... _In_~of._...-oIl11o .. _a..-... r ___ 1O-M~-'IWIt,~ 

Smokers pay twice - out of pocket costs are 
higher than most smokers realize 

A Smoker's CIgaretIII Expenditure .. % of _Iy" __ ",ECA, 

1999'-

:i: D' ,,,. I 2ew. 1.'" 17'110 1~ 

'~g; ,'" 7"" " "., .'" 1 .... 11 .. 11 .. 11 .. 13"" II I 
~ --..... UJU. . , , . 

SOur«: Do ... frum IMf. USDA. WHO I11III WBsoun:es. calc:ulaliDnl b Ihe WB 

Cost effectiveness 

In general, cost effectiveness of cessation 
interventions is $»355 per Daly saved 
Policy-based programs cost about $20 to $80 
per Daly 
HICs w~h comprehensive programs spend 
between 50¢ and $2.50 per capita per year 
LlCs and MICs costs likely to be affordable, 
even in countries where per cap"a public 
expenditure on heaHh is extremely low. 

2 
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Cost effectiveness 
California 1999 

California programme (1990-1999) resu~ed in 
an overall cost savings of $8.4 billion 
For every $1 spent on the program between 
1990 and 1998, an estimated $3.62 in direct 
medical costs were avoided. 
Hea~h care plan's annual cost for cessation: 
$0.89 - $4.92 per smoker 
Annual cost of treating smoking-related 
illness: $6.00 - $33.00 per smoker 

Impact on the Poor 

Tax increase is "negressively 
progressive" 
- Greatest sens~ivity to price in lowest 

income populations 
- Revenues generated from tax can be used 

to support programs targeting the poor 

Health benefits of tobacco control are 
progressive 
- Tobacco accounts for about half of health 

gap between the rich and poor 

Cigarette price and consumption 
show oppOSite trends 

R •• pnce of (:.garettes &. annual adult cigItde coneumption in s. Africa 1970-1989 

i i U" 

f'·" i 0.01 

0-" 

, 
o 

R , 
.d' , 

Y 'a..D 

Co."_" t.1 
........ ~A. 

D,Il,V'\ /J 
, 0 .. 

~""Il<' 

'.' 
, I 

I 
" 

... 1-~~~~ ____ ....l,. 

Souroa SaIoojee 1995 
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Higher taxes improve public health 

Changing smoking behavior 
- As tax (price) increases consumption decreases 

• A to% inaute In p1Ct reduces oonaumption by. 

- ""'" In dIIwIoped ~ - ec.. In dWeIopIng coudrieI 

- The poor and the young are more sensitive to 
price 

• A 10% pI1Ca lnause reduces smomg by as much as 
10% among youth and the poor 

• Higher price deters youth from taking up smoking 

- High opponunlty costs 
• Lower spending on tobacco leaves more funds fOf other 

goods and Mrviee8 

Economic losses? 

Myth: Tobacco addiction is so strong that 
raising taxes won't raduce demand; smokers 
will switch to cheaper brands 
Reality: Increased tobacco taxes are single 
most effective policy in reducing tobacco use 
- Higher prices Increase cessation. reduce initiation 

and relapse, and lower consumption amoog 
continuing 

- Younger, less educated. and lower income 
populations most responsive to Changes in 
tobacco product prices 

Cigarette price & consumption 
show oppOSite trends 

SOWt:e: 1 Teen, 2002 

3 



Economic losses? 

Myth: Governments will lose revenues W they 
increase cigarette taxes because people will 
buy fewer cigarettes 
Reality: Even large tax increases will raise 
revenues while significantly reducing 
consumption 
- Estimate lIlat 1 0% tax increase would generate 

7% rise in tax revenues 
- Revenue increases larger where taxes account for 

relatively smaller share of price or demand Is less 
price sensitive 

Cigarette tax increases result in 
higher tax revenues 

11lIII0 1_ 1I11III 1l1li JD(lI -, 
I---...... ......::~ .... -i 

SOurce: • Tlln 2002 

Costs of tobacco taxes? 
Government revenue loss? 
- likely to have revenue gains 

Job loss? 
- Temporary, minimal, and gradual, due to industry 

actions 

• Possible smuggling? 
- Crack down on criminal activity, not lower taxes 

Costs to individuals, especially the poor? 
- Partially offset by lower consumption 
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Tobacco is an important source of 
government revenue 

Total C .. ,... T .. and" P __ •• ln Total T •• 
R_eror 8eIeotecI lEAP CO .......... 1nt 

SouKc. World &.II. c.IadIIiI:a IhIF .... WB ... t... 

Win-win situation 

Good for public health 
-Improve health outcomes, through 

changing smoking behavior 

• Good for the economy 
- Increase economic wel!-being of families 
- Generate revenue for government 
- Won't necessarily reduce employment 
- Won't necessarily increase smuggling 

Economic losses? 

Myth: Tobacco control will resuH in 
permanent job losses 

Reality: Successful tobacco control policies 
will only slow the growth in tobacco u~e in 
low/middle income countries 
- Money nol spent on tobacco will ba spent on other 

goods generetlng addltiona' employment 
- Most countries would see no net losses or small 

net gains if tobacco use fell substantially 

4 
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Employment 

Only small % of labor force is involved with 
tobacco farming and manufacturing (0.5%) 

Gradual adaptation of the economy -
successful policies will slow down the total 
demand, and in long-run may reduce 
demand; money saved from cigarettes spent 
elsewhere 

Tobacco companies themselves reduce jobs 
in tobacco industry 

OK, but what about. .. 

• Industry revenue loss/stockholders? 

• Job or revenue loss in "supporting" 
industries? 
- Retailers? 

- Advertising and promotion? 

- Sports? 

Should "loss of pleasure" be calculated? 

Website: 

www.wpro.who.intltfi 

Email: 

tfi_unit@,ypro.who.int 
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Tobacco in the economy 

• A significant economic presence does not 
imply significant economic dependence 

Spending on tobacco is rarely important to an 
economy 
- Money not spent on tobacco will be spent on 

other goods and services instead, thereby aeatlng 
a comparabte number of jobs. 

Real costs = costs of trans~ion to attemative 
products 

Economic gains of 
tobacco control 
Summary 

1. Quitting prevents or delays disability, 
premature deaths; Daly savings 

2. Govemment savings in healthcare costs 
3. Private savings in out-Of-pocket costs 
4. Individual savings or spending on other 

goods/services 
5. Government revenues generated 

from tobacco taxes 

5 
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COSTS AND BENEFITS OF WATER AND 
SANITATION IMPROVEMENTS 

by 
Dr Guy Hutton 
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Results of a global economic 
evaluation of water supply 

and sanitation interventions 

Presented at: "Economic gains of promoting health" 
Regional Meeting of WHO, WPRO 

Manila, Philippines, 22-25 November 2004 

Guy Hutton, PhD 

Swiss Tropical Institute, Basel 

PRESENTAnON CONTENTS 

[J Why a global study? 

guv·hutlDnOuntbas.ch 

Tel: +4161284 82 27 

a Approach to economic evaluation 
a Results of the global assessment 
[J study conclusions & implications 

WHY A GLOBAL COST
BENEFIT S'RIB¥? 

-c 

2. WS&5 in the miiiennium development goals 

CI Goal 7: Ensure environmental sustainability 
* Target 9: Integrate the princIples or sustainable development 

into country policies and program and reverse the loss of 
environmental resources. 

• Target 10: 
o Halve by 2015, the proportiOn of people without sustainable 

access to safe drinking water and basic sanitation. 
o Integrate sanitatiOn into water resources management 

strategieS. 
.. Ta~ 11: AchIeVe by 2020 a signifont improvement in the 

lives of at least 100 million slum dweller5. 

PRESEI'ITAnON BASED ON: : 

QAssignmel1is-carried out lm2004forthewat.;r-1 
and Sanitation Unit, WHO, Geneva 
- -----~ .. - --------------_._-

---- _._- - --- --- --] 
Hutton G. Haller l. -EValuation of the non-health coats and 

benefits of water and sanitation improvements at global 
level" World Health Organisation, Geneva. 
WHO/SDElWSHI04 04. 

Hutton G. 'COnsidet'alioos .n evaluating the oost-effectivenesls 
of environmental health Interventions." Wood Health I 
Organisation. Geneva. WHO/SDE/WSH/OO.lO. I 

. WHY A GLOBAL COST
BENEFIT STUDY? 

-c 

1. Disease burden due to poor hygiene and WS&5 ; 

IJ Diarrhoea: 1.8 million people die r:J diarrhoea ~ year; 90% are 
children under 5, mosHy in developing COlJ'lbie$. 

o Malaria: 1.2 million people, mostly children, die of malaria I!NelY 
year. Better ~t of water resources reduces transmission. 

a SchiStOSOmiasis: 160 million are infectf:d. It is strongtv remted to 
unsanitary emet2I dispo5al and absence d safe water SOlJt(eS. 

Basic sanitation redUCl5 the diseases by up to 77%. 

a TrachOma: 500 million are at rISk, 146 million threatened by 
blindness, 6 million visually Impaired. It is strongJy related to lack d 
face washing, often due to lack of nearby SOLIrtes d safe water. 

WHY A GLOBAL COST
BENEFIT S'RID"R 

<' 

2. WS&S in the millennium development goals 

...... Cow .... ("') 

WtderlMlpply SMitaCiea 

Afri~ " 60 

"'" " .. 
LMe IS " (Xelll\i. .. " 
"""" " " NAmerica .DO IDO 
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WHY A GLOBAL COST
IIENEFfi SRlD'I? 

--------:L'f 

WHY A GLOBAL COST
BENEFrTSRID¥? 

3. Lack of evidence-base for policy making 

D No global-level economic SllJdies in wS&S 

Cl Few country-level economic studies in WS&S 

o Few studies directly examining poverty-WS&S link 
• However, poor water and sanitation is a good example of the 

health-poverty vICiOus (Of virtuous) cycle 

WHY A GLOBAL COST
BENEFIT SRlD¥? 

5. Reaffirm role of Ministries of Health in WS&S 

D Missed opportunities when health compooent lacking in 
WS&S programmes, especiallv in relation to hygiene 
promotion 

CI lik.ewise, when WS&S component missing from 
education projects - e.g. labines in schools 
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: WHY A GLOBAL COST
BENEFITSRlB'R 

Annex 4 

4. Limitations with sector-specific analyses 

D 5ector-specific _ies only reflect roe viewpoint: the 
line ministry 

D ComprehensiVe studies are needed to inform central 
ministries 

: METHODS 

1. Study aims 

I:ITo estimate: 
- Costs 
• Health benefits 
• Additional benefits 

tf=::::'_-:" 
~ c-_ 
" ! -_ .. .. --

of selected water supply and sanitation (WS&S) 
interventions, for 17 WHO sub-regions, giving: 
• Cost-benefit ratio (benefits mooetized) I 

• Cost-effectiveness ratio (health effect in natural units) I 

2 
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METHODS 
;~."" .... , =::::::. : c-_ 
.... : -~ .. .... ---

2. Interventions 

a For each sub·region, a mixture of low- and high 
technology interventions was assessed: 

1. Hatmg popUItIon withOut: I~ water ~ by 2015 
(through Iow-ted'I serviceS). 

2. Hatvlng population wilhaut ~ wsas by 2015 (thRIugh 
1Ow-b!Ch services) (MOG 7). 

3. Increasing access to Improved wsas seMces (Iow-technology) 
for aN by 2015. 

4. Increasing access to Improved WS6S services (low-technology), 
plus disinfection at point of use, for.U by 2015. 

5, Inoestng BCXeSS to In-house piped wBfler and sewer connec:tion 
ball by 2015. 

METHODS 

3. Assessment of health effect 

o The population in each WHO sub-region was assigned to 
various exposure categories based on information on 
WS&S coverage levels in the year 2000 *. 

o The categories were defined on the basis of 
• The type of water and sanitation infrastructure 
• The load rS faecal-oral pat:hagens in the environment. 

(* Global WS&S Assessment 2000 Report. WHO, UNICEF, wsscq 

METHODS 

<=== 
3. Assessment of health effect: coverage 

SubregoDO II IV V. Vb VI 

[%, )"!oJ !'!oJ W·J 1%) 
EUR.A 100 0 0 0 

AFR·f 0 42 10 38 

SliM.S 0 10 " SEAR·O 0 " 0 53 " WPR·A 100 0 

WPR-B 42 33 24 
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IMFrHODS~-- .. ----1 
L'____. ____ ~ _ ___..J 

2. Interventions 

.~~ 

. -.-· rn.ac.d..,_ well .CoUcQcd __ 

.~well 

·u.-m ..... 
• Vca4Do po.idCIII_ . ...... -• w_ provided tor tnd:: 

• W_dit~lIIlhepoilM-of_ 

Sanilalion • ~ Clllll*tlon 
.~ ..... . ........" 
.s;.pkp;.. ..... 

.~Dfbu:ka....".. 

... ..we IaIriIIes 

• u.n.. ""'" -,,*,fH 

• V.-I.Iod bioIpnmd ~ 

METHODS 

Improved unilallOn. 
no j~ watlr supply 

3. Assessment of 
health effect: 
scenarios 

METHODS 

-< 

._--
piped ...... 1&IPPfr + --Ideal, nodllllli ~ 
through ~r lnet sanitation H 

I ' 

3. Assessment of health effect: outcomes 

o Based on risk transition between scenarios, the 
health impacts for each intervention were 
measured in terms of: 
• Number of dian110ea cases red<ad per year 
• Number of deaths avoided due til dian110ea per year 
• Number of Disability-Adjusted ute Years averted 

(using WHO's POPMOD: Population Model) 

3 



METHODS I 
-~ 

----

4. Assessment of costs 

!J Costs coosisted of all resoun:es required to put in place 
and maintain the Interventlons*. These were separated 
into: 
• Recurrent costs 
• capital costs 

!J Final results are presented in tenns US$ per year, per 
intervention. 

(* Global WS&S Assessment 2000 Report. WHO, UNICEF. WSSCC.) 

METHODS 

5. Assessment of additional effects 

!J The additional benefits exdude: 
• Impact on employers cJ improved health d the workforce. 

• Impact of change in use of water- resources (e.g. irrigation, land 
use). 

• The employment of time-saving Of income-geJlelating 
technologies (e.g. washing machines, home factories), 

• leisure value of water resources (use, non-use). 

o These are largely setting-spedftc, difficult to value, with 
limited global evidence, and risked double-counting. 

METHODS ~J5i=:::" \""'0"'/ ==:"': .. 

<' 

6. Classification of WHO regions: WPR 

--. ...,... CounIriu -..... C ... ....nOy 
A 14 Australia. Japan. New Zealand, Bnnei New Zealand 

DaNasaIam, Singapore 

B' 
,. China, Mongolia, RepUJlic or Korea China 

.2 ,. Cambodia, Lao People's Democratic VietNam 

------ ___ Recubllc, ~.!".~ '!ala~, '~, PhiMppinM 

[J" Cook Islands, Fiji, Kiribati, Marlhalllslands. PNG 
Micronesia (federated States Of), Nauru. 
Niue, Palau. Papua New Guinea, Samoa, 
SOlomon Islands. Tonga. Tuvalu, Vanuatu 
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: METHODS 
... ~-.--,.------.. _____ ~I 

I 5. Assessment of additional effects 

_ !J The additiooal benefits indude: 
• The avoided dired: expenditures due to less iIness (health 

sector oosts + patient costs saved). 

• The avoided lost days from diJlly' adMtIes due to less Ulness and 
Iess-". 

• The time gains due to better location d the water and 
sanitation I'ac:MIt6es. 

i !J All these benefits are valued in monetary tenns (US$) 
using conventional economic methods for valuation . 

. - ., _. - ..... 

-METHODS 

6. Oassification of WHO regiOns 

RESULTS i tf'===-1... ~J _CMM ... --_ .. , 
"~,.o --

<:: 
-- .. " - -. -

I 1. Population reached with intervention 2 (MDG7 on WS&S) 
---- -- --_.- - -

--
~ 

= 

.l~ --

H~ lO%or 
World 

Ii: ll~. 
Pop_tie. 

I • 0 --.... 1W) ......... _-'O_.-'Oo;;l.RO_-. __ 
• 0 .. ~ 

--
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RESULTS 

- ----------

2. Diarrhoea cases averted, intE:~~I'l~~ ~~~_ on WS&S}: 

o AchiIwInI wsu 
MDG target: .werts 
loeJe of globlil 
d.rrh0e81 
...... of5.4bn 
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a Aa:aa tar all to 111- I ..... -
SIUlre or predicted global c. .. everted - 546 .. iDiom 

RESULTS 

pfpedWil .... .... 
SIIWII!I' aM .... !:t1 D ft, 
could achiewI • ---.. cas. of 69010. 

4. Share of global cost of interventiOn 2 (MDG7 on WS&S) 

RESULTS 

6. Days of illness avoided, intervention 2 (MDG7 on WS&S) 

l 

, 
i 

J 

: RESULTS 

RESULTS 

5. Annual per capita cost of interventions 

RESULTS 

7. Convenience time savings of interventions 

Million 
hours ......... ,.-

InIItrvenllofl 
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RESULTS ~ 
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; ~---i ;--
'\ ~ -_ ... 

8. Total annual global economic benefits of Interventions 

WHO """" '.p. TeClllec..- ........ ....--..... .... ,., (UBS ___ ,... ZOllO) 

rqion 1 , • • 
" WPR-Bl 1488 2'436 [tOO]] 43'4'7 S4'88' '",'426 

16 WPR-B2 176 712 , .... "'12 It'''' 19'393 

" WPR-B} • " 420 m 672 I'm 

BENEFIT "" '1'143 ... -%62"" 344'1 • 55!'901 

Compare tbis with Ihe esd •• ted .. Dual COIl: 

[COST 71131 1,7141 11.l1S1 " .... 1 14'fi091 136.5151 

RESULTS 

10. Share of total global economic benefits for intervention 2 . 

RESULTS 

12. Cost-effectiveness ratio, intervention 2 (MDG7 on WS&S) 
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; ~--i i--~ 
...•. '. ---

.. ~". o'li' =.::... 

:9. Contributioo~ tx>tal~ic benefitsiirlt 2; WPR:flll J 

--

iRESULTS 

- -
, 11. Cost-benefit ratios of Interventions 

STUDY CONCLUSIONS 

----

(I 
........ ---

f \==-\ : ;-""-;:;;.~=== 
""." ---

1

81 
.2 
D3 

~~: 

Q Improving water and sanitation potentially brings maSSive 
economic benefits. 

[J The majortty d emnomic benefits are unlikely to give direct or 
imrnemae:e financial gains, but reflect Impact on societal welfare. 

o From a health perspective, the lower technology interventions 
are more efficient. 

o Choosing more advanced technologIeS and greater coverage 
would lead to massive overiJll gains, but costs more. 

Q The burden of disease associated with unsafe WS8cS and poor 
hygiene Is concentrated In chlklren < 5 in developing counbies. 

Q Emphasis should be placed on interventions likely to yieki an 
accelerated, affordabte and sustainable health gain Irl this group. 

6 
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- _. --
STUDY IMPLICATIONS 

OAt the global level, we have evidence to support 
advocacy for increasing spending on WS&S. 

OMore localised research is needed, at the 
national and sub-national levels. 
• WHO standardised tool under _pment. 

o Local solutions for lack of financing of WS&S 
interventions should be sought. 

OSome difficult policy (and personal) choices 
need to be made about where to invest. 

THANK YOU 
FOR YOUR 

ATIENTION! 
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RESEARCH WORKSHOP 
tl'-~ ::.::..-::. --" ,.; -_ ... .... .t>- __ 

, (J Research Issues I 
• capacity to oonduct sodo-economlc research in WS&S I 
• Extent of existing evidence base in Philippines I 

(J Policy Issues I 

• Importance of WS&S effldency measures fOr policy 
• Useful research outputs fOr policy making 

OImplementation Issues 
• Main factors determining sucress of capacity dev.1 i 
• Where can.rnost welfare gains jlriICIlcaHy be ad11ev<!d ' 

7 
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CASE STUDY: RETURNS ON INVESTMENT 
IN PUBLIC HEALTH IN AUSTRALIA 

by 
Ms Marion Helen Dunlop 

Australia 

Annex 4 
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Using economic analysis to 
inform population health 
investment in Australia 
PItEIENT.l.TION PBEPBED FOaamlOJfAL MEETING ON 'I'JQ: 

ECOJIfOMIC G.UIII 01' noMOftHo IIULftI, IUIIIL& 

Brlln Hiorrison, i'lNlItI Economlac 
COlin BindAlI, Senior Myl .. , 

Populatlotl HNI&tI Dlvlalon 

Departmenl of liM"" and Alliing 

Marion Dwllop 
Oo ...... nl 

Public health economic evaluation 
projects and related activities in Australia 

• Current and recent projects Include: 
Returns 011 Investment in Public Health report 

Public health expenditure project 
Cost- utility analyses of interventions targeting 
smoking, diet. alcohol misuse, physical inactivity 

Update of Burden of Disease study 
Update of Health System Expenditure on Disease and 
InjUry in Australia 

Projecting the Cost of Health Care in Australia 

Assessing Cost Effectiveness (ACE) studies: obesity 
(in progress) i heart disease (complete); mental health 
(complete) 

Economic Evaluation in Bealth 

Cost-minimisation Analysis (CMA) 

Cost-effectiveness analysis (CEA) 

Cost-utility analysis (eUA) 

Cost-benefit analysis (CBA) 
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Outline of presentation 

Introduction: overview of current and recent 
developments in Australia 

Issues in economic analysis in health and health 
care 

Major case study: Returns on Investment report 
Additional case examples: 
- Cost utility analysis study 
- 8ucden of disease 

Conclusions 

Issues for Economic Evaluation and 
Public Health 

Comfi1ex policy environment and competing 
priontiealor iuialth investment 
Tension between trea1in9 ~d~. who need 
care now va saving "statilt1calli'vea In the future 
Benefits of public health programs are hard to 
quantify in monetary teIlTUl 
Establishing a link between prevention programs 
and health gaiN is difficult 
There are often long lags between investment and 
outcomes 
It is difficult to model counter factual acenarios 
(success = "non-event") 
There are often numerous and significant market 
(ailures 

Cost-B ...... fit llDalysb 

Base in Welfare Economics Theory 

Costs and BeneCits meuured using the same metric 
IS) 
Decision criteria 

- Net Present Value (NPV='Benefits - Costs> 0) 
- Benefit-Cost Ratio (BCR='BenefitslCosts > 1) 

, 



CBA(cont) 

Pros 

"" Explicit acceptability criteria 

v Facilitates comparison with non heath related. 
programs . 

., Able to evaluate programs with multiple and. 
diverse outcomes 

Cons 
X Requires a monetary valuation of health outcomes 

Cost-effectivene •• llDalysls 

PI'os 

" Avoids monetary valuation of health outcomes 
eo ... 
X Lacks an explicit clecision criteria 
)( Difficult to evaluate programs with multiple health 

outcomes. 
X Difficult to compare programs with diverse health 

outcomes. 

CUll. (cont) 

Pros 

'" Avoids monetary valuation of health outcomes 

'" A "universal" outcome measure facilitates 
comparison between programs with multiple and 
diverse health outcomes 

eo ... 
X Lacks an explicit decision criteria 
x Outcome measures only account for health related 

quality of life 
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Costs measured in dollar terms 
Benefits meuured in natural UJlits (life yean saved, 
cancers detected. etc) 

Results are preeeated as a ratio of cost per outcome 
acI1ieved 

Cost-Utility llDalyai. 

Costs measured in cloIIar terms 
Benefits measured in natural units adjusted. to 
account for health related quality 0/ life. 
Eg (QALYI& DALYo) 

Results are presented as a ratio of COlt per qualitY 
adjusted outcome achieved. 

RetWDS on Innstment in Public 
Healtla: An Epidemiological and 

Economic Analysis 

Case study of the application of 
benefit-cost analysis to disease 

prevention and health promotion 
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Returns Oil lavesbnellt in Public Health 

FOI each of these public health programs, the study 
estimates the: 

level of government expenditure. 
reduclion in cases attributed to the intervention; 

health gains through Increased longevity and improved 
quality of lite~ 

associated treatment savings; and 

overall return on investment to both society and 
govl!mment. 
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Retvas Oil la_at in Public Health 

An ez poot Ol18lyaill ~ total_ ond coota 
of public health ac:Iirities over the lui ZO to 30 yean 
fOI: 

Tobacoo consumption; 
Coronary heart disease; 
Immunisation; 

HIV I AIDS; and 

Road trauma 

Baste Preventioll Framework 

...... --
Public healtb 
prognm(s) 

Riskr.don 

Nocdlo and SyrinJC Programs Saf~ iajcainj pnlCtiCCII 

Safe sex mess&JIS LJ..re oc:x -_~ot 

", 

Expellditure on Public Health Programs 

The report estimates total Government ezpenditure 
for each public health progrllIn 
Not. margUIal Ol18lyaill of iMtridua1 ac:Iirities 

Excludes out of pocket and other private 
expenditure (eg oondoms) 



, , , . 
". , .. , .. 

'.", 

Expenditure on anti-smoking public 
health programs 

Decline in real per capita 
tobacco consumption 

::: 11------------------

f: II ::: s;;;:; 
'" 1.-------------===------

'" 
1'16." 19'711 197~ 1974 19110 19lIJ 19116 1989 1992 1m 1996 

SoI" •• "AIHWI'1"9_ 

Counterlactual scenarios were modelled to 
estimate trends in morbidity and mortality 
in the absence of any health investment. 

These counterfactua1s were then compared 
with actual observed disease trends. 
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$l 
ubUt: health 
procram(s) 

[;.bli< h.alth 
L~rOgram(5) 

.. .... 
"'.bc~ .. 
IDALV.) 

Risk flcton 

Estimating benefits 
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Estimatecl tobacco deatbs averted (persons 
35-74 yean) 

t- -LuqC ..... /' 

-COPD ,/ 
_CKD /' _T .... 

/ 
~ , -=--j 

1m 1911' 1_ I"'. 1_ zwo JOM lOlil 

Sao"" "'''''1 ... ol ( ........ .!(101 P _,~ 

Risk Facto ...... d £lfeet on Dl8ease 

Changes can be attributed to a number of factors 
including: 
- treatment (heart bypass surgery etc); 
- changes in tastes and preferences; 
- economic metors (taxes); 
- increased knowledge in the absence of public health 

programs: 

- interrelationskip between risk factors; and 
- public health programs 

Estimate of benefits 

-" ................. , 
"Ionfll'~" 

Ifoo .... " ~ "'~I .. · ... 
,DAn.] .1. __ .. -

.......... --- T'" 
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Risk Facto ... and £lfeet on Dlseue 

The anaiysil oonservatively assumed that 10% of 
the change in rilk factors (and hence 10% of the 
benefits) weze attributable to public health 
programs 

This estimate wu varied in a aensitivity analysis 
(eg still significant savings if only 2.5% of health 
benefits from reduction in tobacco smoking 
attributed to public health interventions) 

. 

Benefits of public health programs 

Savings in health care expenditure ad 
improvements in health 

Treabnent savings are bued em. detailed estimates 
of health care expenditure per disease 

Improvements in health are measured in DALY, 
and convened into a dollar value 

$60,000 per DALY averted, 
- $1 million per life (40 years) WIth. discount '*' or,% 



Results 

I. Economic Analysis 

- NPV of programs including health gains 
Ie 1 DAL Ys avened x $60,000 + treattncnt savmgs)· Expcndiwre 

2. Financial Analysis 
-Cost-benefit ratio excluding health gains 

ie treatment 5llYi~ I expenditure 

"""" ., --- .• ~ 
~'''''''''~"<'' __ ,,_, -l~:;"'" .. "e 

h 

Impact of ROI report 
Communication of key results assisted by use of simple, 
meaningful language eq .... ved $2.00 for ..... ry $1.00 
spent" 
Extensive use by Minister: conferences, interviews, media 
statements 
Agenda setting role, including influence on: 

- dl:C1SIOli maker5 health and beyond 
mass media: articles b)' economiC columnists, editorial writers. academic 
cOInrnentators (see examples) 
wider oommwlIty debate (CK letters to editor) 

- NGOs 

- academic literature 

International recognition (eg Derek Wanless) 
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Results 

. NP~'r -"BcRT Fin"ncl,,11 
(Sbn)i I Retum i 

cTo~ac~o ____ .--l-... ~iL .. !:~9.1._ .l:2j 
:CBD 8.5! 1:11 i 1:0.681 HYV/AIDS'----: -~ ... - --j-~'--' 

1 .. All 'x Po'"', groupiT 2.s--· -j:5 . - I:O.6~ 
I M.S.M ! 2.3 1:17 1:21 

Retrospective analysis - strsngths and weaknes_ 

Deals with "real c:osts" and. "real outcomes" ie not 
based on assumptions about the future 

Focusea attention on data gaps. methods etc 
Provides strong argument for what health improvement 
investment has achieved over time in reducing burden 
of morbidity and mortahty 
Oif6.cult to attribute benefits to single intervention 
(therefore full range of preventive activities needs to 
be factored in) 

Does not answer ''what if" questiolUl in relation to 
future investment 

Editorilll, Jaly 15, 2_ 

"Las! yur, a federal Department of Hulth study ~lled out tile 
impresrive finsncial returns on publiC health and education 
progranw. h concluded tlMt.mee 19~1 to reduce 
anobng had CC»t $116 milbon in tod thad 
generated economic benetitr of $8.6 .. ... :'.:ntime. road 
s8fety campaigns cost tile st.tH $600 milUon a J'NT and s.ue 
S2.1 billion. '1fIese Me prineq,.ny tile bIMefits to the economy 
kom livu that continue to be producm. - but they also include 
substantMJ direct HVings to hN1th budgets. 
Last year's IntergeneTfltional Report by the federal 'ft'easlUy 
highhght«l a declining labour lorce and spiralling health com: 
as among the great probIemlllllCing AwrtTua in the dectJd .. 
ahead. ".. challenge to goNnUrIEtnI " to keepAustTalians 
healthy and in thct ...arJ1orce. A country that dePotes less than , 
per cent of its $60 billion .in hNltII sptnding to prenntion IIIId 
education is oven:iuelor a major realignment oIpriorities. .. 
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The Australian, 23 June 2004 
Act now to ensure a healthier tomorrow 

by Maurice Rickard, Alaattalian National University 

" ... cardiovascuJ/lT dise.ue is prerenlabJe. And 
preventive health is cost-effective, The Government's 
study lIetunu: oa lmrutmeut ill PabUc BHlth 
shows, for enmpJe, that every dollar invested in 
smoking prevention has 3aved S3 in heaIthcare costs. 
Another government report estimates that moderate 
weekJy exercise by every adult would reduce 
Australia's annual healu,care spending by J.8 per 
cent annually. This would have meant savings of 
nearly $800 million in 100] -OZ, and even more now." 

ILepoI'l available _ Ow web t. 
dOWDIoad uul cmIar: 
wnw _filth gOY aplpgbblthlppbl 

icat/igd" htm 

or e.mact Brian lIuriIIoa oa 
81-2- 81a9 3908 01' 

_rip Is h'rrlr2Pm 'alth.goy '9 

SNAP Cost- Utility Analysis Study 

Study Objectives 
Explore options for intervening to modify ~SNAP~ risk 
factors of tobacco §moklng. poor autrltlon, !,cohol misuse 
and Qhysical inactivity. in order to enhance community 
health and well-being, recognising that resources that can 
be allocated to modification of life style behaviours are 
limited. 

Determine how best to reduce burden of harm on 
Australian community attributable to these four riSk factors, 
by establishing which interventions are most effective and 
cost-effective and thus able to make the greatest 
contribution to harm reduction for resources allocated. 
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WeekeDel Australian May 17118 2003 

Prevention is better and cheaper than cure 
- but where do all the health dollal'll go? 

loy T..., -. C_CoaIu:GWA 

"A recent report ccnrurUssioned by the Commonwealth 
Department of Health and}fqeing· Be,.,.. 011 
Investment 1D public hHltlt • failed.to make headUnes 
.. . but it is perhaps one of the most important government 
reports this year. 

It effectively says that we can ~ disease before it 
happens and in so doing. save billions of dollars. Not only 
can we, but we have been doing so for more- than 30 
years . .. 

Cost- Utility Analysis Study: 
Helping set priorities in risk factor 

interventions 

. 

SNAP Cost-utility Analysis 

Stage 1: Literature review and selection of 
intervention options 

Stage 2: Cost Utility Analyses 



Approach to Stage 1 

Establish role of risk factor in disease 
burden 

CoUation of literature on intervention 
options 

Identification of interventions for evaluation 

Role of Risk Factors in Disease 
Burden 

Diseases considered include: 
Lung Cancer 
COPD 
Heart Disease 

Stroke 
Peripheral Vascular Disease 

Other Cancers (Kidney. Blolclder, 0ee0phaguI:. cervical, 
etc) 

Identification of interventions for 
evaluation 

Common classifieation of interventions by 
those targeted at (tobacco example) 
- Ihe mcidence ofthe risk factor (take up); 

- Iht: ... t"vaiem .... {,·'the 'Isk tactor (quitting): and 
- po. , :;ons whu d'ro:ady lavr 1 norbidity consequences of 

th~ n,ji.. ta~lIJ" 
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Contribution of Risk Factors to 
Disease Burden 

-
------------ ' ... ;1000 __ 

........... 1_ 

Collation of Uterature on 
intervention options 

Comprehensiveness of coverage; 
Precision of intervention description; 
- Evidence of eftectiveness 
- Detailed description to calculate costs 

Likely cost-effectiveness; and 
Capacity to reduce inequity. 

Stage 2 Cost UtWty Analyses 

Broad activities of stage 2 are: 
I. Finalise selection of interventions to be examined 
2 _ Conduct economic evaluations 

3. Compare interventions 
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Economic Evaluation: Issues 

Measure benefit 
- mtennediate outcomes 
- non-health benetits (equity, access. autonomy) 

Valuation of resources 

Choice of outcome mealure 
Relationship between risk factor. disease, 
quality of life, and mortality 

Updating Australian Burden of Disease 

Tools 

Burden of disease: 

., Size of heanh problems 

" Distribution of heanh problems 

,. Diseases and risk factors 

Cost-effectiveness: 

" "Good buys" in prevention and cure 

i- Optimal mix of heanh interventions 

Risk factors 

World Health Report 2002: 

• vastly improved "science" 

• hypothetical minimum ... avoidable 

(feasible/cost-effective) 

• much improved data on RF -> outcome 

• Rough methods for estimating joint effects 
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Updating Australian Burden of 
Disease Study 

(extract from presentation by Dr Theo Voss, Burden 
of 01 ..... Group, Q ...... I.nd University) 

Burden of Disease 1996 
~ Figures 'old' 

~ Some of methods have moved on 

~ New data to be incorporated 

~ National study did not include: 

• state/small area estimates 

• projections 

• Indigenous estimates 

Risk factors 

Improvements 

• more work on joint effects 

• apply to Australian data: access to state surveys 

for some risk factors 

• hypothetical minimum ("looking backwards") 

• project "business as usual" scenario 

• avoidable burden -> link with economic analyses 



Projections 

• mortality trends 

• add in knowledge about change in exposure to 

risk factors 

• projection of non-fatal burden 

• projections of risk factor burden 

,,~, ""., " c ~p"" ~ " ,,~lj;/. ., ,,,",, ",Il'"F!!i," 
, ... ,,,,,.,, "'j" ......... ,,,' ,PrJ!,; • 

~ - Ji.. • - , " 

Conclusions (cont'd) 

Add~ional requirements include: 
- Access to pool of skilled health economists, 

knowledgeable in public heatth (therefore need to grow 
public health economics field· scholarships, cadetships, 
incentives etc -to buikf Mure capacity) 

- Access to high level epidemiological and moc:leling skills 
- Decision makers who value and are prepared to invest in 

economic analysis 
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Conclusions 
Key building blocks for economic analysis capacity 
- Mechanism for acante one! systematic tracking of public 

health expenditure 
- Disease oosti1g studies Which can alocate c::osts across 

functions and sectors eg acute care, phannaceuticals, 
diagnostics 

- Burden of disease studies which can define siZe and 
distribUtiOn of health problems and establish population 
attributable tractions for r1Sk facton; 

- IntelVention effectiveness studies (need to include clear 
description of aclivltles to fac:i_ """tinga) 

- Capacity to model aM of abOve into future scensrios 
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CASE STUDY: 

The policy decision 
making process 

• Many layers and perspectives 
• Health officials 
• Minister and staff 
• Finance and economic officials 
• Other Ministers, government members and staff 
• Cabinet consideration 

•.. Muttiple stakeholders with differing lavels of 
influence throughout the process 

• Constant changes in key heaHh and other 
government officials 

What were the drivers of 
the need for change? 

• Major review of public health organisation 
in Australia. 

• Continual tightening of available budgets 
and competing priorities. 

• New arrangements for funding programs 
- a rolling review of all funding and 
programs every three years. 
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Three key messages: 

• PoliCy decisi. . 'on making i::=. e~pmr;eas. 
invotving'!nany pleyetll. and 
stages lIIIilrequlring a rengec0t2 toots and 
apprQCli!ls. 

• Economic analysis Is playing·an increaslllgly 
important role In heaIth.pllllOOtlonand 
p .... vanliop deelslona_ 

• Need to.bRladenilla.~ 0I1lIe 
economlcrprofession InllIe field 01 publle 
heaHh. 

What did we do? 

• Recognised.the nead for new and· different 
arguments. to juatify funding for public heaIIh. 

• Put in train a strategy to buttd stronger financial 
and economic arguments. 

. ~B.!9i1na conscioUS procas& to increase public 
heaHh Imowledge and underslandlng wHh 
colleagues outside heaHb. 

The strategy 
• Document publiC heaHh expenditure 
• Commission burden of disease study 
• Commission studies on 

• returns on paslinvestments.in public heal1l1; 
• coal_ness of.- approaches; and 
• modeUing lechniques. 

• 'Build capacity and expertise in the 
.. Ministfy 

• Corporale Maslers of Pub"c Health 
• health economic cadetahips 

• :Build health economic capacity 

, 

.. , 

1 



Working within and 
outside Health 

• Develop a consistent budgetary approach. 
• WOI1< with Finance and Treasury Q)Qeagues. 

• Promote the findings olthe Re/UI1ISon 
Investment Report and otllsMJClll\O!JIiC 
evidence. 

• ldenlifyingopportunitles for advcK:acy to 
inlluence other opinlonleadela.8/IIt agendas -
both domestiC and ~unRles. 

Estimates 

• Costs of programs. 

• Reductions in cases of disease altfibuted to 
the programs since they were sterted and up to 
2010. 

• Benefits of the reductions in disease in terms 
of increased longevity, improved qualRy of life, 
and reduced health care expendRures. 

• Overall returns on investment. 

Some key findings 

• Measles: 
• between 1970 and 2000 notifications fell 

from 100,000 to 2,000 cases annually; 

• averted an estimated 4 million cases since 
1970; 

• present value of programs exceeded 
$AUD8.4 billion for government; and 

• saved $155 for every $1 spent. 
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Returns on Investment 
Report 

• An epidemiological and economic 
evaluation of·5Australian public health 
prograntl.namety: 
• redu_tobaI!coCO<_ ij1IIoi'i; 
.~lIeaIt~; 

. -'--'--."l'fNIAIU6; 

• mflllll/eB~ diseases; and 
.~. 

The challenges 

• Boundaries between programs. 
• Size and divelSlty of programs. 

• Initiaiiv8$and components of programs. 

. 

Some key findings cont. 

• Tobaccc 
• Smoking prevention saved the Government 

$AUD344 miUlon; 

• saved $2 for every $1 spent. 

2 
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What has changed for 
health promotion? 

• Continuation of cost~haellh promotion 
programs aod lor newinillllllVas. 

• Cost effectiveness formally built Into decision 
making process. 

• Engagement in wider financial*ld economic 
discussions eg Intergeneraiional;Raport. 

• . Broader base of advocacy 8CfOS8 government. 
• Wider influence in public debateag by 

economic and other writers in the madia. 
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Three key messages: 

• Policy~makingJajJ)compIex pnIG8IIII 
invoIvinf::#IaJly piayers, parsp. llllvee ellll 
stage&l1IIIulring1lre application of dille.ent 
tools allll,models. 

• EconomlunalyslS is.playtng anlncreasing\y 
. irnpor:tant;rolelntueatth promotion allll 
.L preventiOD dedsiOns . 
• Need tollloademh.H1nllllgemenlof the 

economlll'lIrofesSllln Inthefielil of publIC 
heallh. 

3 
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ECONOMIC GAIN AND THE GLOBAL HEALTH 
PROMOTION AGENDA: BRIEFING ON THE 

()fH GLOBAL CONFERENCE ON HEALTH PROMOTION 

by 
Dr Kwok-cho Tang 

WHO/HQ 

Annex 4 
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The 6th Global Conference 
on Health Promotion 

Policy and Partnership for Action: 
addressing the determinants of health 

-., ..... e. 

Conference Overview 

S.c~d T"'~H~ .......... 
.nd_1IPf 

_M .... --
Policy and Navigating Sustaining • T ackHng current 
partnership the new actions for and MUI"e health 

for action context for integrated challenges 
h.aUh health 
promotion promotion • Responding 10 the , 

challenges and 

I 
opportunities of 
globalizaUon 

I -
Track 1 and themes 
Navigating the new context 
for health promotion 
o The changed context - Demographic transitions; 

epidemiological changes; technological advan~ment; 
en\/i(onmental degradation; urbanization etc 

o Successes and lessons from Ottawa 
to Bangkok - Effectiveness and cost-effectiveness of 
interventions; soCial, economic and environmental 
determinants; health, social, economic, and politicallmpacl, 
best practice and stale-of-tne-art interventions 

o Health promotion capacity atlas - Current 
capacity among Minislrie$ 0( Heallh in WHO Member States 
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The 6th Global Conference 
on Health Promotion 

o Date: 

7-11 August 2005 
o Venue: 

R. '''. ' CiIr· 

United Nations Conference 
Centre, Bangkok, Thailand 

Four Tracks 

8usulnlng _tiona 
for ............. ha.tIh 

"OliN",n 

TacIdI ... CIIINnt 
_d ........ tte. .... 
~ ..... a 

"spold ... 
totltacha .... ... 

.nd • .,"tunl .... 01 ............ 

Track 2 and themes 
Sustaining actions for 
integrated health promotion 

o Evldence-based practice 
o Institutional capacity 
o Sustainable financing 
o Legal and regulatory frameworks 
o Community capacity to promote health 
o Leadership. partnership. mobilization 
o Integrated health promotion strategies 
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Track 3 and themes 
Tackling current and 
future health challenges 

o Chronic 
dls.ases 

o Selected 
h.alth-relat.d 
MOOs 

o Em.rging 
h.alth Issu •• 

Addressing the 
social, economic 
and environmental 
determinants of 
health through 
integrated health 
promotion and 
settings-based 
strategies 

Conference Framework 
I~- ... .,di;l 

I-~ . i::=':::M pE::;O 
--=- , '-a..-aoa.gmk i 1 =:..........-.v I 

ITheHP~"" I: 
SusbIinlng I c-_""I!y.,....aty _ .. 

- -l -_ .. ---- andl'llolllPllDn .-
-~-["C!i""1OJIIc:1I ...... I .-.. J ----- ,r=- I 
_.-.......... 
I~-- I "' ....... , ~0NIs 

[=:-1 
l~r.Ih __ 1 

l~clYH I 
_~:J 

,:='.::=0-
oJ 

Ro"'." .... prlv.1II _ ...... 111& 

......... vIDb8lHP_....l 

Economic gain & the global HP agenda 

o Looking at 4 Issues of concem 
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Track 4 and themes 
Responding to the challenges and 
opportunities of globalization 

o Interfac. between globalization and 
health - Impact on healt! at: trade and irwestmenI; 
communICation, media and 6nfonnatlon tecf'Inok)gy; 
agriculURI8nd transport mlpraaJon, travel and ~8m; 
CtlangIng work patterns, enWonr'IleIU and conditions 

o H.alth Impact as .... m.nt tools 
o Responses of govemm.nts, civil 

societies and Intsmatlonal agencies 
• GlDbalIagaI and reglMlol'y processel; pernance. 
SlewardIhfp, ptlrb'lerIhip; human rightf; mainstream health 

o Role of the private sector, media and 
marketing - corporate social responsibility, access 
to irIforlMtion; engaging the media; mpondil'l9 to the 
imbelance8 between social marketing and proCIuct martetlng 

Key conference outcomes 
1. Fram.worlls and strat.gles directed at 

tackling h.alth challeng .. and their 
detennlnants, and managing globalization 

2. Examples of successes and l .. son8 In 
addreesing the SOCial, economic & 
environm.ntal d.tennlnants of health 

3. Global monitoring, reporting & capacity 
building initiatives for enhancing health 
promotion 

(I) 4. Th. Bangkok Charter fo, Health Promotion 

• 

Economic gain & the global HP agenda 

1. What Is the value bas. of HP? 
2. Can evidence alone lead to policy and 

funding support? 
3. What Is the strength of the evidence of 

the coat .ffectlveness/beneflt of HP? 
4. What Is the current lev.1 of capacity 

among health promoters to conduct 
economic evaluation of HP interventions 
and to engage in the policy development 
process etc? 
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Value base 
Economic driven Vs Equity driven 

o It is likely that the adoption of an 
economic perspective on HC policy 
will lead to a free market in HC 

o It will not be good for people who 
are less able to help themselves if 
HP or HC is organized on free 
market principles 

Factors affecting funding allocation 

o Resources 
ONead 
o Political disposition 
o Community preferences ... 

Uncertain strength of the evidence of 
the cost effectiveness of HP 

More are bad due to 

o Difficulties in defining costs 
o Difficulties in defining effectiveness 

or benefits 
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(9) 

Value base 

o Poor people are sicker, die sooner 
and have less access to health care, 
compared with those of a higher 
SES 

o Need to be equity driven 

Uncertain strength of the evidence of 
the cost effectiveness/benefit of HP 

Few are good 

In a study aimed to reduce eVD risk 

o Mass media plus either legislation or 
voluntary agreements on appropriate 
labelling and stepwise decreases In the 
salt content of proceS8Sd foods 

o Detect and treat people of high levels of 
cholesterol an systolic blood pressure 

Difficulties in defining costs 

Costing of 

o Volunteer contribution 
o Input from partners 
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Difficulties in defining effectiveness or 
benefits 

The findings of a literature review show 

o None of the seven interventions 
studies that used behavioural 
changes as the outcome factors 
adjusted for the age or gender profile 
of the target group with the overall 
population 

o Relapse rates were not taken into 
Ef) consideration 

- 103-
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Relatively low caPKIty of the MOHI._1e 1_ to pnJllloI8 _In _.1Id middle 
Income countries 

Capacity building priority action areas: 

o Adopt Integrated HP strategy 
o Promote process, impact and 

outcome evaluation, including 
economic evaluation 

o Engage effectively in the policy 
formulation process 

o Strengthen organisational capacity 
• to promote health 
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AN OUNCE OF PREVENTION IS WORTH A POUND OF CURE: 
THE ECONOMICS AND POLITICS OF 

HEALTH PROMOTION 

by 
Dr Rob Moodie 

Australia 



An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of 
cure: the economics and politics of public 

health 

Rob Moodie, VIcHoalth 
The economic gains of promoting health 

WPRO meeting, Manila 
23 November 2004 

YNIW.vichealth.vic.cov.au 

.L 
What Is the issue? 
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• This worl< derlv .. from • growing frustl'llllon about poor 
investments In health 

• These choices arise from the lack of Importance and 
support that I. given to public health by: 

-medial .cientists, clinicians, 
·the public and 
-key decision makers such as politicians. finance and 
health bureaucrats 

• Public hasn't claimed or been given credit for Ita 
successes 

www.vichealth.vic.Qov.au 

Tobacco control - a major public health 
success 

f·-__ 
~ .. 
I· , 
j' 

~.
~.-

.'.... e'''' .... , .'''' .'.. .""" ._ •• ., .,_ ._ eN<> ._ .. -
Yr'WW.vicheaHh.yic. oV.au 

Annex 4 

. _ L 

What this talk is about 

• What'. the Issue? 
• Public health at Its best 
• Public Health myth. 

• The Big Banters to """-on 
• Impll_ono for public health leadership 

· Ways_'" 

www.vichealth.vlc.oov.au 

I 

What is the issue? 

• The thesis Is ....... .. 

• If an ounce of prevention Is really worth 
pound of cure then why don't governments 
(and SOCieties, fund It approprlatsly? 

I 

www.vichealth.vic.oov.au 

Tobacco on the decline in Victoria
young men 

www.vidleallh.vic.ov.su 
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Tobacco on the decline in Victoria -
young women 

12'15yr~i 
1$-17~1 

www.vichealth.vic.ov.au 

Great value 

• Tobacco Control 
• The estImabld net benefit of public _l1li 
programs for tobacco control from 1971-2000 Is 
5AB.4b1l11on. 

,Government saves $2 for every $1 of expenditure 
on tobacco control programs (Applied Economk::8 
20011· 

www.vlchealth.vic.gov.au 

Road Trauma 
1. Victoria 

2. Sweden - road fatalities dropped from 1300 
in 1970 to 600 in 2000 

www.vichealth.vic.ov.au 

~,-----------------------, 

3000 

2000 

1000 

o 
1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 

Ye.r 
Source: Statistics New Zealand YMIW.vichealth.vic. ov. u 

Road Trauma 

. The estimated benefits In tenns of reduction In 
Insurance payments were between 4 and 8 times the 
cost of advertising supporting the speed and alcohol 
programs 

.NZ - comprehensive random compulsory blood 
testing program resulted In cost savings of more than 
NZ 51 billion In 1997 

www.vichealth.vic.aov.au 



GraatValue 
• Cardia vascular diseases 

... Flnland: from 1970 to 1895 the annual CHD 
mortality among men In an Finland raduced by 
65%. 

,Poland: CVD dealh ral8a dropped by 25% in a 
decade - decrease In animal fat consumption, 
secondary to taxes on animal fat and subaldles for 
vogOloble fats 

WNW.vlcheatth.vic.gov.au 

And mora great value!! 

Popular Public Health Myths 

Prevention doesn't work 
People cant change their behavior 

• Population ageing wtll 198ult In ballOoning health care 
costs 

• Adverttslng self regulation works 
• The g_1 advencos in life expectancy are due to 

medical care and pharmaceuticals 
• Big Phanna needs to charge high prices to cover their 

research and development 

YNNoI.vichealth.vic.gov.au 
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And more great valuell 
Cervical Cancer death rates 

• r • I 
7 

• • • ;;5 
• 
~4 

3 

2 

:t. 

. I 

Why have the .. been successful? 

• Leadership 
• Capacity to I ... pire _ .. to follow. common goal . 

... Convlnclng science 
,Monitoring public opinion 
... Sulldlng coalitions of organisations 
~Bulldlng coalitions of decision make,. 
-,Politlcal champions 
"Timing. campailln slnll8giM.good tactics 
;..P ..... tence 

www.vicheafth.vic.Qov.au 

I 

But we are making some poor choices 
in allocation of funds 

• 40·50% of _in US can be linked to 
preventable conditions. yet only 1·2'/0 of US health 
care budget. spent on prevention. 

• OECD cou_ .pand on a .. """, 2.8% oflMlr 
health budll8111 on prevention and public health. 

WWtN.vichealth.vic.Qov.au 
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Some more examplee 

o Only 0.45% of u~ biomedical _rch publications 
In 2003 we .. relevant to public health Intarvantions 

• What ill In our syetems which allow money to be 
"turned on" for some Interventions, when effective 
public health approaches .... Ignorad? 

www.vichealth.vic.gov.au 

. _J __ 

A case in point 

o The caee of Zyban. (buproplon) to asslet quitting 

o Approvod for a subsidy as a p .... rlbed therapy. 

• Where was the evidence to Justify the government 
spondlng $ABO million In 2001 on Zyban, when, .. 
It turned out, 80-/0 of the patients didn't eYen 
finish their treatments? 

www.vicheatth.vic.nov.au 

.L 

Why are the wrong choice. being made? 

Prevention has a lot barriers 
• Economic 

... It saves lives, avoids suffering but rarely makes 
money 
,Can't palant public goods 

o Commercial I .......... 

,Big Tobacco, Big Pharma, Big Alcohol, Big Food, 
Big Auto (let alone Big Armsl) 

, Enormoua lobbying power for the status quo 
,Advertising David v Goliath 

www.vichealth.vic.DOV.au 

___ i-•. 

Phannaceuticals - the sacred cows 

• The pharmaceutical budget has Incraased by an 
average of 12.8% per year over the last 3 years, 
adding SI.3 billion to the annual bill. 

o The US budget on p .... crlptlon drug currently 
rising by 12% por year . 

o 90% of the Inc ........ In federal health spondlng In 
the _ decade, have been due to 
pharmaceuticals and diagnostic tests. 

o Contrary to popular ballef the ageing of the 
population has only contributed to 10% of these 
Increases. 

VNNI.vicheallh.vic.gov.au 

_J _ __ i 

Zyban versus a National Tobacco Campaign 

o SA10 million wasn't spent on repoatlng the 1999 
national tobacco campaign, that would have 
producad 190,000 poopla who quit and preyentad 
nearly 1000 premature deaths? 

o How many poopla dldn1 quit, and how many 
psople died premature deaths as a .... ult? 

www.vichealth.vic.Qov.au 

$100+ million in Australia spent on 
marketing, sponsorship and promotion 

This one got through the 
Alcohol Beverag .. Advertising 
Code (ABAC)II 

) 



Smart advertisers who get around their 
own code 

Why are the wrong choices being made? 

• Cultural 
.Indlvldual choice v .... u. social and economic 
forces that detannlne health 

.HIV - prevention" much harder 

.AttI\u_ of many religious institutions 

• The Inherent nature of prevention 

• Political 
.. No voter damand, no prevention walUng llats 
+Prevention paradox, Invtslbility 

WWN.vichealth.vic.oov.au 

Implications for Public Health 

• The language we usa 

• How we communicate 
• N_orks we build 
• Strategies and tactlca we use 

,Challenging the goiliths 
• The structures we need 

• Skll .. WI! need 

www.vicheatth.vic.Dov.au 
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The Big Barriers 

'Structural' problema of public health 
;..Poor positioning In health structures 
;;.Poor govemance 
,Poor dialogue with the public 
,Under~nad workforce 
:.LoIIy and Impanetrable public health 1_ .. 
;..Domlnance of the medical model 

, 
. ~ 

www.vichealth.vlc.Qov.au 

Ways Forward 

Speaking the languagej 
;..gettlng health Into the treasury 

Seiling the maaaage 
~communlcatlng to the pubUc and thalr 
rep ..... ntatlvDS 

www.vicheatth.vic.Qoy.au 
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Ways Forward 

• Developinallle _rb. constituencies 

• Changing IIIe __ and_lbI_ or 
publk: IINIth 

"TAC m_lln IINIth 

YNNI.vlchealth.vic.aov.au 

Ways Forward 
The.kllls __ 

, Economics and politics 
• Advertising 
" Critical a .. lysls 
• Syslama _pmont 
• 1_ and people management 
, Advocacy, media and p ..... ntatlon skills 

How well developed are these skills in most MPH 
degrees? 

www.vichealth.vic.gov.au 

Ways Forward 

Challenainallle 90llalll8 
;LNmlng from IIIe _co companlea-1IMo 
.c ...... tIIet 

... When to tight and when to collaborate 

,Healthy Skepticism (fonn.riy MaLAM) Medici .. 
.... Fro __ • Oxfam against the Big Phanna
the ahama factor 

lINNI.vichealth.vic.gov.au 

j _1. 

What have I been arguing for? 

• I am not .rgulng against curative medicine, nor .galnst 
Industry 

• But for a _ balance In lnvaa1mento In IINIlh. and 
for reducing the exc ..... of Industry 

• Why? 

• Becau.e morv people wll'survlve and more people will 
thrtv. 

WWN.vichealth.vic.aov.au 
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HOW HEALTH PROMOTION SWITZERLAND 
CONTRIBUTES TO ECONOMIC GAIN 

by 
Dr Bertino Somaini 

Switzerland 

Annex 4 
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Health Promotion Switzerland 

Contribution to economic gain 

Dr. mec!. Bertino Somainl 
Director. Health Promotion SWitzerland 

WHO Meeting on the economic gains 
of promoting heatth 

22-25 november 2004, Manila 

Health in Switzerland 

Population: 7,5 millions 
Decentralized system 
Total Costs: Health care costs about 
USD 5500 per year per person (total of 50 billions) 
97% for ,health" disease care costs 
Less than 3 % for disease prevention and health 
promotion 
New Non Profit Organisation for Health Promotion on 
an annual operational budget of about USD 14 
million per year. 
- USD 1.90 per person per year 

Contribution (sickness insuranre law) 

Pro'. 
Population based 
Sustainable tegal basiS 
Stakeholder issue 
Hea"hs~emmvo~ 
Financial situation assoaaled with heall.h (not 
with "dangerous· product) 
Investors also get the profits 
Good chance for chanoe d paradigm inside the 
health system 

© GesundheitsfOrderung Schweiz 
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The Heatth System of 5witze~and 

has no general and overseeing politics or 
policy 
has no central management 
applies the social security principles 
mandatory health insurance for all people 
living in Swttzertand 
is dominated by the cashflow of tile ,heatth', 
(disease) care system 
is tom between higher productivity and social 
security principles 

Article 19 of the new sickness insurance law enacted in 1996 

requires insurers and cantons to provide health·promoting 

activities. 

Health Promotion Switzerland implemented this (since 1998) on 

behalf of the the Cantons and insurance companies through 

initiating, coordinating and evaluating appropriate measures, 

The annual contribution of every insured person is SFR 2.40 

(about USD 1.90) for health promotion. 

Health insurance is mandatory in Switzerland. 

ContribuUOn (sickness Insurance law) 

Con's 
Danger of beeing insiCle the health system (too 
focused) 
FundI expected to use for traditional "health 
system" 
Public heallh ve~ individual medicine 
OItferanl opinion of founders and board members 
Too high expeclations 
Disease outcome expected 
Controlling issues according to heaHh care 



Health Promotion and Disease 
Prevention 

1. Identify risks !!!t ressources 

2. Develop tocusaed Interventions 

/ 
Prevention 

HeaHh Promotion SwItzerland 

Intervention HeaHh Promotion trough 

~ financing projects 

Q establishing certain struc:ttnS, glJdellne&. 
principles, concepts 

Q creating and maintaining new interventions 

Q support in mediating, networking. empowerment 

"" evaluatiOn of interventions and di88emlnation of 
results 

Health Promotion and Disease Prevention ~;-:';i.:":':;< 

Combination or .trateg .... : 

individual und popUlation based 

behavior and structure oriented 

To promote this combinations - this is the 

task of the foundation 
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Health Promotion Switzerland 

Strategy 

• not replacing goverMl8Ot and other players 
~ added value needed 

olocusi1g on health promotion 

• active coordinatton with disease prevention 

o collaboration. networ1<lng and support of 
other players 

o transparency 

• founders: cantons and health insurances 

Heatlb Det8nnlnanta 

10. ...... _"'" • 
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o Improvement of. population' s health 

To live in a good qualily of life! 

Indicators (for example) 

Increased heaHhy life 
expectancy or quality of 
life in tenns of health 

Lower morbidity and 
premature mortality 

HERO Research: Study #2 

Impact of Htgh-Rilk Status on 

• Organizational Health Ca,. Co.ts 
~ 10% ~""'coeUIM6$per 
~ 7.,", etII~ """ .. Iy 11"' dDIIara) 
~ 8% c f7'l!o of total_nnUlI expenall\ll1lS 
• 8% ..... Hlgh..nalt ....... alOM ICCOllm 
A • "' ... for7.""oftoal"'Itrio~(_ 
w 
~ .% • ; 2'4 0.'''' • ~ 0% • • ~ i .. ! .-

i Ii ! o· 

!CI. • l ! ~i 
G " " • a 

50 .... "" ~« .. (2000! 

© GesundheilsfOrderung Schweiz 
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Model of outcome categories ~== 
=- =-== -- ----- M_ 
., I=-- ~==- I --- ---

1=-:-" 11==. I' ;;: -. --
" I==-- la -.::. --.. 1=- 1'==-- -" --

HERO Research: Study #1 

100% 

C 50'1. 
• e 
:. 25% 

0% 

·21% 

-60% 

Impact on Individual Health Care Cotta: 
Hlgh-RJak VI. Lower-Rlsk Employees 

fot .x~. IndMduatI at Nth rtUr; 
10.n. for deprwsfOn hllve 70.2% higher 

coati than those at Io>MIr risk 
fi~~~~:=~~~~--~ 

• . . ~ • • 
l S . 

i i 
; " :':i j i 0 • . . .: • il i" •• = " w 

& 
~ • 

Source. GoelzOll.t II, (1998) 

Important issues of the foundation 

Q body weight YNNI.suissebalBnce.ch 
~ diabetes VNIW.actiond.ch 
Q conftict managment (young people) www.tschau.ch 

¢ work place health promotion www.kmu-vital.ch 
Q aging and health sanoprofile 



Diabetes Typ II 
Health promotion and dl ..... 
prevention 

risk situation (obesity, blood glucose) 

Inte",.ndon 

group 1 
00_ 

group 2 _in 

WeIght reduction 
group 3 physical activity 

RMutts .n.r 4 yrs 

40% diabeteS 

31% 
less diabetes 
than control 

58% 
less diabetes 
.. anconuol 

Diabet8s: Prevention and - Promotion tIJ!.::E:--' 
a) Rising awarness 

b) Promote physical activity 

C) Healthy weight 

d) Reduce weight 

e) Heatthy food 

n Appropriate screening 

9) Improve diagnosis and therapy 

h) Counselling and support 

And ... 

Improved quality of life 
Reduced Chronic Disease 
less medications 
Less Hospital time 

Fewer Surgical procedures 
Postponed disability (Compression of Morbidity) 

© Gesundhertsfiirderung Schweiz 
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P_ of diabetes - action d 

What ClIn I Expect if I Reduce My 
Health Rlska? 

Annex 4 

10 10 20 years of emended, high-quality living 

With a Healthy Lifeatyle 

(Healthy) Ufe span can increase 
Onset of disability can be delayed from 8-14 years 
The amount of near death morbidrty is reducad by 
1/3" to 112 
Health care costs are also reduced 
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Old Age and life expeclation 
5_ 

Bom/age 70 years 90 yea .. 
male 

1880 33,5% 2,5% 

1940 71,1% 20,3% 

Comp ...... ion of Morbidity 

o Lifespan in years 

~-
70 years 90 years 
female 

41,6% 4,8% 

83,7% 40.3% 

~ 
76 11 

Dnsetof 
disability 

Life expectancy and dioablllly (aga 65) 

Swltze~and 

A B C A B C 
moo -... 

1982 14.6 11,5 3,1 18,5 12.2 6,3 

19-99 16.7 13,0 3,7 20,6 16.3 4,3 

© GesundheitsfOrderung Schweiz 
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Morbidity 

~ 

ib=~~;;:~~~~~~-1 
o Ufespan in yea", . ! 

Onset of 
disability 

76 

Life expectancy and dl.ablllly 

Switze~nd 

A B C A 
men .. ""'" 

1982 72,6 65,9 6.7 79.3 

1999 76,5 70,3 6,2 82,5 

~--=-
B C 

69,7 9,6 

75,0 7,5 

A-life eqJCII;W1C)' • '" disabihty free hft ~ C = ~ wllh dISability 

Reduction. of Near Death Morbidity 

II :;~ 
I 

Lifespan in years 

i~ 
Lifespan in years 



Increase of 1 year lifespan 

~Creates a 4 % increase in GPO 

Social activity older people 

acUy with support others 

AgeJyear 1979 1994 1979 1994 

65-69 21% 11% 20% 30% 

70-74 22% 11% 14% 31% 

75-79 29% 19% 13% 25% 

80-84 39% 29% 6% 8% 

6S·94 72% .5% 4% 6% 

1IIi,., 2(Wll 

"Total Cost" of Poor Health 

Disability (6%) 

Medical & disability costs accounllor only 24% 
of health and productivity costs 

© Gesundheitslbrderung Schweiz 
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Social Contact Oldar People ~_-e --ContactIyear 1979 1994 

No 6% 6% 

Faible 7% 7% 

Medium 48% 44% 

High 39% 43% 

~-

Healthier life in older people: explanation __ nd 

Good oocial security 
Stable political situation 
Social capital 
Wealth in gene rat 
Health issues ars important lor this age group 
Others ... 

Return of Inv_ent for prevention 
and health promotion 

Different studies USA (e.g. Hero) 

1:3U80 for risk reduction 

Studies in eUlGermany (BKK-he8tth insurance) 
1 : 2,5 - 4,9 Euro for workpJaCe health promotion 
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The Coat of Doing Nothing? 

Annual Medical Costs 
$1.'000 

(10-.ro t,""d - start 2003 - Achieve 3'1 ROI 3111 ve-r) 
c-

t 

r~ If-

$n.'ooo 

tiO'OOO 

"'000 I:- o r 

m l "'" 

8.'000 

•• '000 

12'000 
2002 200S 200. 2005 200e 2007 ZOfiJ8 200' 2010 20n 

_Do nothing 

Risk situation and lifestyle In young people 

------/:-J / / _---r /S""" 
. physical 00000 I 

'\ ac~ily 0000 
\ 000 

~ \ b .... vIor, 
Alkohol - -Tabak 

structure 

We ara rising the first 

generation of youth 

who may live sicker 

and die younger 

than their paranlsl 

© Gesunclheitsfiirderung Schweiz 
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Prevention and Health 
Promotion 

A higly recommended investment with high 
return on investment (ROI) 

Economic Gain: Paid and unpaid work 
Switzerland (2000) 

• Paid Wort< 

! 6.1 million hoursfyear 

350 billions CHF (incLin GOP) 

I Unpaid work 

I B.O million hours/year 

1

250 billions CHF (not in GOP) 

L 213 by women 

IS5 % in household 
! 35 % volunteer in associations, 

health care, clubs and others I 

Foundation and Government 

Fondations are: 
More liexible 
Collaboration easy, even between different agencies 
More efficient in networking nationaVinternational 
Can do advocacy and lobbying 
Can support govemement from "outside" 
Can stand up agals! unhealthy deciSions of 
governement and politics 
Transparency and accounting becomes routine 
Sustainable financing 



, 

Foundations and Governamant 

Governement is: 

More stable 

Close to politics 

Creates proposal for laws and other regulations 

Clear priorities and tasks according to laws 

Legal power 

Thank you for your attention 

FO( more information: 
bertino.soma;niCPromolionsante.ch 

Health Promotion Switzerland 
Oufourslrasse 30, Postfach 311, CH·3000 Bern 6 
Telefon .'-1 (31) 350 04 04 - Te\eIax •• , (31) 38617 00 
www.gesundh8i1sfoerderung.ch 

© Gesundhe~s!OrdelUng Schweiz 
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Whet Is the problem In _rland? 

The Health S'f'Wm is in the near future unable to finance the 
health care demands 

We will have a financial alais 

Therefore: 

Health Promotion and Prevention can be one powerful ~utIon 
to this problem. 
A fOundation can promote this and do advocacy and will be 
part of the solution 

Govemement foundations and private sedor needed 
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HOW THE THAI HEALTH PROMOTION FOUNDATION 
CONTRIBUTES TO ECONOMIC GAIN 

by 
Dr Prakit Vathesatogkit 

Thailand 
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How the ThaiHealth Promotion 
Foundation Contributes to Economic Gain 

Professor Prakit Vathesatogkit M.D. 
Ramathibodi Hospital, 

Mahidol Univenity. 
Bangkok, Thailand. 

November 22, 2004 
Manila, Philppines. 

Thailand 
- A lower middle income country 
- Total population = 63 million 
- Number of smoker = 11 .. 
- Per capita alcohol consumption 

rank 7th of the world 
- Less than 113 of Thai exercise 

regulary 
- Traffic accident claimed 30 lifes per 

day. 

MOPH's budget (2000) 

• Total budget = 1707 million US$ 

• Salary = 683 • 
• Operational cost = 1024 • 
• Health Prornotig" = 1.3 • 
• Estimated total 

health care cost =6097 

Annex 4 

1. How we argue for the 
establishment of Health 
Promotion Foundation with 
funding from dedicated sin tax. 

2. Programs funded by 
ThaiHealth. 

3.Some of ThaiHealth's 
achievement 

Thailand's Burden of Disease % 
(1999) 

• Unsafe sex 12.7 
• Tobacco 6.9 
• Alcohol 5.3 
• High BP 4.8 
• Non-helmet 4.2 
• Overweigh 3.7 
• Illicit drug 2.9 
• Cholesterol 2.1 

prior to 2001 

- there were very small 
budget appropriated 
for health promotion. 

- (Practically) no 
infrastructure for 

health promotion support. 
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Tobacco Control Budget 
MOPH 300,000 US$ 

ASH 1Z0,OOO USS 

Health Promotion Budget 
-Division of Health Promotion = 1.3 million USS 

-H.alth Promotion Institute 5 100,000 USS 

-Tobacco + HP = 1.8 million USS 

Excise tax, cigarette sales and tax revenue 

Year T81.(%) Sales Tax revenue 

(million Pack) (million of Babt) 

1992 55 2035 15,438 
1993 55 2135 15,345 
1994 60 2328 20,002 

1995 62 2171 20,736 
1996 68 2463 24,092 
1997 68 2415 29,755 

Source: tht: t:xcise Department, Ministry of Finance Thailand 

To the Government: 

Why should we 
invest 

in health promotion? 
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Thailand's Policy Advocacy a. 
Achievement 

in Tobacco Control 
• Advertising ban (1986-1989) 
• Tobacco Products Control Act (1992) 
• Bans on smoking in public places 

(1976-2002) 

• Tax increases (1993-2001) 
• Improved health warnings (1980-2001) 

Since 1995 
- We want to have a mechanism 
to secure budget to fund 
tobacco control 

- Health promotion was included 
in the agenda to add 
momentum and gain wider 
support. 

Arguing and Assessing the 
Cost-Benefit of 
Establishing a Health 
Promotion Fund and 
administrative structure. 



, 

= 15,000 per year 
• Estimated economic lost 

= 1707 million US$ 
• Traffic accidents death 

- Total Health care cost 
= 6097 million US$ 

= 5-6 % GOP 

• If this can be reduced to 
3-4 % GOP 

• Health care cost will be 
lowered by 2440 million US$ 

• T_I Annual h",,1It! _nditure 

• MOPH budget 
• Sin Tax 
• Thoi Heallt! budget 

budget 

heallt! 
_ndlture 

= 6097 million US$ 
= 1707 million US$ 
= 2195 million U5$ 
= 2 % of lin tax 
= 44 million U5$ 
= 2.57% of MOPH 

= 0.72% of T_I 

= 0.15"/. Total budget 
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• Death from tobacco 
= 42,000 per year 

• Lung cancer death 
= 10,000 per year 

• Estimates economic lost 
= 414-1200 million US$ 

If health promotion efforts 
succeed in reducing 
expenditure in these three 
areas by 10 percent, the 
country would save 488 
million US$ per year. 

Another word 
• If the government spending is 

1,000 US$ per year 
• We ask for only 15 cent for use in 

HP 
• And this money is taken from 

tobacco 
and alcohol producer/importer 
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Health Promotion Funding Act 2001 
- Setting up of Health Promotion Office 

- FUnding health promotion related 

activities with 2% of additional alcohol 
and cigarette taxes. 

- Annul budget = 44 million USS 

( = 2.5% of MOPH budget) 

- An autonomous state agency under 
the Prime Minister's office 

ThaiHealth provides 
CATALYTIC funding 
for projects that change 
public values, people's 
lifestyles, and social 
environment. 

(2) to support campaigns for 

the reduction in the consumption 

of alcoholic beverages, tobacco 

and other harm-ful substances, 

and create public awareness of 

the relevant legal provisions ; 
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Mission 

To empower the various civic 
movements that lead to the better 
well-being of Thai Citizens. 
Operation dimensions emphasize 

- healthy public policies. 
- issued-based programs, 
- holistic "setting" approaches. 

Section 5. 

The Foundation shall be a juristic 
entity having the following objectives : 

(1) to promote and support health 
promotion in the population of all ages 
in accordance with the national health 
policy; 

(3) to conduct studies and 

research. or encourage the conduct 

of the study and research. training 

or organization of meetings with 

regard to health promotion; 

; 



(4) to develop the ability of 

a community in fosterine health 

promotion by the community or 

private organizations, public-benefit 

organizations, Government Agencies, 

State enterprises or other State 

Agencies; 

Major Programs 

I. Tobacco Control 7. Healthy Workplace 

2. Alcohol Control 8. Healtby Communities 

3. Exercise 9. Open Grant 

4. Risks & Special (Reactive Grant) 

Population 10. Social Marketing 

5. Nutrition II. Support Program. 

6. H •• lth Service 
System 

2004 Fiscal year expenditure 
- Learning HP 3.6 million US$ 
- Risk factors 7.5 • 
- Social marketing 4.6 • 
- open grant 4.6 • 
- management 3.3 " 
Total = 44.3 " 

(VS 1.3 million US$ prior to 1001) 
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(5)to support campaigns for 

health promotion by various 

activities as a means by which 

members of the public can 

improve their health, 

(Sponsorship) 

2004 Fiscal year expenditure 

- Tobacco 1.3 million US$ 
- Alcohol 2.6 • 
- Exercise 3.2 n 

- Community HP 9.1 n 

- Workplace 1.3 
- Health SelVice 2.9 

Pen Capita alcohol consumption 

I ] 

- ..... - -
'=:i;:: ;~~.!!'::'.::..~ .w_ ......... _ 
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Thai Health I!o-ordinate & funding of 
all!ohol controll!ampaign 

Cabinet Resolution (July 29, 2003) 

1. Control of alcohol advertising 
& promotion 

2. Establisbed National Committee 
for Control of Alcohol 

3. Provide budget to support law 
enforcement 

4. Tbai Healtb to replace sport 
sponsorsbip by alcohol 

National Committee for the Control of 
Alcohol (August 2003) 

- Subl!ommittee on law and legislation 

- Subl!ommittee on researl!h 

- Subl!ommittee on strategy and 

I!ampaign 
- Office of all!oholl!ontrol, MOPH 
- All with operational funding from 

ThaiHealth 

National Committee on Road Safety (2003) 
Subcommittee on law enforcement'" 

Subcommittee on education and campaign ", 

Subcommittee on road engineering 

Subcommittee on data collection (IT) * 
Subcommittee on public participation ", 

Subcommittee on emergency medical care * 
Subcommittee on driving licensing control 

- Subcommittee on evaluation ... 

• ·Co·funded by ThaiHe.lth 
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Alcohol Ads Ban 
October 1,2003 

Alcohol ads on TV + radio banned during 
Sam. - 10 am. ell'ective Oct I. 
No ads and PR activities allowed incl. 
Logo trade name in educational institutes 
Except transmission of foreign sport events. 
Out door & print media must carry health 
waming 

• ThaiHealth to fund sport sponsorship 
replacement 

Traffic Accident 

- 15,000 traffic accident death per year, 
2 per bour 

- Half of which age 15-35 year 
- 26% related to drunk driving 
- Exponential increase in alcohol 

advertising and promotion budget 
- Marked increase in per capital alcohol 

consomption 
- Traffic accident cost 2.25-3.48% of GDP 

Campaign for alcohol abstinence during 
Buddhist lent (August - October 2004) 

Evaluation 
1. 84.7% public are aware of the campaIgn 
2. 84.5% approved of the campaign 
3. 43.5% Infonn other about the campaIgn 
4. 12% of regular drinker (= 2.2 million person) 

stopped drinking during this period 
5. Estimated decreased expenditure on 

alcohol beverages 110 million US$ 



Bangkok Post 

THURSDAY· NOVEMBER 18, 2004 

Road deaths down 
in 66 provinces 

Government credits 
Road safety campaign 
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Successful Policy Advocacy by Thai Health 

1. Regulation ofalcohol advertisement (2003) 
2. Sport sponsorship replacement by Tbai 

Health (2003) 
J. Committee on Exercise for Health in each 

province (2004) 
4. Cabinet approved "Healthy Thailand" 

• National Agenda (2004) 
S. Compulsory Prime time TV program for 

children (2004) 
6. MOPH adopted regulation on sugar free 

follow up formula for children (2005) 

Thai Health Promotion Foundation 
979 34th Fir., S.M. Tower Phaholyotbin Rd., 

Samsennai, Phayathai, Bangkok 10400 

Tel. 66 (0) 2298 0500 Fax: 66 (0) 2298 0501 

Email: info@thaiheahh.or.th 

Website: www.tbaibealth.or.th 

Note: The text of ThaiHealth Act orzOOl 

can be downloaded at our website: 

Annex 4 

"The decline resulted from strict 
enforcement of traffic laws and heavy 
campaigns to raise public awareness 
on the effects of fatal road accidents 
on the families of those involved, as 
well as SOCiety and the economy as a 
whole." said Deputy Prime Minister 
Chaturon Chaisaeng. 

Current problems of Thai Health 
Promotion Office 

- a very new toncept of governance & 
operation. 
lack of understanding by politician, 
expect quick result. 

perceived by policy maker as "easy money" 

being perceived as not politically receptive. 

- still in learning curve. 
lack of health promotion manpower 
& expertise. 
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HEALTH PROMOTION INVESTMENT AND PLANNING: 
THE WAY FORWARD FOR 

SEOUL, REPUBLIC OF KOREA 

by 
Dr Young-Ho Jung 
Republic of Korea 



Socioeconomic Cost of Diseases and 
Health Promotion Policy in Korea 

Youno-Ho Juno" 

'Korea Institute tor HsaHh and Social Affairs. 

Seoul South Kort18 

Pra .. nled for meeting on the economic ~in' Qf prvmotlng hl!lIIIII'I, 

22 10 25 November 2004, Manila, Phi'ippintl 

Introduction 

'iI Investment in health as strategy of economic 
development as well as improvement of quality of 
life 
• health and education as the cornerstones of human capital, 

which is basis of an individual's coonomic productivity 
(Commission on Macroeconomics and Health: CMH. 2000) 

• The emphasis on the imponance of investing in health to 
promote economic development and poverty reduction (PAHO. 
:WOI) 

.,;. Health promotion as a national agenda 
• Individuals and families' well-being 
• Economic growth 

., Korea has been facing various public hea~h 
I robl"ms such at. increase in prevalence 
popuiatioi". i ,,~;o bi'ld rapid growth of hea~h 
expenditures. 

• Prevalence population ratio (2 weeks): 31.6% ( 1992) 
~ 34.5% (I995) ~ 40.4% (2001) 

• growth rates of health expenditures: 19.8% (1985-
1990) ~ 16.4% (1991-1996) ~ 16.9% (1999-2001) 
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Contents 

_Introduction 

• Socioeconomic cost of diseases in Korea 

- Cost of diseases due to smoking in Korea 
.. Health promotion policy in Korea 
.. Discussion 

Socioeconomic Cost of 

Diseases in Korea 

SOeioecODOIDK Cost of Diseases in Korea, 2001 

(0% tlilCoUIII "_1 - .,_ ..... us......, .. -
~_COM 26,132 52.2 

tlllldIW .............. 20 .... 41.9 -- 3,373 6.7 .....--.- 1,792 3 .• 

Indirect Cost 23,899 47.8 

i , • ..-. 18,885 37.7 

~ .. - 5.034 10.1 

~otaI COS! of DIseeIeI 50.030 100_0 
• : __ ItIooo>n ........ -
Resllill of diKo •• ll'1IIla I. O%, 3%, aDd 5% ,"'IWoo US PPPSI 
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Socioeconomic Cost of Diseases in Korea*, 2001 
to·~ dUeou.1 rak) 

Indirec 
Costs 
48% DirectCo 

s 
52% 

~ estimate represents approx,malely 6.b% ofODP or 1,6275 per person 

Direct and Indirect costs are I5limated II 26.' billion S (SZ.2¥.ofrogJ rostj aod 
2.1 <) billion S (47 8V.1. ~lively 

Indil"l:Ct Co.!' loss of productivity 

Burden of Diseases by Cost Component and Diagnostic 
Group in Korea, 2001 (0% discount rate) 

w ........... .. 

H",p""." ' ...... 

' ......... 1 ........ -

I ,ui ' 
'''",,,';,, .... ,.,, ...... ,, •• ,,. I ' 

~"""""'~~ .. --L' 
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>,"". '.DO. ',GO" '.0" '.0"" ..... 
o, ... c ..... '" 

Cost of Illness by most Costly Diagnostic Categories and 
Age Group in Korea. 2001 

Inl~ cao~ of maJOr dlS~II!II;lS.1lu: lotal cost ofllCoplasms IS 8 2 bIllion $, 7 4 billion $ In 

dl"l!aS~ ofd'geslive SY51enl. 6.5 billion S In d~ ofrcspiflllOfy sysll:m; and ~ 9 b,llion S In 
diseases of cm:ulatory system 

Burden of diseases by Sex and Diagnostic 
Group in Korea"', 2001 

Male(31.-4 t6:Jn LlSPPP$) Female(18.6bllllon L5PPf>$) 

Burden of Diseases by Age and Cost Component 
in Korea·, 2001 

~USI'I'I'I. -

c----

"'l- I--

ru ~ 1-1- I-- - m-1r1 

c::o:u::.;:~_ •.• ____ ._".-_._. _ 
• Til< mil III ~led .14~9 Itt(lllnlJ fur 1M 'al}!Ql pruponilln; 11.1% 
• EJlimMni b). 0% disooum raK 

Cost of Diseases due to 

Smoking in Korea 



Health RIsk Facton 

8 

Cost or Diseases due to Smoking in Korea (2001) 

,~f ?OI(.I 

! ~ ,.~ .t-----------------j 

The estImated economic cost of disease5 due to smoking in Korea (2001) IS 
J Q:! bilhol'l USA PPPS ill 0% discounr rate 

Cost of Diseases due to Smoking by Diagnostic 
Category and Age Group in Korea, 2001 

(M,llj"" USA PPPS) 

CMoe<Il 65/S} 0Itb1lBCl& fespiallWf diseases 
!itMses (1.5531) (5<lI$) 

.~ 
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Smoking Rat. in Korea 

• Among OECD countries, Korea is of Ihe highest 
percentage of males aged 15 and over who are 
daily smokers. 

Smoking ~ Qf Nlccted OECo countries. 200 I 

Burden of Diseases due to Smoking Compared with tbe 
Costs of Smoking Related Diseases and All Diseases'" 

Coat of ilntu due to smoking 

%or 
% of all ($dion) """"""- ........ 

disu..,. 

Male 3.717 (9·UI'Yo) 52.8 18.8 
Fe_ 201 {5.1%) •• 23 

• Bucd OIl", "'1-69 , .... 

Economic Cost of Diseases due to Smoking by 
Diagnostic Category and Sex iD Korea· 

(Million USA PPPS) 

ma1B(3,117m1ionSl 11l1r111e(201rn1ion$) 

• The costs of maks and females aaed 4()..$ years are J, 717mdhon S and 
20lmiliionS 
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eba_ets o(Smoking Rates and Costs of Diston dut to Smoking ..... , -, -, _. ....... ---T~PPP$I 
... ... U ., U 

-.-... ,.....,,~ U .. ... .. 
SmaId ...... " ......... b .... .U .... " . .... 
o.c:.-"'''_1 01 
diu_Onto snookl"", ... .., • .. 

1 " .......... ....t .. , .... ~" IH) ... 

Challlge of Burden of Diseases due to SmokiDI when 
AppliflilO Smokiag Rates of Selected OECD Countries ...... -. - - ,-

~ -- -, '" "'h~ Z1,t. , ... .... " .. ro .• ..... "''' ". • u , .. ... ,- ... " K' ... ... ... - ..... .. .• ... ..,. ., 
~ .... 01' m ..., .u "'. "''' 1U ~, ,U .... ..... '" 100.0 ".,' , .. , ,,,. 

Health promotion in Korea 
Goals 

.. Achieving Healthy Life 

... A good Quality of Life 

• Improving the heaHh of population and 
preventing diseases and disability through: 
• creating supportive environment 

• preventing and controlling diseases 
• providing lifetime health services 
• improving healthy lifestyle 

Key Stepping Stones 
for Health Promotion 

National Health 
Promotion Act 

Enhancing heallh 

stdusoflhe I 

population ~ __ .~ 

Health 
Promotion Fund 

Annually USS 1.307 
million win bl' made 
by raiSing tile prrce of 
Iubacco from 200~ I 

~_-.J 
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Health Promotion 

Policy in Korea 

Strategies 
for Building Healthy People 

• Prioritising in resource allocation 
• more resource 10 promotive. preventive and rehabilitative 

activities 

• Establishing natiOnal hea~h promotion 
programme 
• comprehensive lifetime health programme 
• maternal and child health. school health. and occupational 

health and c;hronic diseases prevention programmes into 
comprehell$ive programme 

• Strengthening infrastructure 
• health promotion fund will be mvested to public health 

infrastructure and health promotion prognunme 

Public Health Promotion Act 
in Korea 

" Purpose: to enhance the health of the general 
population providing accurate information to allow 
people to practise healthy lifestyles by themselves. 

• Public Health Promotion Project: to enhance the 
health status of the population through: 
• Public health educatIOn and health consultation 
• Nutritiona1 management 
• Oral health management 
• Medical ewnination and prescription for early detection of 

diseases 
• Investigation and research regarding community health matters 

" 



Health Promotion Fund 

.. To establish a health promotion fund in 
order to ensure funding necessary for 
smooth implementation of health 
promotion project 

'" Fund source: payments of tobacco 
company (kw 2 per 1 pack in 2001 into kw 
150 per 1 pack in 2002) 

Health Promotion Project 
, ... . ... 

(million s.:unn (onillianl.:lOI02, 

11t-01l1,pr ..... ~iPnl'' ... .... 

II",,"~ ,,",,,",.", ."~ .... ,...,n 
N,",," .. ," ..... ~<,IICI. 
",.111<01111 

''''''"''''",«<1."., 
S"r""~ I,.-~ .. Ilh) hr~o' .. nnl<eo-
11.<llth",,!", 

• "~I"""'" h".lIh"', ... , ..... 'I"'~«, 

".4,2 

~,2? 

1.4.1 

0.46 

HIS 
0,60 

"~ 

19) 

'M 
OLM 

illS 

H7 

'" 1l4S 

'" I,IV, 

11,\ 

6ln 

11.!I.I 

• i\bouI Sll%oflClUd rwnd " .. 1ISCd I'orheahll pRIIIIOIionpmjca and 1IIc 0IIw:r5 ,,'as 
.:.'JICIIdcd for tu.d _~ ct aI 

.- Adequate financial resources for a health 
promotion initiative 

'" Support for evaluation health promotion 
and further research into the development 
of appropriate approaches 

.. Insufficient evidence for policy 
recommendation of health promotion 

.. Developing evidence base for health 
promotion 
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Fund Management and 
Operation 

• Managed and operated by the Minister of HeaRh 
and WeW.", 

• Fund usage: 
• to support activities ofleading to a healthy life 

• publi~ health education and development of materials 

• research mao health promotion and chronic degenerative 
di ...... 

• medical examination for early detection of diseases 
• public nutrition management activities 

• om) healtb management activities 

Discussion 

The Future 

1 """"h "";%1 ~=,::snm I~ 
~~ 1 W""~"',."""d",,,,·, 1 r!l 

EVidence In Pohcy I"""P~"'K-'-&"''''''''--''-'I 
Evuieooe from I & Practice IlI'IphC8bons • 

policy" praCtlce 

~I Po"" & "''''''' OhM"~ I J 
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PROMOTING HEALTH TO IMPROVE 
SOCIAL HEALTH INSURANCE 

by 
Dr Francisco Duque III 

Philippines 



Planning for Growth 

The PhilHealth 
Medium Term Plans (MTPs) 

Dr. Franr:l&co T. Duque m 
.sec..wy 
Prasirlent and CEO 
PhllJppine Hea"" Jnsuranctt CoIpronIfIon 

The Sponsored Program 
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14.520 236,450 434.135 1,735,080 

1997 1898 I", 2ODO 2001 2002 2003 2004 

..,.,..,., 

Why do we need to re-engineer? 

We need to sustain our membership coverage 

PhilHealth now raeeives 6,938 claims par day, 
up from about 5,900 claims per day last year 

Our structure was developed prior to SSS I 
GSIS transfer of functions 

""'-

Annex 4 

PhilHealth Now 

77% 

7l!! country's biggesf aoclM securlCv DlPW!I!J 

.
.~ 

.~ . ,. ~ .. 
~. 

10% .. ttsfilctlOn rating 
In the 2003 NDHS 

The Medium Term Plans 

The MTP Is our vision of the future 

It Is also a snapshot of our present position 

The MTP serves as the framework of our 
corporate ra-englneerlng 

We shall regularly review It to ensure that we 
continue to be responsive to the changing 
circumstances 

Planning the Planning 

The development of the Medium Term Plans is: 
"18-
• Interactive 

Builds on previous efforts at re-organlzation, 
strategiC planning, and organizational 
development 
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1-------------~~-----_1 

. 

Where did we draw the 
Medium Term Plans? 

Our Mission 

As a financial intennedlary, PhllHealth shall 
continuously evolve a sustainable NHIP that 
shall: 

lead towards universal coverage 
Ensure better benefits for its members at affordable 
premiums 
Establish close coordination with its dients through a 
strong partnership with all stakeholders; and, 
Provide effective internal information and management 
systems to influence the delivery of quality health care 
selVices 

---~ 

MTPGoals 

A Vision Of Our Future 

A premiere government corporation 
that ensures sustainable, affordable, and 

progressive 80cial health insurance which 
endeavors the delivery of accessible quality 

health care for all Filipinos 

DOH's Systems Improvement Program 

AffOrdlblllty Lower the prien Of medlcln •• Ind make quality 
heatth •• rvlcN affordabkt 

AccMsibll1ty Make quality "rYlce. ma ... ace ••• lble to under
"rved rural Ind urban communlUe. 

Prey.nUon Prevent epidemics and dIHas •• and their 
undni,..ble CO"*equlnc.M 

Promotion Enple citizens to live healthy 1',"lyIes 

-- - --. ---_. ---------------------~ .......... 

Key Result Areas 
f-.---------------------I 

Sustain universal coverage - UC defined as 
75% of the population 

Provide benefite that are responsive to our 
members' needs and support the national 
objectives for health 

Administered by an effiCient PhllHealth 

Segmrmt Use effeolive marketing mechanisms 

Service Expand and enhance qIJality of services 

System Develop efficient and reliable systems 

stakehOlders Strengthen partnerships 

Staff Improve organizational I sIIIfI produotlvlty 

Susta/mJbi/ity Ensure program .ustainability 

. , 
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Employ Effective Marketing Mechanisms 

-
System 

Stakeholders 

Approach the market thru segments and 
account management 

Strengthen lEe I advocacy to reach 
the wldMt coverwge 

Inlllotlva _ organized groupe 
Private sector collaboration 

-
Expand and Enhance Quality of Services 

Segment 

.... 

Build an __ and effectiv. 

aervlce delIVery network to make PHle 
accessible to all through prudent use 
of resources 

Ensure and promote quality of care 

Develop Efficient and Reliable Systems 

Segment 

SeNlce 

.... 
Stnillinability 

Differential claims. In 2007, claims from 
"good" HCPs are paid in 10 dap and 
5 days by 2012 

Assumption,: 
Clear and expllclt denial and RTH rules 
Longer validity of accreditation 
Group processing of claims 

-
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Expand and Enhance Quality of Services 

--
Enhance benefit packages that are 
.... ponslv. to the needs of the 
members and help In the attainment of 
the national obI_lor health 

Develop payment schemes that ensure 
IIlgh support value, lower or no out of 
pocket and eneura quality of care 

--
Develop Efficient and Reliable Systems 
---.-----------------------------~ 

Sitilmenl 

....... 
!!mom 

saaQholden .... 

-- -

D.v.lop a rellab .. and Intagratad 
Infannatton system 

Aim for profeaalonal excellence In all -Electronic eligibility checking facility 
at the .... I of the health care provider 

Strengthen Partnerships 
--_. -----------------------------1 

Segment 

s,..... 

Suau.lnability 

Develop machenls .... and Infrastructure 
to ellclt participation of partners 

Create a constlluency for PhliHeaHh's 
mandate beyond "" traditional circle of 
partners 
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Improve Staff Productivity 

........ Develop high perfonnlng, compelenl 
and motlvaled workforce WIth shared 
vision and values 

Service 

II!!! 

Build an enabling environment and 
organization that will nurture and luppon 
an empowered workforce 

Employ .. aaUsfaetlo" and productivity 
index. PhllH1Nl1th as the emplover of 
cholC!. 

Ensure ProgrBm Sustainability 
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Segment 

Servk:e .,
Stakeholders 

Staff 

SuatJln.b!!!ly 

Institute fiscal control and discipline 

Maximize Investment yield 

Prudent us. of administrative resources 
Decentralized operations 
Out·tasking of non-core, non-critical 

.. """' ... 

Ensure Program Sustainability 

- Improve collection efficiency through .. -. a multl·tlered approach that encourwges 
early remittance and expansion of 
collection network 

..... Work towards equity and SOlidarity 
principles through the contribution 
structure 

-

Performing 
High with 
Integrity and 
Competence •...... ,-',.~ 

- ~ , ~ 

_n ' 

--
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Dr Viliarni Kulikefu Puloka 

Tonga 
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PRO LEAD OVERVIEW 

Dr. Viliami Puloka 
MOH -Tonga 
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57th World Health Assembly, 2004 

-"Insufficient evidence on the 
effectiveness of health promotion 
contributes to limited allocation of 
resources, and consequently under 
funded interventions and less effective 
health promotion." 

-"Special efforts therefore needed to 
collect sound evidence particularly in 
developing countries." 

PRO LEAD 

A program for leaders who promote heaHh 
Creates a learning environment for country 
leams to build capacity for promoting heaHh 
Projects focus on infrastructure and financing 
Strong emphasis on improving governance 
Flexible, responsive to needs and opportunities 

Includes matching with mentors 
Includes a "twinning" arrangement 

Health promotion: the poor 
relative of medicine 

o Health care systems tend to spend 
disproportionately on acute and curative 
care 

o Health system reforms often focus on 
improving service provision which does not 
guarantee belter health in the population 
(health = absence of disease) 

o Government·s role and responsibility for 
health promotion is often poorly defined 

Recent regional developments 

oWortcshop on capooclty·bulldlng for ..... l1li promotion, Manila 
2002. 
.Health Promotion Infrastructure and Financing Study Group 
willi SEAMEO·TROPMED, 2003 
.Pllot of a capacity-building programme for teaders who 
promote heallll (Pro Lead) willi the support of the Japoon 
Voluntary Fund and In collaboration with SEAMEO·TROPMED 
and La Troha University, 2004 
-Meeting on economic gains of promoting health. Manila 
2004. 
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METHODS USED 

by 
Dr Alberto Herrera/Mr Ramon Navarra, lr.lMs Angelina Sebial 

Philippines 

" 



, 
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Capacity Building for Health \l.a 
Promotion: An On the Job 
Training Program for the 

Networking Unit of the National 
Center for Health Promotion 

A Project Update Submitted by: 
Dr. Albert Herrera 

Mr. Ramon Navarra Jr. 
Ms. Angelina Sebial 

P~OI..EAD PROJECT 

""""""" 

Double Burden of Disease 

• 10 Leading causes of Morbidity 
(2001) 

• 10 leading causes of Mortality 
(1998) 

- Daarmeas. 
- Bronchitis 
- PneumoniaS 
- InfluenZa 
- HypertensiOn 
- TB RespiratOry 
- DlseII5eS d the Heart 
- Malaria -_ ... 
- Chld<en"", 

2J_...,_20e4 

- Oiseases of the heart 
- Olseases of the Vilswlar 

"""" - ............. 
- Malignant Neoplasm --- Tuberculosis, all rorms 
- Chronic obstruc:Uve pulmonary 

dlsea5e$ and ailed condtions 
- I)tabetes Mdlltus 
- other dlsea~ of the 

respiratory system 
- Nephrttls, nephrtIC syndrome 

PROLEAO PROJECT 
and nephl'OSlS '\l.a' 

'"""" ... 

PROlE.-D PROJECT 

"""""'"" 

Annex 4 

Background 

• Philippines has a double burden of disease 
• AO 58, series of 2001 established the 

National Center for Health Promotion 
(NCHP) 

• The NCHP is the national office 
responsible for all health promotion 
activities 

2l November 2004 

The NCHP Within the DOH 

[ 

23~2004 

_of 
1 -_ .. 

1 -, 
H ---
H _ConIIr"'~ -.-
H -.,..'"' "'.,-
L.{ ~ Center 101'''''' FtdIIK -, 

PROl.EAD PROJECT 

'""""'" 

Local Health Promotion 
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Gains Not Enough 

• limited yearly budget of NCHP - $ 
418,000 vs. tobacco advertising expense 
of$ 17.9 M 

• Healthy City of Marikina is an excellent 
model but few are able to follow 

• Senate Bill 4 on Health Promotion 
Foundation has been filed but has taken a 
back seat 

Constraints 

• Lack of understanding of the Legislative 
process 

• Lack of capability and capacity to lobby. 

PROLEAD PROJECT 
PROPOSAL 

Hypothesis 

• Staff members, if better equipped, will 
participate more actively. 

• Amending the job description will allow 
staff members to internalize their roles. 

23 ~avernbe, 2004 pflOl£AD PROJECT 
PROPOSAL 
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Vision 

• NCHP taking a more active role in health 
policy reforms. 

• Establishment of a health promotion 
foundation. 

Problem Statement 

• None of the 10 Staff members of the 
NCHP Networking Unit possess the basic 
skills needed to lobby for legislation, i.e •. 
knowledge of the legislative process 

The Project 

• On the Job Training on Lobbying with 
legislators and Lobbying within the 
Department of Health 

• Support for Health Promotion Bill and 
FCTC Ratification 

• Support for Sin Taxes Bill 



'-- -

Milestones 

• Curriculum drafted and being reviewed by team 
members 

• "Lobbying" inserted into Administrative Order. 
• Staff attended Senate Hearing 
• Meeting with Staff on plans for future activities 
• Networking with CEOs initiated 

PROl.EH) PROJECT 
PROpOSAL 

Leadership Challenges and 
Opportunities 

• Deliberations on Sin Taxes - earmarks 
10% for Philippine Health Insurance, 
2.5% for anti-smoking information 
campaign 

• Ferc ratification 
• Other options for the establishment of 

Health Promotion Foundation 

"'ROlEAD PROJECT 

.""""'" 

MARAMING SALAMAT PO 

13 November 2C104 PROI.EAO PROJECT 
PROPOSAL 
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The Curriculum 

• History of Congress 
• How a bill becomes a law or how a 

resolution is adopted into an ordinance 

• Treaty ratification process 
• Lobbying - identifying stakeholders 
• Translating idea into law 

" ......... "" 

Next Steps 

• Ledure by cOIlSIJliant 
• Site visit by staff 
• Continued attendance of sin tax deliberationS 
• Lobbying within the DOH and drafting of a work and 

finandal plan for prospective funding from earmarked sin 
taxes 

• Exploring other options 
- i.e. swiss model 
- Establishment of health promotIoo foundation through SEC 

registration 

• Possible donors' rneebng for seed money 

PRO~E.ID PROJECT 
ORoPO&O. 
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TOOLS 

by 
Mr Bekhbat Sodnom 

Mongolia 

, , 



ProLead Tools 

Bekhbal Sod nom 
Nov 23.2004 

Theme Selection Matrix 

._--
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WHOIWPRO 
Manila 

-- 1~ .. C_rX Need 10 1""",,1: - o."CnII 

EIfKtj~.- ... • ' . 
efTIclenty. "'" " (- -. quaJlfted fKuIty --. ---. 
!i'trilblglc wtIiDn - '-* , , • "On_ I ( ____ = IMed III' 1M , ........ . - , 

: .... ...,....--.., 
'_l r"'3 -Rule or laW - tNra.. I 5 

no law or ..... UIaUan ' (CIIItDmar: PRe, 
of heaItIt pramodan. go_I •• 1t, -~Ic) , 
Partic:l .... - aWl , -_ .. !4 

(QIIlOmer, '-d 01 the , ..... 
"""'~ 

w'" - lutttute, Ita"', related , -, 

Ishikawa Diagram 

~::"4~:;:,;, ~ 

i::"'7~ 
r,,_,·-· •· .. ·1 

. -. "-. 

U":'<~~~t:"'i'" 

.... _ ..... 

.. 
,. 

15 

1Z 

. 

--

. ... --.<:--------> -----T--~·-'~~- ... ;: 

,'!!''':-''= 
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Prolead Tools 

• Theme Selection Matrix 
• Problem Statement 

• Ishikawa Diagram 
• Countermeasures Matrix 

• Plan of Action 

• Standardization 

Problem Statement 

• Participation 
• Rule of law 
• Transparency 
• Responsiveness 
• Consensus orientation 

• Equity 
• Effectiveness and efficiency 
• Accountability 
• Strategic vision 

Countermeasures Matrix _x -. '- T .... 

5 5 25 yes 

I:;:] 
L'~·· 

5 1 5 no 

5 5 25 yes 
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Plan of Action 
ActIvity Participants/ T ..... y ..... Key Result 

".,.... "'" "" Responsible 

FOO'T1alIZe TeamI\.I ... ""_01 Manila lden"" .... 
Team Augual ofP""",,, 

"""" ..... Hlnng of T .. m 3"'Weekof Manila eon .... 
Consultant A_, S_ 
Bnefing Consultant! 4"'Wk of Manila Briefing 

Unit August C_ 

Curriculum Consultant 4lh week of Manila CuniaJlUm 

""'" AUguIl 

AC\lJaIOJT StalTftaam Sept·March Senate/Man 2 staff per 

"" moo .. 

Thank you! 
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COM 

$100 

,"'" 
$100 

$100 

'300 

Standardization 

• Set guidelines for personal 
development 
• Set standards for required skills for 
the staff 
• Develop modules for regular 
training 
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COUNTRY PRESENTATION 

by 
Pro Lead - Tonga Team 
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TONGA STORY 

Ms Klllsltina Tuaimel'apl 
Dr. Vlllami Puloka 

Pro Lead fellow 

,,., 

__ GoIoo~"--'_ 
._............,.._UN_I .. 

Pro Lead Project 

• THEME: 
IMPROVING "EFFECIENCY and 
EFFECTIVENESS" 

Problem Statement: 
.. Only one person available and 
capable of coordinating NCDC" 

~"""'¥f __ 

.... u..I'hIM ...... U15N •• _ .... I ... 
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Background 

In 2002 NeDs were responsible for 10.4% of 
all hospital admi .... OII. and 19.8% of all 
hospital expenditures. 

• The Tonga Cemmllment (2003) NCOmmendad 
- ___ ... t of national_'" to 
raduca NeDa by _riling coliaboratr",,1y 
act'O&S sectors. 

The Tongan National Strategy to PNvent & 
Contro. NCD. was lauRclted lit March 2004 - • 
key goal w •• to .,tabUsh • Health 
Fouridatlon. 

_GooIoolr--._ 
.. ............. " .... n.u __ 

Summary Statistic 
T.aI.~ 
T .... Kuliltl ..... IIdHure; 
... c.-. .............. ""'-1"'-_1 

, .. -
TOP ao,oI7,JT. 
TOII'1" 
TO .. 111 •• """"" 

l1I.ua .... U.D' ........ 
C1~1'''''''UUI, 

IJ...-lGOT ...... ~""........,. .......... 10.A.., _ .. -
.... ...." d% 
.......... -.......... U'&. 
~: 11ft 

....... T ......... c..E; .. ~ ......... !'! ____ _ 
........ ,.~Int............. '" 
.............. _ 0110 

.. "" .. _w.....a .... 

~ ...... "'--., ..... _., ..... II.UN __ 

Progress 

• Establishment of NCDC and 
Subcommittee (PATH) 

• Training of existing staff - HP 
division 

• Conducting of workshop on 
- H .. lth Promotion FouNt.1on 
- Health Flmlnclng 
- MiliMnlum Development GMI (MDG) 

(NeD in place of Malaria) 



Recommendations 

• To u .. addltlou. tobacco and alcohol 
taxation to COIIIIIIeIICe • HH, wttII other 
sources of fund8 also -Ina Investtgated at a 
later time. 

• That the HPF ... _tabllsheel as an 
Inclap._t ~ that _rts _Is 
accountable to lb. partla.ant. 

• That a _ ............ _bl_ to 
davalop a proposal based on tIIa outco ... of 
this _ •• , Incilldl ... _ .. e .... ry .... 1 
Instrumenta, for the Minister of .... Ith to pre_ to c..blnat _ .. _ 0_1 ... or 
parliament In 2005. 

Key questions discussed 

• What should ba the rol. of the naw 
foundation? 

• _at should ... the foundations goals1 

• _0 should mak. _ Important _Islon.
•• t .,",tagle dlrectlon1 How? 

• How can we .... ure P:ro&ntsB and _ how 
wen the foundation Is doing? 

• What should we measure? 

~(_~"""""'II,"' • . -~~--

Who can assist? 

• Government - Annual Budget 
(draw graph on budget allocation 
for MOH) 

• Donors - effective negotiations 
(financlalltechnical assistance) 

• NGOs 
• CommunltiesiYouthsiClubs 
• Individuals 

- ..... rr--.: _ _ -..-..n-d __ 
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Why set up a foundation? 

• For funding tobacco contNI progl'llm .... 

Provide Infrastouctu ... for _Ith promotion 

Link health promoting organlUtlons 

• Develop health prolllOUon _= ... for natlo.al, .... Ional __ I or 
govammMt 

• Proylde advocacy for h .. lth promotion _re_ 

Key questions discussed 

• How should the foUndation be .. t up? Is. 
new law needed? · _.t~ __ fo""""tIo. need? 

• What controls should be I.po"" on .... way 
In which the foundation op ... ta., 

• How wlll_ foundation ... _, 

How will the foundation'. key _pie ... 
appol._, 

On what terms - e.g. pav. tel'" lfIf'oflk:i .. ' ""--..........-.n .• __ 
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can 
Government - Annual Budsat 

Total MOH BudgetAilocation for(FY 2002103· 
2004105) 

160.000.000 I • 

'''"'''ooo,(=~~~. -,,:~::::::::: i: ~ 
~ 80,000,000 t- .'.- --
~ 60.000.000 r 

~'=::\~- . 
o ' 

2002103 2003104 '00<105 

Ye.rs 
__ TQItII Appn:r.ed Estimele( R~nt .. OelCllopmenl) 

.-- -- T ot.l Gowmment BuGge! 
y....-t;" .. .,r_II ...... 

.'- ......... JI~ ___ >_ 
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• Donors - effective negotiations 
(financial/technical assistance) 

• NGOs 
• Communities/Youths/Clubs 
• Individuals 

_ ....... ofr __ 

""-".",_.,n.IO_..-_ 
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COUNTRY PRESENTATION 

by 
Pro Lead - Philippine Team 

;" 
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capacity Building for Health ~ 
Promotion: An On the Job 
Training Program for the 

Networking Unit of the National 
Center for Health Promotion 

A Project Update Submitted by: 
Dr. Albert Herrera 

Mr. Ramon Navarra Jr. 
Ms. Angelina Sebial 

PRDi..£AJ) PROJECT 
PROPOSPo<. 

Double Burden of Disease 

• 10 leadi causes of Morbidity 
(2001) ng 
- 0ia1Theas 
-,"""",", --- ......... 
- II,palBosioh -TB_ 
- DiseaSes of the Heart ---_ ... 
-~ 

• 10 Leading Causes of Mortality 
(1998) 
- Diseases of the heart 
- Diseases of the vascular 

""'"' -Pnou"""" 
- Malignant Neoplasm 
-""","" 
- Tuberculosis, all forms 
- Chronic obstructive pulmonal'f 

diseases and allied condmon~ 
- Diitbetes Metlitus 
- Other disea56 of the 

respiratory system 
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23 Novemtler 2004 

- Nephritis, nephrltlc syndrome 
and nephfOSlS At 

I'ROlE.-o PROJECT ' 
PAOPOSAL 

Background 

• Philippines has a double burden of disease 

• AO 58, series of 2001 established the 
National Center for Health Promotion 
(NCHP) 

• The NCHP is the national office 
responsible for all health promotion 
activities 

PROLEAD PROJECT 
PROPOSAl. 

The NCHP Within the DOH 
Sel:relilryol ] 

""'''' . 

----l 

PROLEAD PROJECT 
PROPOSAl 

Local Health Promotion 



Gains Not Enough 

• Limited yearly budget of NCHP - $ 
418,000 vs. tobacco advertising expense 
of $ 17.9 M 

• Healthy Oty of Marikina is an excellent 
model but few are able to follow 

• Senate Bill 4 on Health Promotion 
Foundation has been filed but has taken a 
back seat 

PROLEAD PROJECT 
PROPOSAL 

Constraints 

• Lack of understanding of the Legislative 
process 

• Lack of capability and capacity to lobby. 

PROlEAD PROJE.CT 

""""""'-

Hypothesis 

• Staff members; if better equipped, will 
partiCipate more actively. 

• Amending the job description will allow 
staff members to internalize their roles. 

PROLEI'D PROJECT 
PROPOSAL 
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Vision 

• NCHP taking a more active role in health 
policy reforms. 

• Establishment of a health promotion 
foundation. 

23 November 2004 

Problem Statement 

• None of the 10 Staff members of the 
NCHP Networking Unit possess the basic 
skills needed to lobby for legislation, i.e .. 
knowledge of the legislative process 

PROLEAD PROJECT 

"""""'" 

The Project 

• On the Job Training on Lobbying with 
legislators and Lobbying within the 
Department of Health 

• Support for Health Promotion Bill and 
FCTC Ratification 

• Support for Sin Taxes Bill 

PROlEAD PROJECT 

""""""'-
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Milestones 

• Cuniculum drafted and being reviewed by team 
members 

• "Lobbying" inserted into Administrative Order. 
• Staff attended Senate Hearing 
• Meeting with Staff on plans for future activities 
• Networking with CEOs initiated 

PROLEAO PROJECT 

"'"'""" 

Leadership Challenges and 
Opportunities 

• Deliberations on Sin Taxes - earmarks 
10% for Philippine Health Insurance, 
2.5% for anti-smoking information 
campaign 

• FCTC ratification 
• Other options for the establishment of 

Health Promotion Foundation 

PROlEAO PROJECT -

MARAMING SALAMAT PO 
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The Curriculum 

• History of Congress 
• How a bill becomes a law or how a 

resolution is adopted into an ordinance 
• Treaty ratification process 
• Lobbying - identifying stakeholders 
• Translating idea into law 

PROLEAD PROJECT 
PROPOSAL 

Next Steps 

• Lecture by consultant 
• Site visit by staff 
• Continued attendance of sin tax deliberatiOns 
• Lobbying within the DOH and drafting of a wort< and . 

finandal plan for prospective funding from eannarked SIn 
taxes 

• Exploring other options 
- i.e. swiss model 
- .... blOhment of health promotion _ ttvouoh SEC 

registration 

• Possible donors' meeting for seed money 

PROLEAD PROJECT 
PROPOSAL 
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by 
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MeMI,. 011 .... &anomie Guns or ........... Hea/dI 

22-25 Novembet,lOO4 Manila 

Improving health promotion in 
Mongolia through good governanee 

Statement of problem 

• The lite cxpcc;:tancy still remains at low level (63.2 years) 

t High prevalence of a wide range of oolKOmmunicable 
diseases related to unhealthy behavIOur.; and environment was 
sho~n in last 5 years 

• Lack of funds available for sustainable heaJth promotion 
actlvilles 

t Theretore - we have to conduct this project Improving HP 
through good governance in Mongolia. 

Ishikawa Analysis 

~~~~u;-:;_: ,. 
.... ~;_. -po. 

f.:'-~. ~-

L.:--=:.::J 

;::"-
·=···"1 
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Background 

• Long term vision is better health of the population 
through effective interventions to promote heaJth. 

• The Government Policy has created public health 
programs to improve health promotion. But, the 
real impact on the health outcome. still remains to 
be seen. 

Tools We Used 

• Theme Selection Matrix 
I Ishikawa Diagram (Analysis) 

• Countermeasures Matrix 

• Action Planning 

• Standardization 

Countermeasures Matrix 

Elfeai~_x 

FeMibil~ - Overall 

[;;J 4 
S 20 

ncaIo I NftdI_ I .... ... --1=:11- I ."_7 S 2S _H. I'''' 1-" S ::rialo ~~I Wolbbup I 
rOl. on ""'« .. -
ath·lI[lOt~ • 4 4 16 

..... 
2 

1 

3 



Planned activities of the project on 
Improving health promotion in 

Mongolia through good governance 

• Needs assessment 
Aug- Oct 

• Round table discussion on advocacy 
Oct- Dec 

It Development of advocacy tool 
Dec-Mar 

Objectives or The Needs Assessment 
On Advocacy For Health Promotion 

3. Review findings of the KAP survey reports related to 
health promotion and education of the population in 
Mongolia 

4. Analysis the discussion on advocacy for health 
promotion among main pJayers 

5. Complete recommendation on advocacy for health 
promotion based on SWOT analysis of the needs 
assessment 

Results of the study 

- 159-

Annex 4 

Objectives Of The Needs Assessment 
On Advocacy For Health Promotio,D 

I. Review rep<>rts on health status of ·the 
population, health finance and mission of the 
main player for health promotion . 

2. Determine products of the IEC material and 
training conducted by main player for health 
promotion for 2002-2004 whole country. 

Methods 

• The survey on needs assessment had used: 

• Literature review existing reports 

• Discussion among main player 

• Dataset was analyzed using N vivo program 

Health expenditures-l 

-- Ofthe Total Government budget 10.5 percent or 4.7 
percent of the GDP contributed on hr .• Utl sector 

• The detailed expenditure of the health sector 
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Health expenditures-l 

.. There is no line on health promotion in the 
Government expenditure (Invisible finance) 

With Sante Sud International 
conducted project to develop each 
soum hospitals in Seienge aimag 

Training tor hcaJth 
educators at central 
and iocallevet 
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... _, 

_. 
-' _D 

T .... .... 

Dr_J .......... D 

Product 2. Social marketiDg: MaDual, CartOGD aDd 
CD on physical activity 

Icr.,, __ .......... _ 
D,,. ' ..... (1/ ......... 

deYdap_ MpDrt. 21103 

---"·":~::;=:':~·"'''I ~--lJNlFiM.lIlO3 

UP .,...". _IInIIIIy Iirae}'k
WHO.2I1lIJ 

Sun-q ... 1Jaw~ p~.lme ... MtaI pertDd 
aadc:.p::ncooceftw~-. ........ _ 
1kIbd.""C1. D. WHO, lOO3 
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Findings or The Discussion 
Among Main Players 

According to the discussion, main players 
concentrated on following issues: 

• To expand advocacy for decision makers to 
implement national Health Promotion through 
the countries. 

I To improve capacity building on advocacy of 
the main players 

Recommendation - 2 

• Implement policy and refonn in health sector 
to create supportive healthy environments. 

I Need to develop advocacy skill of the main 
player and improve HP infrastructure, and 
financing through good governance in 
Mongolia. 

Annex 4 

Developed lEe Material By Main Player 
For The Health Promotion 

• 94 percent of total products for last 2 years targeted 
- to general population 
- specific group ofthe population 

- public health providers who are 

working at the local and central levels. 

• There is no advocacy materia1 for decision makers 
and policy advisers at the national level. 

Recommendation -1 

I In the budget for the Health sector should be 
allocated a specific line for health promotion 
activities. 

• Need funds available for sustainable health 
promotion activities including advocacy and 
social mobilization. 

Next Actions 

I Round-table discussion among stakeholders & 
potential partners (International and 
government agencies, donors, NOO's, sports 
and cultural groups) 

I Advocacy tool (Preparation for strategy 
implementation) 

. 
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Challenges & Barriers 

• New cabinet has been established 

J New Minister of Health appointed 

• New structure of Health sector is being started 

I Health sector MP is being developed 

t Lack of understanding of role ofHP 

I Lack of funds for HP 

Strategy 

I New amendments to the Tobacco and 
Alcohol laws (eannarking taxes for HP) 

" Greater role of HP in Health sector 
Master Plan 

I New institutional design for HP 

Our Vision 

I Prolead is just beginning ... 

I Six countries participating in Prolead Program 
will be in front line of disseminating the HP 
foundations in other counties of our Globe . 

• Let's go together to effective health outcome 

- 162 -

Burning Issues 

~ As team & As person: 

- time constraints 

- need to improve time management 

Future Steps 

• Lobby at parliament and Cabinet level 

• Regional workshops 

• 3 Pilot provinces 

I Website development 

I Regular round-table discussions with 
potential partners 
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PBIlfII WlIISIIP U 

PllJE01.EP •• 1: .... YIIA 

IAC __ 
- - --- ----_.- .. __ . __ ._--

The Cabinet of Ministers has decided 
in August 2002 to establish a 
Malaysian Health Promotion 
Foundation. 

• The Foundation will be a statutory body 
established under an Act of Parliament 

TlEIIE IF .. IIECT 

o Increase participation of heatth-related 
NGOs. sport and arts organizations in 
health promotion through advocacy and 
partnership development for the Malaysian 
Health Promotion Foundation. 
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MEMBERS IF PROJECT lUll 

.--.. --
: 0 Edmund Ewe 

Project Manager. MHPF 

: 0 Azman Mohammed 
I Principal Ass!. Director, HECC 

VlSlR 
---- - ---

o A healthier and aCtive Malaysia ... 

_ .J 

o To build capacity and strengthen partnerships for 
health promotion through promotion of healthy 
lifestyles. healthy settings and heaHhy populations. 

PUM.FIOD •• 
Co"nw Prlctlnl .. ~ -...... Ploce _. ........ _ .... 

" 
Drgarallatlolllli 8emInlrlco" ... on 

OCt 'eM 
_ ... -. ---development ".11th promotion ,-, -.- '-...... 

AIIWIeKy Ind Mttetlngt .~ s.ptlOrt 
WHO¢o",u_ 

clHllll'lunbtlon DIacuMlon ....... ._-- - -,-
Developing "Sapt. '04 -- -_ .. ....... ----

AcIYoucYIIKI Health Promotion DeI::. '04 
__ I .... 

tIoWIIIK ..... _.-commlllllication ... , .. -- "-



IIPllllElTITI •• 
o National seminar on building partnerships for 

hea~h promotion in Malaysia for sport and arts 
organizations. 30 Sept. 2004 . 

o Seminar on strengthening partnerships for 
health promotion for heatth NGOs, 5 October 
2004. 

o Creation of website for the Malaysian Heatth 
Promotion Foundation Initiative 
(www.heatthpromo.gov.my). 

o Creation of Heatth Promotion Awards . 

....... 1. h ......... " I .......... 11. 
o Theme: 'Promoting health through sport 

and cultural activities' 

o Supported financially by the Rockefeller 
Foundation. An overseas consultant 
facilitated the seminar. 

o Attended by 30 partiCipants from sport, arts 
and culture organisations. 

AIlS II .... UAOI.S REPIESHTED 

o Film Directors Association of Malaysia, 

o Scriptwriters ASSOCiation of Malaysia, 

o Malaysian Music Council, 

o Malaysian National Theatre Council, and 

o Women Journalists' Association. 
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unollAl IEMIIIAR 01 BIILBII. PIRTIERSHIPI nl 
IUI.TlPI'~ .IIIIIYIII,.1 SEPT .• M 

SIHAI e. 

SI •• ' .IICIIIUAOIISIEPIESEITII 
o Table Tennis Association of Malaysia, 
o Badminton Association of Malaysia, 

o Malaysian Netball Association, 
o Malaysian Basketball Association, 
o Malaysian Gymnastic Association, 
o Federal Territory Amateur Athletic Association, 
o Malaysian National Silat Federation 
o National Sport Council 

Papers Presented 
o Overview of Health Promotion by Ms. 

Shirley Frizzell 

o Overview of Potential Roles of Health 
Promotion Foundations by Edmund Ewe 

o Health promotion through sports and arts: 
The Healthway Experience by Shirley 
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"'"'1 .. ''' o Establishing the Malaysian Health 
Promotion Foundation by Edmund 

o Proposed Grants Schemes of The 
Malaysian Health Promotion Foundation by 
Yusoff 

o Website for the Malaysian Health 
Promotion Foundation by Azman 

o Time for a grant to be processed and 
approved? 

o Include tax from gambling? 
o Do sport aSSOCiations have to chanQe their 

core function in order to get grants?"" 
o Difference between grants and sponsorships? 
o Does the Malaysian Health Promotion 

Foundation get the bleSSing from the 
Cabinet? 

...... --...... 3'1 
........ "' ............ 1 .. 

o A follow-up to the National Seminar on 
Capacity Building in Health Promotion held 
in July last year 

o Supported financially by the Rockefeller 
Foundation. 

o Attended by 10 participants from health 
related NGOs. 
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o Involve",ent of the private sector? 
o Placing the fund under the PM's Department? 
o Fundinq for small associations at the grass 

root lev,l? 
p Inform~lion required to be eligible for funding. 
o More p~blicity on the establishment of the 

Found~lion 

o Perce~,age of identified sport and cultural 
organi~ations participating in the seminar 
was 1 :t'25 or 52% (Target: At least 50%) 

OVery P9sitive support for the establishment 
of the fpundation and the partneC$hips 
developed. 

..................... _0lil .......... 1_ 
• ..... 1114 

o Them,:'Strengthening PartneC$hips for 
Health Promotion In Malaysia' 

o A half-pay seminar to infomn and update 
the partiCipants on the progress of the 
Found,tion and to expose them to the 
grants schemes 



•• MIIZI1IIII .. _ 

1. Federation of Family Planning Associations, 
2. Malaysian Medical Association, 
3. Malaysian Diabetes Association, 
4. National Cancer Council, 
5. The Heart Foundation of Malaysia, 
6. Action on Smoking and Heatth, 
7. My Watch (a women's anti-tobacco 

association). 

o To provide handouts or other heatth 
educational materials in sport and arts 
sponsorship programmes 

o Problems of tobacco use among the 
community 

o Apparent ineffectiveness of tobacco control 
measures 

o Involving youth organizations in future 
seminars 

CIICI.ISIII 
o Participants showed great interest in the 

proposed grant schemes 
o Impressed with the work achieved to date. 

o Feedback obtained would be used in the 
formulation of additional grant schemes. 

o Succeeded in fostering rapport with the 
NGOs. 
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Puors ....... 
o Overview of Health Promotion by Ms. 

Shirley Frizzell 
o Establishing the Malaysian Health 

Promotion Foundation: An Update 
o Tobacco Control Grant Schemes 
o Grant Schemes for the Promotion of 

Healthy Lifestyles 
o Grant Schemes for Healthy Sport and Arts 

o Importance of NGOs as a catalyst for 
action. 

o Lack of sport and recreation facilities for 
youth in housing estates. 

o Focus more on tobacco control in the initial 
years of operation. 

CrnDlllllle.'n ........... 
anll ....... 

------
D Ms. Shirley Frizzell helped to draft 5 HP award 

schemes. 
[J Purpose of awards is to recognise outstanding 

achievements and innovative contributions to 
health promotion by individuals and organisations 

o These schemes will be implemented when the 
Foundation is established. 

[J The winners of the Heatth Promotion Awards will 
be presented at a special awards ceremony 
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1nIIIIII ....... " ............ 

o The criteria for the selection of winners will 
renact the principles underpinning the grant 
schemes. 

o An advisory committee will oversee the 
selection process and recommend to the 
Board of the Foundation, who will decide on 
the final award winners. 

TIllS ...... 

Cl Health Promotion through Increased 
PartiCipation 

Cl Health Promotion through HeaHhy 
Environments 

Cl HeaHh Promotion through Leadership 
Cl Health Promotion through Excellence in 

Practice 
Cl Health Promotion through Excellence in 

Research 

Tbank yo •• o .. yo ... ate .... 'o .. 
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.1I18Cliv ............ 

Cl To develop the capacity of health nelated, 
sports and cul:ural groups. 

Cl To recognise and acknowledge 
achievements in health promotion. 

Cl To provide examples of leadership, 
innovation and best practice in health 
promotion. 

IIII.CII1MIBUIII "1l1li11 ,.IMmM 
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COUNTRY PRESENTATION 

by 
Pro Lead - Fiji Team 
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PROLEAD Health Promotion'~'dership 
Module 2. 

15111 - 25 th November 
Manila. Philippines. 

Project Country Report 

Team Fiji. 

Mr Mana.SI Rayulliamu 
& 

Mrs Sihvenl Hazelman 

Where we are 

History (Cont. .. 

• Dec. 1997 - National Health Pr otion Council 
timncd. 

18 months consultation 

focal point {R.",'''.~. 1"')7) 

NHPC 21 members 
All CEO's. NGO's, Academic 
Institutions 

• Since then, it has been functioning without a legal 
framework. 
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@m .. 
pr 

r 
1. Where we are now? -The CurRDt ·tu.nOlL 

2. Vision - Where we want to be? 
3. How can we achieve our vision? 
4. Who else caD assists us achieve our visio ? 

Backgrou 

eHistory 
• Late 1970 Health Education Unit 

est. 
- to provide educatiunal support service for 

the Primary and Preventive Health Services . 

• 1996 . HE Unit =J NCHP 

BaclkgroUi1tf.~ollt ... ) 

e Current Situation in Ul ...... '~ .. 

- Commitment to Health de',elElplnelnt 

Structure 

- Process 



NOT MERELY THE ABSENCE OF DISEASE OR 
INFIRMITY 

~c-~Process - 5 steps COD 

'>7 ~---'A 
• u •• " ..... ., . /)" \... __ ~lmT""ity t/ / 

i __ ,/ 

How can we achieve our v ion? 
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~Structure 

: 1"",:",_-1 [":::_~ II ~,S I r :~~'.:", .. ,,',,:,,' J 
J l ~ j "" ... c.-.'~ Il ", .. ,.,.,;"" "~'"-. 

. IN..;.n.,c....:::~_''-n.b .. 1 ~ 

r;,,·,·· 1-1,·,,,,",,,1 I",,"'~, ... I",·,·,·,',"I ::7'.' J 
co SHPO ~HPO J I 'HI'Q 1 H!>(l 1 ~H';;" 

[.=-:-_1 
,''''''') "J 

Where we want to ? 

• Vision 

Healthy people in a Healthy Com nity 
through integrated multi-sectoral app ach. 

Theme SelectiQ.n Matrix 

• Increase Intersectoral pa.rti,cip""tlion 
greater impact on customers 
more improvement is needed. 
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Therefore, 

• Project theme 
"Improve InlersetlOral Partne 'p in Health 

Promotion 10 support Communi 
Organization Development", 

L···~.········· " . 

~ .... 

9 months project commencmg In August 2004 - March 
2005 

Identified proble oot causes. 

• Existing COD process - 5 Ste 
No provision In the process to enhance s 
mobilization from other sectors 

• Existing Profile format. 

n 

does nOl have the interest of other potential partn s 

• Management lacks Understanding HP 
Concept 

Hence no support rendered 

hods 

• Revision of the current COD p ess - 5 
steps 

• Revision of the current profile format. 

• Conduct national HI/HP awareness 
workshop 
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Problem c:a.,t",.,.,,,,*, 

• Out of the 21 organizations in the 
Promotion Council. Only I is taking 
the community organization de',el,op.nelrl\..;.ctilvity. 

Countermeasur 

• Incorporate a support mobiliza . n 
component into the existing proce 

• Upgrade existing profile format 

• Increase knowledge of Management 

What has ~m..Qlont~? 

./ Fijian version revised subject to 
retlnery by comm. Resp, 

,F English version sull under initial revision. 

,F Fijian version completed now piloted 
(viII/sen) 

" English verSIOIi still under revisIOn 

" Training conducted 

2 DMT's. 3 SDMT's 
National workshop tor CEO's has been 
rescheduled for next year 



• Who else can assist us achiev our vision? 

Burning Issues 

• Passing of HP Bill by Parliame 

Legalizing HP Council struetu 

NCHP statutory body 

• Earmarking of Tobacco tax to leverage 
funds for health promotion activities. 
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Warrants I -sectoral participation 

• You can't do this alone. 
U's beyond yOUI" resources 
It's outside your expertise; and 
ofleo you au Dot Ibe rigbt one to do il 

• You must involve others. 
as many as pos!lible, to look on them (GO'., NGO 
Ind.Comm. etc) 

NOT 
as competitors, suppliers or clients but as partners. 

People who un crule something tba. you don't have the po u 
and resource to create aloae. 

Challengers 
• How could we involve senio ounei) 

members? '" CEO's. 

• Lack of support/participation by 
stakeholders. 

• Coordination of vertical programs e.g.FHSI 
NeD etc 

• Adapting the walk the talk model. (In·house) 
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Revision OiJItoo[!!e - 5 Step 

• Step L Mobilize SUpPIDrt-" 
Discovery Phase 

Creating awareness 

Building support mechanism 

identi ry movers/shak.ers 

• Profile constl 2 parts. 

• Part I 
• Information reflecting genera verview of setting 

. requires participation of co unit) 

- feding of ownership is primary Deus 

• Part 2 
• Health status, 6 action areas 

- requires technical skills/knowledge an 
cxpat to develop this information 

- Warrants multi sectoral support 
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Revision Ou e - Profile format 

- Profile covers 3 broad info. tegories: 

A general Overview of the se ing 

Health infonnation (CUlTCOI Health S ) 

Information on the Six (6) Action 
Areas 
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COUNTRY PRESENT A TlON 

by 
Pro Lead - People's Republic of China Team 
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Health Promotion Leadership Training Program 

Trend of health indexs in China 09.50-1997) 

'" 

Ill' ;;; 
I ;. 

---------.-...±~ -t=-~~t=~l' 
__ ,,·,.,,11 .... '",""."" ,1"",*,",,,,,,,,,, 

Prt!valtln~e of surne ns~ t~d()rs relaie;J 10 Neos in urtJan Chma. 2003 

Development of Health 
Pr-omotion Founda~oQ 

Prole<ld Sh~nghai Group 

Leading causes of mortalities in urban Chma, 2003 

we Sub-Project on Health Promotion 
·:·Institutional development and policy reform 
·:·Human resources development and training 
·:·Surveillance 
':'Intervention and lEe 
Be'JlOg,Shonghoi, jII~~ 



Improvement of performance 
of health promotion throug,h 
strengthening strategic visi.,n 
on exploring feasibifity of .... ; 
setting up a foundation ot, 
health promotion in. Shangmli. 
China 

l
"mhPlIh promotion .-, 

, 

L _____ . 

Organization development 

• A team has been ~stablished: 
• 3 from Shanghai Ins~te of' 

Health Education 
• 2 from School of Public Healtb, 

Fudan University 
• 1 senior consultant 
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_ .... "'--r- -._. - .. --- _ .. --- --- - . ----,.-
IrnpU11III ClIIl<lmcr" Na:d III Imp nove • O~c""1 

. Acm»ns 
which have bee""'lmplemen~ 

Information sear.ch 

Several focus grquj»> have been liltld 

~.NGOs: 

• Cancer Club 
• ASl$ocilitWn of smoking and h •. 
• AssociatiOn of health education 

• AssQCiation of STDand AIDS 
- Shanghai CDC, IHE, etc. . 
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Mobilization aodadvocacy 

• Head of Shanghai Health Bureau 
They expressed supporting' the work but 

pOinted out that there will be some 
difficulties especially how.to effective ,!se 
of the fund 
Shanghai Civil Bureau 
Shanghai Industrial and Commercial 
Bureau 

To und"l'Stand the procedures of application 
for a foundation 

Literature review 
for preparation of foundation 

management 

• Information related to health 
promotion foundations abroad 

• Samples of other domestic 
foundations 
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Mobilization.a¢cadvocacy 

• Meet some potentkl\ donors 
China Credit GrolJP exp~ssed that they 

are Interested tn sUPP<n1,ing t/le, " 
founlliatton and w~uld d,onate alllQ~1 
millions RMB to suppottAIDS L " ' 

prevention and co"trol ,If its conditions 
are accepted 1'" >, _ 

~Y .,.., .... "" 
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NODAL GOVERNANCE AND ECONOMIC GAINS 
OF PROMOTING HEALTH 

by 
Mr Scott Burris 

U.S.A. 

Annex 4 
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Nodal Governance and the 
Economic Gains of Promoting 

Health 

Scott Burris 

Temple Uni'4ersity Beasley School of Law 

and 

Center for Law and the Public's Health at 
Georgetown and Johns Hopkins 

Governance 

• The management of the course of e'lents 
within a system 

• Note for later: 
- Governance is not confined to government 

Made up of many smaller OGMs 
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Governance in 
the abstract 

Roadmap 

Health promotion 
advocacy 

Social Systems are Complex "Outcome
Generating Machines" (OGM) 

Hayek*: They can't be fully 
understood 

alnsutficient data 
·Cognitive bias 
·Tlme 

Not 
recognized 

"Good" 

-Problem" 



'. 
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Hayek's Main Conclusion 

Not even an Einstein 
- er, a Coase·
could figure out how 
to manage such a 
system to a set of 
particular outcomes 

·Yet another Nobel Economist, 
s founder of the Law and Eco~cs 
Movement 

People within an OGM adapt ways of gO'4erning 
the OGM to produce more goods than ills 

'. 

" '. . '.... \ 
" PresldenlJ \1 
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' PM 

/ '-. ./ 

Trade 
_, Ministry ..... 

Heallh , 
'\ Mimstry :-. 
~/. 
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structures 
government 
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Post Westphalia 
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Back to Us 

So if in health promotion we feel 
sometimes o'4erwhelmed at the complexity 
of health problems combined with the 
complexity of the systems we ha'lE! to 
na'4igate to effect them ... 

Thai's an appropriate r&lIpOflse 

The Simple "Westphalian" 
._ Model 

s/~/ 

~~'~egiSlature 
State .:l ~~ 

ColMts '\ ~ 
"-~ \~ 

\ (/~~ .. 
~~'-.-j'~ 

~
/ 

Local 
.--\ Gov 
NGOs ,I,' 

.' 
/ 
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" ! 
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\~ 

0 

~eglSlature ) 
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~ 
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'-..'-.... 
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r?J 
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Key Nodal Concepts 

Governance in any 
system is distributed 
across networks that 
coordinate diffused 
knowledge and capacity 

Governance is not a 
monopoly of government 
Governments themselves 
are governed by non
government nodes 

Participating in 
governance ordinarily 
requires access to a 
node 

A node's capacity to 
govern depends on 
- Its material resources 
- Its "toolsH for action 

- Its way of thinking 

by mobilizing diffused 
know acity 

/ 

Nice Example: SARS 

(Q 
I 

~ I 
i 

'8 ,- _ .. I 

lc::J r~ I PORE 

" 

" 
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Markets govern effectively, 

.. 

But governance Isn't "spontaneous" 
exactly 

and markets aTe not the only 
mechanism 

Nodal &trategiB& of govem.-.ce are 
to be seen averywtla'V 11'1 health, 
for battef and tor WOBB 

/ 
( 

SARS 

- ... ,
gOllelTlfJl8ll1 

""" NGO, 
gangs 

~-8~ <6> 
~~ ~ / 

\ 

\ ~/ ~ 

Ic=-~ fANADAI ISINGA-I PORE 

iA@ 

" 

" 

: 
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Scary Example: TRIPS 

8 

" 

TRIPS 

I--India : 

-------, /t (~ 8 
. USA _ __ : / ! <~ruguay ROUnd) ~ T~S 

}lST~,--, I '-.--/ 
oACTN'7_..L-'--~~--, --

----- 1,1 UK-I-::: 
• " I -- -::::---.. Tra:-- _J --~ 1_~~~iJ 

.-'" ~ ---
Plizer/ 

" 

The Big Challenge: Getting People to Look at How 
their Communities Generate Goods and Bads 
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TRIPS 

8 

Nodal Strategies for Health 
Promotion 

Mobilizing Diffused Knowledge 
and Capacity for Health 

" 

" 
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,;;;.., ) r~ 
IS part of ~,( ) 

our Brief Y '\ ~~ ..... 
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Organizing Nodally 

An Example from Rapid Policy 
Assessment and Response 
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Strength and Direction of 
Influence 

More Influence less Influence 

One way 

==> 
Two way 

:::: :::; -~ 

~--

I~ 
"---J 
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, 

@ 0 
0 (\ (j 
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0 ~j 
M 

Conclusion/Summary 
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Network Systems Are Difficult to 
Manage 

Systems are highly adapti'4e 
- Their structure is a result of path-dependent 

processes 
- Nodes are constantly improvising strategically 

to improve their own satisfaction 

• Systems are highly complex 
- They are difficult or impossible to understand 

from one standpoint 
- Cannot be "centrally managed" - see F. 

Hayek 

Nodal Governance Requires 
New Ways of Thinking 

Unger: 
- "Democratic experimentalism" 

- and not "institutional fetishism" 

" 

- carried out through the eXercise of institutional 
imagination 

Implications for Health: Collective 
Efficacy and Microgovernance 
Collective efficacy 
- ~the linkage of 

cohesion and mutual 
trust with shared 
expectations for 
intervening in support 
of neighborhood social 
control" (Sampson et 
a11997) 

- a health-promoting 
community 
characteristic 

Microgovernance 
- The seeding of 

communities with new 
nodes that mobilize 
local capacity and 
knowledge 

" 
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Nodal Strategies 

Mobilize and coordinate diffused 
knowledge and capacHy 

• Depend upon a node's resources, tools, 
way of thinking 

• Depend upon the abilHy to get and 
process information quickly - to adapt 

Modes of Change 

• CompetHion from new or reconstituted 
nodes 

• Reconfiguration of networks - new 
connections, se'4ered connections 

• Changes in "jurisdiction" and budgets 
Internal change 
- mentalities 
- technologies 
- resources 

Governance and Health 

• The "big game" is access to resources, n 
global goods for health - i.e., global V 
gO'4ernance 

But at the same time 

• All health is local: collecti'4e efficacy at D 
the community le'4el is essential to well
being at '4irtually all le'4els of wealth 

" 



Governance and Health 

Thinking globally = health is part of the 
debate o'ler the management of the global 
social and and economic system 

Acting locally = promoting collecti-re 
efficacy/democratic decision making at the 
the community le'4el is just as important to 
health as pro'liding specific seNices 

Implications for Governance: 
Traditional State Regulation 
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THANK YOU 

Implications for Governance: 
Networking with the private sector 

~ 8 
~-- ---- / 

Sf -:::-\ r.;.::;;, 
I Pfizer _~ - C.:7 -~--~ 

IP buSiness netwoncs 
$OI~ Information 
problem for US IP Deterrence fCIf the \ 

ratiOnal actor 
regulators., \ 
compressing the t --\ 
enforcement pyramid; \ 
and Increasmg their Persuasion for the cooperative \, 
power actol' From: Peter DI'alIIOs - ---
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ECONOMICS OF PROMOTING HEALTH: 
IMPLICATIONS FOR PUBLIC POLICY 

by 
Dr Phua Kai Hong 

Singapore 



, 

Economic Gains of ProrT1oting Health: 
Implications for Public Policy 

Dr Phua Kai Hong 

Joint Professor of Health 1I'0licy & Management 

I 
Dept of Community, Occupational & Family Medicine 

and the Lee Kuan Yew Sqhool of Public Policy :.= 
National Universtly of Singaporery 

Health Promoters are from Venus 
and Policy-makers are from Mars 

Different focus 

Different training 

Different time scales 

Different goals and objectives 

Different rewards and motivation 

Different processes and outcomes 

Evidence-based Health Promotion research to 
provide bridge and travel between two galaxies 

Differences between Policy-makers 
and Health Managers 

• "There is nothing a politician likes so little as to 
be well-informed, it makes decision-making so 
complex and difficult" 

John Maynard Keynes 

• "There is nothing a manager likes so much as 
to be well-informed, it makes decision-making 
(and control) so simple and easy!" 

Phua Kai Hong 
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Outline of Presentation 

: • Introduction: Health and Economics 

• Evidence-baaed Health Promotion 
• Economic Gains in Health 

. • Economic Evaluation in Healthcare 

i • Methods of Economic Evaluation 
I • Economic Evaluation: Guidelines 
i • Issues In Economic Evaluation 
.• Conclusions 

, 

_ i 

Who should be involved in 
EVidence-based Heaith Promotion? 

Health policy-maker and planners 
Health care managers 
Health care providers 
Users of health services 
Community 

Large complex health promotion projects should 
involve team of researchers, decision-makers, 
health cane providers, consumer groups and 
community representatives 

. _ ... l 
Key Findin..9! of bil1ks between 
Health and Economic Development 

• Health is a priomy goal in its own right as well 
as input into economic development 

• A few preventableltreatable health condHions 
are responsible for majority of health deficit 
(HIV/AIDS, malaria, TB, childhood infectious 
diseases, matemal and perinatal conditions, 
tobacco-related illness, nutrient deficiencies) 

• Investments in health can translate into gains 
in economic growth 
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Economic Gains in1'tealth 

• Recent evidence that good health promotes 
household incomes and economic development 
(5 years life = 0.3-0.5% economic growth rates) 

• Statistical estimates of 10% improvements in life 
expectancy at birth is associated with 0.3-0.4% 
annual growth rates 

MacroeconomiCS and Health: Investing in Health fpc Economic Development 
Report of the CommiSSion OIl Macroeconomics and Health, WHO. 2001 

Economic Issues-intiealth Care 

• Does it work? Is it safe? (efficacy and safety) 

• Does it payoff? (cost versus benefit) 

• What is most effective and at least cost? 

(cost versus effectiveness) 

• What impact on the quality of life (utility) 
and al what cost? (cost versus utility) 

Easier said than done? 

:. How do we conduct economic evaluation? 1 
· • How do we cost health care programs? 

;. How do we judge their effectiveness? I 
• There are several approaches: I 

1. Close your eyes and hope for the best 

2 Plan and manage on the basis of evidence i 
. __ .J 
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~~ion~genda f~! Investing in 
Health for Economic Development 

• Formulate long tenn programs for scaling up essential 
health interventions as part of overall macro framework 

• Increase budgetary resources for health, enhance 
effiCiency of resource spending, better prioritization of 
health services and improve risk-pooling in community 
financing schemes 

• Bolster supply of global publiC health gOOds (induding 
disease sUiveillance, data collection and analysis, 
dissemination, technical assistance and training) 

I • Ensure access to essential medicines for the poor 

Macroeconomics Wld Hy!!t .. lnyesting In Health fpc Ec.onorrjc Deve!oanant 
Repon of the Commission on Macroeconotnlcs and Health. WHO. 2001 

Finagle's Laws in Statistics 

• The data available 
is not the data you want 

• The data you want 
is not the data you need 

• The data you need 
is not available 

1. Close your eyes and 
hope for the best ..... 

• Blissful ignorance, 
strong traditions and 
powerful support can go 
a long way .. 
.... but not always. 

• How to know whether 
the best outcome has 
been achieved, or a 

L
different strategy might 
not be better? 
--~~ 



-~~ 

2. Plan and manage programs 
on the basis of evidence 

• What desired objectives 
and means to be 
achieved? 

• What best practices that 
can be adopted? 

• What available data and 
information as proof? 

Evidence-based Health Policy for 
Development of a Health Program 

• Technical Quality 

• Efficacy 

• Safety 
• Quality of life 

• Cost-benefit 

• Cost-effectiveness 

Object1ves of Economic Evaluation 

• To choose the most optimum alternatives 

for resource use (allocative efficiency) 

• To maximise seNice outputs with minimum 
resource inputs (technical efficiency) 

• To maximise benefrt or effectiveness in outcomes 
with minimum costs (cost-effectiveness) 
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, 
_L ___ _ 

Hierarchies of Evidence 

• meta-analyses 
• systematic reviews 

• randomised trials 

• uncontrolled triats 

• quasl .... xperiments 

• simulation models 

• caae-atudies 

• Health Care EvaIiiation ..: 
, Economic Criteria 

• Efficiency 
- Allocative (doing the right things) 
- Technical (doing the right things right) 

• Cost .... ffectiveness lid 
What outcomes at what cost? : 

• Equ~y (distribution) A 
Who benefits? Who pays? II : 

Are health promotion programs 
efficient and cost-effective? 

• May not be efficient and effective 

• Even when efficient, may not be effective 

~~-

• Even when effective, may not be cost .... ffective 

• Most have not been evaluated for efficiency 
and cost-effectiveness 
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Economic Evaluation Methods 

• Cost minimization analysis 

• Cost-benefit analysis (CBA) 

• Cost-effectiveness analysis(CEA) 

• Cost-utility analysis (CUA) 

Health PromotionPrograms -
Measuring Costs and Benefits 

• Olrect Costs 
- Costs of Intervention Programs 
. Operating Expenditure (Wages, Rents. utilities, etc) 
- Others (Fees, Subsidies, Interest. Donations, etc) 

• Indirect Costs 
- Productivity Losses (Work Absence, Labour Costs) 
- Time Costs (Travel, Waiting, etc) 
- Others (Storage, Packaging, Distribution, Wastage, etc) 

• Intangible Costs 
- Pain/Suffering, Stigma, Loss of Freedom, Side-effects 

Example of Economic Evaluation 
for Two Intervention Programs 

Program 1 Program 2 
• A. Target population 10,000 100 
• B. Number reached 1,000 50 
• C. Coverage (B/A x 100) 10% 50% 
• D. Effectiveness (unit effects) 100 25 
• E.lmpect lOlA x 100) 1% 25% 
• F. Program cost ($) 1,000 200 
• G. Efficiency (FIB) $l/p $4Ip 

• H. Cost4ffectiveness (FlO) $lOJunH $8/unll 
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Common Methods of 
Health Economic Evaluation 

Drummond model 

• Cost-Benefrt Analysis 
- $ Benefits 1 $ Costs 

• Cost-Effectiveness Analysis 
- HeaHh Effects 1 $ Costs 

• Cost-Utility Analysis 

J 

- Effects in Quality Adjusted Life-Years 1$ Costs 

I-Iltll!thl'romoti()n Programs -
Measuring Costs and Benefits 

! 

• Direct Benefits 
- Health (Physical/Psycho-Social) Fundions 
- Behavioural Changes 
- Quality of Life 

• Indirect Benefits 
- Savings in Expenditure (Medical, Social Care) 
- Productivity Gains (Labour Cost-savings) 

• Intangible Beneftts 
- Morale. Self-esteem, Community, Solidarity, etc 

i 
'. 

Economic Evaluation: 
Metllodological Guidelines 

• Objectives 
!. Options - aHemative strategies/choices 

,. Costing data - valuation of all relevant costs 

.• Medical data - reliable epidemiological, 
demographic and clinical evidence 

• Benefit measurement - valuation of all benefits 

• Risk and uncertainty - sensitivity ranges, 
differential timing, distribution of cost & benefits 

• Economic appraisal and decision-making 



Economic Evaluation: 
Checklist for Assessment 

Was I well-de11ned que.tlon POled In answerable fOnn7 
Was I comp~Mn.lve dHcl1pt1on of the competing Iltematives given? 
(Can you tell wtJo? Old what? To whom? Where? How onan?) 
Was there evidence Ihm: program effec;tivenesa ba. ~ estabMshed? 
Were all imporhl", and ,..tevant coRa and eonsequenc .. meaaurwd 
accurately In appropriate physical unlt& {eg. hours of nUrNng tim., 
number of physician vts .... loat days, glined 1Ife-year.?1 
Were costs and consequences valued credibly? 
Were cO$l$ and consequences adjusted for dlfferentllil Unllng? 
Was an increment.lanllysis of coats and consequencft of 
aHern8tlves performed? 
Was. sensftlvtty anatysla performed? 
Did the preMmUon and dlscuulon of study .... ultllnclud. issu •• of 
concern to u.ers '7 

{SOUTce: Drummond) 

Issues in Heath Economic Research 

• Study design 

• Quamy of data 

• Multi-factorial 
causality 

• Time-lag effects 

• Outcomes 
measurementJ 

I~~ical issues 

Conclusions: Implications for 
Public Policy 

.-P-ublic p~licies-must be-b~S~ -on--1 
the evidence of economic gains 
in promoting health . 

! • Health economic evaluation is an I 
i aid to health policy-making and ! 
I management of scarce resources 

I

_ Efficiency and cost-effectiveness 
are desired objectives in health 
promotion, despite inherent the 

L
·. problems of measurement ! 
~-----------~ 
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II.stles in Economic E..-aluation 

• continuing lack of empirical scientific 
evidence in the literature 

• AHhough potentially beneficial, most are 
only suggestive in cost-effectiveness 

• Many studies are flawed in terms of their 
assumptions, data and methodology 

• This calls for more rigorous research and 
evaluation of healthcare interventions 

Conclusions: Economics in 
medicine and health care 

j
-.-economic and financing issues are increasingly 

recognised as important in medicine and healthcare 

I
• Economic evaluation methods £!!! be employed in 

I 
medical and heaHhcare intervention programs 

• Common methods include cost·benefit analysis, 
cost-effectiveness analysis and cost-utility analysis 

---- --------

Thank you for your attention 
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NONCOMMUNICABLE DISEASES AND 
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 

by 
Dr Gauden Galea 

WHO/WPRO 



Chronic Disease and 
Economic Development 

Some Hypotheses & an Invitation 

Gauden Galea 
RAINeD WHO/WPRO 
Nov 24, 2004 
galeag@wpro.whQ'·iot 

Adapted from wOrttcllOllp dlacull5lon5 
held at the ... GIo_. ~rum_ a.rOnle 
Disea!Ie P~n and CQritroI, QaInIra, 
NOv 1:004 

Putting a Response 
Together ... 

.. 1i •• tI ..... IIIIIUlI.1 .... lIIIIIII. I CU_cII ---+ .- t..a ....... - -00-
e_ -

Dr .... IllIIoaaID .... . _- "" ........... 
c_ualdftl ••• ..... 11 ...... 

1lacIUeI ........ .. _- 1lC ........ _.--"Hee' 

Long-term upstream determinants 
of chronic diseases 

Ec-..IC 11.11'1 

.-
IMInIl_ 
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Chronic Disease and 
their Determinants 

---......... >1 ............... _II1II » .... 
>1.1 I.. > .................. . \ >...... ~ ... ...l:: ~ ........ -

Economic Advocacy 
• Short-term responses: 

• Q: What are the low-cost, short-term, high 
yield Interventions in chronic disease 
prevention and control that politicians should 
invest in during a given political cycle? 

• A: Individual approaches; Disease prevention 

• Ultimate responses: 
• Q: What investment will result in equitable 

aece •• to health and to .rrectlve 
interventions that address the greatest 
burden. for the largest number of people? 

• A: Population approaches; Health promotion 

Applying the Economic 
Argument to Advocacy 
• Lessons from Successful Advocacy: 

• Sustainable Development 
• Macroeconomics & Health 
• AIDS advocacy 

• Put Advocacy in a Wide Context 
• Humanitarian: Rights-based, and Human 

interest 
• Epidemiological: Burden, effectiveness 
• Political: Interest groups 
• Economic: Answer some key questions ... 
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Q: What is the 
cost of inaction? 

What is the 
opportunity cost of 
investment irnlesser 
burdens? 

Deaths attributable to selected leading risk factors 
(2000, Western Pacific) 

--. ------------.. _ ... -_.------------_ .. ....., --.--..... ---- fOG _ 1_ 
r-.-. ........ _ 

Number of Deaths Daily 
(WHO Estimates for 2002; Thousands of Deaths) 

IIrIc. W .... I'IIP1cnlc 
., •• 11 Cain III Un ltw 
11- 1II1bI .. - ..... 11\1 - -. Co __ • 

Z1 • • ... ...,,-... -- 6 • 22 

IIJIn 2 0 I 

TIIII Z9 • .. 
",I_.DOI) 812 Ii • 582 

III ...... 
• 
21 

I 

II 

1J1l 

.................. -.._t _ .... ..-.... _-------_ ..... 
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Millenium Development Goals 
Addressing the World's Health Problems, No? 

• Goal It 1: Reducing M"lnutrition 
• Targets: 50% reduction in hunger between 1990 C!:nd 

2015 

• Goal It 4: Child Mortality 
• Targets: 2/3 reduction in child mortality between 1990 

and 2015 
• Goal It 5: Maternal Mortality 

• Target: 3/4 reduction in maternal mortality between 
1990 and 2015 

• Goal # 6: Communicable Diseases 
• Target: halt and reverse HIV/AIDS, malaria, other 

diseases by 2015 

Long-term impact of chronic 
diseases on economic development 

Estimated costs attributed to diabetes in Latin 
America and the caribbean, 2000 

Double Burden 
• Addressing CD while ignoring NCD will 

allow NCD burden to grow and 
eventually siphon resources from CD 
and MCH. 

• Double burden MUST lead to double 
response or services for infectious 
disease will be threatened 

• Not addressing double burden ignores 
the vast majority of preventable deaths 
in the the Western Pacific 



Q: Is it a publ,ic good? 
--- -----,- .-~ .. ---.-.'.-~ •.. _---------- .. __ .-
No private demand; 
Th I rd pa rty benefit; 
Needs government 
intervention ... 

Chronic Disease Public Goods 
Some Candidates 

I ... , ••• PI.II ._ ... 
.... CIQD. 

.tlblltndlll." 
"",WJIJ ._ ...... 

'.rel ••• 1I1I 
TnIIIlie.1I 
Eco ....... 

Slmlll.1 

00_'" -....... ncI"", ........ ,- ----.... ... _ .. 
7 7 

111"".1 -. --I .......... ... 
I ... ..... 
i ..... _ ..... 

q--

Two Cost-Effective NCD Interventions 
Rank Among the Top Five Risk Reduction 
Strategies 

• Cardiovascular risk 
reduction 
• population-based salt 

lowering 
• Health education on BP, 

cholesterol, overweight 
• Individual risk reduction 

approach 
• Tobacco Control 

• Taxation 
• Comprehensive advertising 

bans 
• Information dissemination 
• Smoke-free public places 
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Risk factors are being transmitted by 
globalisation 

Q: Is. it cost-effective? 

Emphasise 
interventions 
which provide 
value for money ... 

Q: Is it costly? 

Does It Impoverish 
those who need to 
pay for it? 
Is there evidence 
that poor people are 
denied effective 
interventions? 
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Breast Cancer Trial, Manila 

• Physician 
Examination 

• Over 150,000 
women 

• Effective in 
downstaging 

• No treatment 
access; trial 
terminated for 
ethical reasons 

MDGs are dominant 
response to poverty 
• Implications: 

• Must be addressed in chronic disease 
advocacy 

• Do not directly address chronic disease 
• Relevant messages must be designed 

• Working at the margin 
• Increases in funding unlikely to be major in 

short term 
• Chronic disease advocates should aim 

• To obtam small funding increments at the margin 
• Placing Issues on radar for longer term 

Qualitative arguments [2] 

• Women's health 
• Women losing power (victims of 

disease, earnings loss from disability, 
household consequences of loss of 
wage earner, paying for treatment of 
family) 

• Women losing opportunity (young girls 
forgo education to care for elders with 
NeD) 
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Q: Is it pro-poor? 
Does chronic disease 
prever>tion and 
control preferentially 
benefit the poor? 

Qualitative arguments [1] 
• Poverty 

• NCDs are causing impoverishment (health 
care costs; decreased earning from disability) 

• NCDs threaten economic development 
(dependency ratio, disability rates) 

• Poverty of opportunity (health illiteracy 
leading to NCO, disability as consequence) 

• Granularity 
• MDGs do not relate uniformly to all regions -

analyse the impact of MOGs in different parts 
of the world - and implications for action 

• Broaden the MDGs - address the needs of 
specific regions with specific actions 

Qualitative arguments [3] 
• Cautious presentation of "savings" 

• Clear absolute savings: 
• immediate: Injury-related deaths and disability (esp 

among youth) 
• longer-term: lung cancer ... 

• Possible relative savings: compression of morbidity 
• No clear financial savings in the long term 

• Immediacy of Returns 
• Benefits of chronic disease prevention and control can 

be short-term (e.g. effects of tobacco control) 
• Focus on determinants 

• Cost-effectiveness of acting on causes not just on 
diseases 
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ECONOMIC GAIN FOR HEALTH 
PROMOTION: WORKFORCE ~ 

DEVELOPMENVMPLICA lJQNS_J 

Vivian Lin 
Profes:)or of Public Health 

La Trobe University, Australia 

': ,~-~-~~~- . ::-H:: -_ -~~l 

Nutbeam's model for health promotion outcomes 

H~.hh and Socl.1 
Outcomes 

Inhmnedlale 
il~~l!h outcomes 
(O~I.lIlI",anl> 1)1' 

~allh) 

Health 

"""'lOtlOn 
Outcomes 

lIeahh 
1""">01;011 

4.C1l0ns 

Healthy 
pLiblic 

pohcy and 
Wg.IIISalIOII 

AI P{:lClIces 

Who is the Health Promotion Workforce? 

"~ Core HP practitioners - plan and implement 
programs. directly or in partnership 

~" ()ther health workers - incorporating health 
promotion into healthcare delivery 

"lo Health sector managers - assure resources and 
provide authority 

.~ Other sectors (induding community) - actions 
lead to better health outcomes 

." Researchers and evaluators - assist with evidence 
base 

", HP leaders - may be any of the above - advocacy. 
mobilisation. enable 
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OVERVIEW 

.. What does the health promotion work.force do? 
" Who is the health promotion workforce? 
• What does the health promotion workforce do to 

achieve effectiveness? 
.. What are some challenges for the health 

promotion workforce in order to achieve economic 
gain for health promotion? 

\t What are the workforce development 
implications? 

What does the health promotion 
workforce need to be able to do? 

" Economic eva1uation techniques for health? Return on 
investment analysis for health? Macroeconomics and 
health' 

.. Resource mobilisation and distribution? 

.. Public policy development? 
" Communicating economic and effectiveness research? 
.. Social and institutional ana1ysis? (access. distnbution. 

justice. gender, etc) 
"II Advocacy. social mobilisation~ marketing. lobbying. 

strategic allianceslcoa1ition bUilding, change management? 

" . 
;' 

Achieving Economic Gain 
(as one aspect of health promotion effectiveness) 

.. Based on best evidence available of what 
works - including cost effectiveness 

... Acting on key detenninants of health, in 
context, through well-designed, scaled up, 
and well-executed action plans 

.. Having as preconditions sufficiently skilled 
workforce, sufficient financing. sufficient 
policy and organisational support 
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Pathway from evidence to effective implementation 
-,,;;;:;,~"";.:-:: .. C:::,,_c:c •• ::-c,. ,c;;:,,",' ...... "~. __ ._ 

"~,Io..,< ""~~'"' ....... I"n~"~" " puN" ... ,,1 d' .......... o.Il 

L
A~JII"n'>n"'. In""''''''''.'.~'''' <0.-.:11). (0"0001101"",.1 .nuctu .... """''''""''). 
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[ H •• l'~ P"",,,'"," A.'.,", (lorJ!<l"'l' . .." ... ~ •. "", ... lhipJ 1 OUTCOIIUIl 

r' 

Workforce skills for what? 
'. Assessing, using, and building evidence 

base 
" Designing and implementing programs 
':;.. Securing commitment - political, economic, 

partnerships 
'" Understanding the material resources, tools 

for action, and ways of thinking adopted in 
model governance (cultures and 
imperatives) 

What do health promoterrieed to do 
to tackle the barriers to prevention? 

";1 Sell health promotion to government (and treasury in 
partil:ular),? - to secure investment 

"' Sdl health promotion to the health system? - to 
n:oricl1( (he health system? 

". Sell health promotion to the community at large? - to 
develop broad constituency 

.. ~ Sell health promotion to private businesses? - to 
en large resource ba.. .. e 

A~ Rally the health promotion field to common vision? -
to stop the quibbling 
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Key elements for ensuring program 
effectiveness 

FUlllework 
i eletneal 

Efroc.acy 
, 

l~ 
, 
, 
I 

I 
I 

Impiemenl8Lion I 

I 
I 

I 

CIIecldist 

" ~ sardlPd SJ. ___ ",view ~Io<;:," 

" Pro~ ClIllulbDN rn,owed 

. -,,- -,lilq .ud.Onry; p"';' . --- ---, .. __ .... ........., 
" OrplliJlItio ... t c_itaIeoIb ......... 
" Wor!d{Jf"(:" ddll~ ..... 1opod and adeqlLBU: 
" Key ..... oIden rugapd 
" IIIIOnu:iocI 1YdC_ ill pm for ••• itoIiq .... 

omIl ...... 

" T'1"JfI! ¥JOUJI& IpcclfoM. qu.iilitie~~~._h.b'" 
<J ,..".,. ..... cao~ ~if""""'..b~ dtk 
" Commllllil}·_.~pi_ 
" Implomantation ptOlOQOI in pllocc 
.. Feedback reporIint, "'"ha.u. .... m place 

Common Criticisms of Health Promotion 

"" Constantly changing and debating definitions -
impenetrable 

... Focus on rhetoric and ideology. rather than action 

'" All care and no responsibility -health promotion is 
everybody's business 

\It No accountability 

.. Inwardly focused - talk to each other only 

... Need more sleepless CEOs - no sense of urgency 

!' 

What does the health promotion 
workforce need to be able to do? 

"J Economic evaluation? 
!., Policy analysis? 
r., Advertising and marketing? 
~ Knowing when to seek help, how to commission 

analysis. and how to critically evaluate economic 
analyses? 

.... Creating new nodes and supporting 
microgovemance? 

... Engaging with decision-makers at all levels? 

... Find right entry point into health system? 
1r Do all health promoters need to do everything? 
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What do health promotion leaders need 
to know and do (for economic gain)? 

~ Fit utilitarian and/or moral arguments into context 
(imperatives for decision-making) 

•• Inspire others to a shared pathway (and give 
permission for risk-laking) 

.... "Research transformation" (effective use and 
communication of evidence for adoption into policy) 
Program monitoring and evaluation (including $) 
Public policy development and analysis, advocacy, 
social and resource mobilisation 
Foresight studies. scenario planning 
Systems thinking and interventional thinking 

What does the academic and other 
sectors need to do? 

":J Filling knowledge and skill gaps 
Health care economics vs public health 
economics? 
I Iealth care financing vs public health financing? 
I kalth care policy vs public health policy? 

-l Hc:alth care law \IS public health law? 
." Resources for practitioners and decision-makers 

- eg the idiot'!:i guide to economic basis for 
health promotion. the hitchhiker's guide to public 
policy making for health promotion practitioners 
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Strategies for Workforce Development 

'\0 Current Regional mechanisms - regional collaborating 
(and training) centres, fellowships, PROLEAD 

... Current trainees - health professionals. via ministries 
of health 

~ Gaps to be addressed - bringing in other disciplinary 
and sectoral inputs, more active and specific 
consideration of various groupings within the broad 
health promotion workforce. review public health 
curriculum (advocacy? economic analysis?) 

c , II 

What else is to be done (for 
workforce development)? 

.. Extend PROLEAD - problem-solving, team 
work, supportive network, reflective 

.. Engage academic sector - curriculum 
review and revision; applied policy-relevant 
research; cross-disciplinary training 

.. SWOT teams - problem-solving, advocacy, 
and training 

.. Strengthen nodes and strengthen networks! 



" 
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THE WAY FORWARD FOR SEOUL, REPUBLIC OF KOREA 

by 
Dr Katrin Engelhardt 

Republic of Korea 
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Health Promotion Investment & 
Planning: the way forward in 

Seoul, Korea 

Background: HP financing & providers 

The Korean Health Promotion Act -+ Fund 

Health (promotion) In Seoul 

Who plans I implements HP 
Where does the budget for health (promotion) come from? 

WHO Healthy Cities Award 

Seoul's "step forward": why we applied for the WHO 
Healthy Cities Award: Health Promotion Investment and 
Planning 

AntICipated results of the project and how they can 
contribute to HP developments 

Extract from the HP Act 
• Chapter 1, Article 6 (1): 

. "The state as well as J.QgU governments 
shall support the citizens 50 that they can 
practice healthy lives." 

• Chapter 2, Article 14 [Development of 
Health Education, etc.] 

• Chapter 3, Article 22 [Establish a Health 
Promotion Fund]: 
. "The Minister of Health and Welfare shall 

establish the Fund (.n}." 
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• 

WHO Awards",··. 
for Healthy Cities 

Award Category B: Health Promotion 
Investment and Planning in He 
"This award seeks to support a city that will 
undertake functional classification studies with 
appropriate "cost objects" for health . 
promotion within a Healthy City and use thiS 
data to develop and implement a health 
promotion investment plan with sustainable 
and innovative financing." 

Earmarked Tobacco Taxes 
Health Promotion Fund 

Tnh.."n Tax Collection for the 

• In 2003 ~Tobacco tax earmarked for HP: 
NO.14 US$/pack 

• In 2004 ~ Increase to: 
NO.33 US$/pack (was expected for 
October 2004, but not yet confirmed -
maybe next year January) 

In 2005 "'Planned increase to: 
NO.51 US$/pack (planned for July 2005) 



Tobacco Taxes 
1 Pack", 2,000 W of which a total of 56% 

(=1,111 W) are collected as taxes 

l55 Consumption Tax 

_________ 510 

," --, 

~ 
............... . 

/ 10 
.. 

Fund fu. Tobacco 
Cultillato,.,; 

182-· 
value Added Tax 
(VA.T) 

4 

Environmental 
(Waste Management) T~x 

Health Promotion Fund 
2:! ~;; ~ JI5 A~~ XI ~ 8-

(Planned budget for 2003) 

hi ... 

-----95,47% 
Hulth Insurance 

R&D:_1.7 mIllion US, 

C.28% 

2,07%· ' 

D,<u<e Prtventlon 
- 11,60 million USf 

1 US $ - 1,100 W 

2.10% 
Health Education 

- sao million US S 

Administrative Budile!: 
_ 500,000 US$ 

(Healthy llfOO$tyle Practice), 
_ 12,77 million USS 
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Budget for Health Promotion 
[Health Promotion Fund] 

Million US $ 
~~---------------n 

D HPF 8udget for AOmIn. Health Ed, 015. Prev., R&D 

1 US $ - 1,100 W 

Foodl'<lliey 
0,."",," 

.... llhReoou« •• 
PolicV .Olvis"-In _: 

Clnco,COfttroi 
PI.lllon 

M.enlllHullh 
DIviSIon 

i o .. IHO'lt~ 
I PQ/jCVDIYI ..... 

Seoul Metropoli~an Government 

I .... ~h. <;,~", 3. , 
s.t.u .. ",:,,~ 
'-, ... ~,-; --_ .. ........... -
""., ." .. , 

,.I.todlo 

"'""'''001 
"0,."", (. ~ 

, t' •• ",,,~ ol.~.") 

B"d~.t,"g 10' 
In.O"o'Pt< 

Welfare &. Women's Policy 
Bureau 

1 

O<vi$lotl of Pubhc Healtt> 

flMrtj<b ... ,th 
I 

1""'II'I.ch~d 

."'111 
I, M",~n •• nh 

I~·"""··-" ... 'III 

Iti .... 
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Seoul's districts 

Seoul has 2S 
autonomous dlstnC[s 

Each of the districts 
has a Public Health 
Center (as well as 
'branch offices' in 
some communities) 

District PHC are the 
main setting through 
which HP activities 
are implemented 

Health Promotion Projects in PHC 

• 11 of the 25 PHC in Seoul are implementing 
HP projects 

• The HP projects include 4 topics: nutrition, 
physical activity, anti-smoking and anti
alcohol 

Where does the Division of PH 
receive it's budget from? 

oty 
Government 

75,41% 

National 
Government 

24,59% 
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HP services offered by the 
PHC (according to the HP Act) 

• Health education and consultation 
• Nutrition management 
• Management of oral health 
• Screening for early detection of disease 
• Survey and research about regional 

health problems 

Financing source for the 
Teams within the Div PH 

• 



Division of PH's Budget (2004) 

60,1 billion KWON 
(~55,1 ml.I .... USs) 

Health 1'IaflntJlg 

& Admin Team -\ 
48,Sl% 

f>harmaceutlcal 
Team 
3,00% 

Disease 
Marlagement 

Team 
6.fH% 

4,48% 

Comm(jnlty 
Health Team 

n,OS'II> 

Financing Sources for PHC 
• National Government [Health Promotion Fund] 

• 11 PHC received an average of 11 million KWON 
( ..... 10.170 US$) each for HP projects In 2002·2003 

National Government [not Health Promotion Fund] 
City Government [not Division of PH] 
District Government 

The amount of founding for the PHC depends on the 
district's size and income and on the services and 
programs planned for the coming year. 

Example: The budget for MCH programs in the Gangnam
District PHC comes to 40% from the national govemment. 
The remaining 60% are split equally between the city and 
district government. 
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HP Team Budget 
by financing source and year 

• 
Itl-, 

A lot is happening in Korea: 
• ,. HP funds 

HP infrastructure is improving 
HP 

Why apply? 

• Korea has experienced tremendous 
economic developments, ... and now 
health (promotion) developments are 
catching up as well, ... 

• ... but these developments are occurring 
without a dear plan of action, without 
dear strategies, without sufficient 
manpower to implement HP efforts and 
with unsystematic distribution of the 
budget 
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Why apply? 
• More and more money is becoming 

available for HP b/c of the HP Fund 
• But, the HP Fund is 'desperately' 

looking for ways to spend the money, ... 
• Never the less, the budget for the HP 

Team is still limited 
.. need for a clear HP Investment Plan 

• Most HP efforts are still focusing on 
health education, rather than 
integrating all components of HP 

.. need for a strong advocacy strategy 

Applying for the WHO Award: 
the way forward, ... 

• In order to bring a clearer structure into 
(national and local) HP planning, 
investment and implementation, we 
realized that the WHO Award offered an 
excellent opportunity do just that 

... and the application was 
successful! 

hi~i 
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Why apply? 

• The WHO Award called for project proposals, 
to develop functional classifications for Health 
Promotion (based on the "WHO guide to 
producing NHA") 

• Korea has experience with National Health 
Account and has local experts 

• The Korean National Health Account only has a 
one-digit classification for collective health / 
public health services (HC.6, HC.7, HC.R) and 
there is a strong need to develop a more 
detailed classification 

.. TO deVelop _prIate Health PrQmotlOn 
classJncatJons'for (I dty·spectnc -Health ,. 
PronIotion 5atI!11Ite Ac(Ount" . 

.. To develop a health promotion 
plan 

.. To develop an advocacy strategy for 
I 

Expected results of the 
WHO Award project 

• Identify HP financing agents and sources, and 
HP functions and providers 

• Identify current 'strengths & weaknesses' 
• Facilitate a coordinated distribution of funds 
• Enable a coordinated implementation and 

evaluation of health promotion efforts 
• Advocacy for health promotion in Seoul 
• The project results are also expected to 

promote international efforts in making HP 
financing more sustainable, ... 

, 

" 



What have we done so far? 

• Currently we are collecting information 
about HP providers and functions in 
Seoul 
• at city level and at district level 

• Data sources: 
• Division of Financing (SMG) 
· Teams of the Division of PH 
• PHC at district level 

Hi ..... 

Thank you for your attention 
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Concluding remarks 

• Currently it is probably impossible to 
determine the economic gains of 
promoting health in Seoul 

• With the results of this project, we hope 
to set the stage for research that will 
increase and strengthen the evidence 
that health promotion does bring about 
economic gains 
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ECONOMIC GAINS OF TOBACCO CONTROL PROGRAMME: 
THE SINGAPOREAN EXPERIENCE 



A Smoking Epidemic Model 

- ... _- - .. -.-'--- -- .. _-
~AO .. GGI"""'N E_WldPII.T.C181MIA~Ma"""'''', 

.,_ EilicI_ .. O ..... aped C<>\mIrieIo. ToNceo ComaI, Val 3, Pel '~2-l47. 

Smoking in Singapore in the 19705 

,. Singapore renked 14111 In tobacco consumption In 
1973' 

Tobacco Re •• arch COllncll study of 46 counbi .. 
• USA ranked 1It 

USA Singapore 

No. " 
dga ... ltMiadult , ... ,. .. 

Lb. of 
toblcco/adult t.' •. , 

• Lte et II. The Singapore Cammurity Hell • ., Bullll" ll17f1 
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Outline of presentation 

• A Cigarette Epidemic Model in Developed 
Countries (WHO) 

• Application of Model in Singapore 

Moving forward"" 

Cigarette Epidemic Madel in Developed Countries 
(LDj)flll<D. COllI ... NE. F'IIa T TOOlKlco CC1n1m1164:): m.247) 

:" --=-- .... -- -- ______ 0._
_. __ 0 -_ .. _._- ..... --- ._--

-
-
-

=---_ ... 
=::-.:.-- ----_. :-:-... -
::;."--

-_ .. - _ .. ,-- :.,-----"-.--------0 ___ -

... -._ .. _----_ ..... _- ---_ .... -
::'::=--=--"'-_._----===----

. 

--.. _--- ... ------"" =.=---

Smoking in Singapore in the 1970s 

)0 Singepore ranked 14th In tobacco consumption In 
19731 

)0 Singapore ranked 24" In age-adluol8d mortality 
due to-lung cancer in malas1 

One at tM highest rates amang_ developing caunlli .. 
• D •• h. due to .making .... lated dis ••••• accounted far 

10% al .11 dHthl 

23% of adults aged >= 15 yea,. wa,. regu&ar 

- 12·13 cigarettes/day' 

1 
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A Smoking Epidemic Model 

,-- ....... _"'" ._- -- 110_~_ 

~ 
l~A O,CoI_N IE _Pt\aT 11~IAO~IMII"-oItI'I. 
e.g ... ,..,...,,,, .. 0..""1*1 Coumnet r~ c-to/, \10" 3, p~ 2"2.l,7 

Smoking Control Activities: Milestones 

1970 Implementation of first legislation 

1970 Prohlblhon of Smoking In Camln PI.e ...... ct 
Clnemaa. Ipecifie(I buildings. buies 

1171 Prohlbltktn of AdVti'tlsementl Retltlng 10 Smoking Act 
Printed materials. TV. radIO 

1973 Proftlbltfon of Smoking In Cartaln Piaca ACt 
Extended lEI cover lifts ., bUilchngs 

1977 Road Inlftc (Public Service Vehicles RullS) 
ProhlbttlOn of STIO~ng In lilli' 

ConsUmei' Protection RegulaUon. 
Wamngs &!I_at danger of smoking on ClglAlne containers 

Smoking Control in Singapore 

Legislation 
Fiscal 

nal Smoking Control Programme 

Tobacco Taxation 
Average retail price 0120 cigarettes: 
SGD 9.5D (USD 5.57) 
- 85% due to tax 

Per..stlck Cigarette Taxation 

Weight I stick Duty (centsl 

<= 1 gram 29.3 

itional 19ram or less 29.J 
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rends In Smokina Prevalence and Luna Cancer Mortality 
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Smoking Control in Singapore 

Legtalatlon 
Fiscal 

nal Smoking Control Programme 

Prohlbltion of Smoking In Certain Places Act 

All public buildings. air...condltloned ptemlses, public 
transport, Indoor sports facilities, entertainment 
outlets, educatiOO81lnstitutions (except open spaces 
In universities), public queues, alc 

The Smoking (Control of Advertisement and Sale of Tobacco) Act 

ibltion Of sale of tobacco products to persons <'8 
sing of tobacco retailers, lobecco importers and distributors 
. Ion of sale than 20-stick dgarette pack 

underage youth Offenders 
mings on 50% of dIsplay surfK:es of tobacco produds 

Impact of Taxation on Cigarette Prices 

Yaar i Exc'se Duty of C1o.ren.a Retail Cigaran.s 

--L S' price 51 of 20 pack 

-1995 . 115 5.30 

" .. 115 5.50 ,..7 1\5 5.60 
1998-· ----

130 5.60 .. ,. - --130----- ------

~~~~1 
5.80 

150 6.40 ---

" 

100 •• 0 

2002 I 210 6.50 --. t-2003 : 0255 per stIck 01 <, II 050 
, -~0ci4 ~~3 per stIck of < 19 

.~o---
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Cigarette Price Index vs per Capita 
Cigarette Consumption, 1983- 2002 

"':':-; 
~ ~ - - ~ - - - -

Smoking Control Activities: Milestones 
1970 ImplementatJon of first legislation 

1979 National Health Campaign on 'Combat 
Diseases due to Harmful Lifestyles' 

1980 Campaign on 'Smoking and Otsease' 
Targeted at SKondary schOOlS, vocatlonallnstitutee, 
armed forc •• 
Mass communication and face-lD-face programmes 

1983 Campaign 'Superman' 
~~ • T.",.ted" chlldron ,. prim.", schoo', 

.~~ 

NSCP Strategies I ;;; 

r--~ -I Public • 

I Hilt::""" i EcktQUon, I CgmmunItIeJ l 
i Sana on amoklng !I Log''''«'' ........ c,mm •• llil w .... '_ 

Fllesl PttONGID I' Involvemlflt S!:Iullh'hOOI! I' 
San. on 

advertising ==_ .. _ I 
Smoking pro1tg~ 
c.auUon -
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Smoking Control Activities: Milestones 
1970 Implementation of Itrst laglelatlon 

1979 National H •• Hh Campaign on 'Combat 
Diseases due to Harmful Lifestyles' 

FOCUI .hlfted from InfeeUous to non-communlcibl • 
dl ...... 
Iach..."lc heart d ...... , h~rtenslon. dlabetu 
mellitus, lung cancer, menullll,.. .. 

Smoking Control Activities: Milestones 

~he National Smoking Control Programme 
(NSCP) 

Launched In 1986, with theme: 
'Towards a Nation of Non-Smokers' 

Aim: 
To reduce smoking rates In Singapore, by 

• Preventing smoil;lng InttJation among young people 

• Promoting smoking c .... tion among adultS 

non .. moketa by eliminating exPO.Uta to 
king 

[Effects of Early Intervention in Stage II resulted}iiJ 
Limiting rise in prevalence of male smoking; 
Peak of male smoking lower than that expertenced 
elsewhere; 

Lowering incidence of lung cancer. 

Low prevalence of smoking (males. f25eles. youths); 
Lower consumption of cigarettes; 

Prevention of thousands of smoking·atlributable 
deaths from ever occurring in Singapore. 

3 
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Impact of Smoking Control in Singapore 

Smoking Prevalence: Cross-country Comparison 

~ ___ uso. ___ EfIgIoooi _ ._ --- - - - - - - -- -
Country I Yelr 

Prevalence Rate of Smoking among 
Adults in Singapore 

----.-._ .... ,.u ..... 
~~~--~-------------------------'~' All 

" .. '"'' ..... _--,..____ '" __ ''_~l''' 

- ------_ ..,._,..1l11D 
,~ . 

Age-standardised Incidence Rates (per 100 000) of 
Lung Cancers by Gender, Singapore from 1968 - 2002 

7D .. __ --_ 59.4 

so 47.' 

" . c;" -'. :;'~-', ' 
30 

,16.1-.... ,. 
'-"-

0 
];z,::~R~~i, 

196&-1972 ;973-1,11 1978·1982 1983-1967 1988-1992 199J·1997 1998-2002 
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Prevalence Rate of Smoking 
Across Countries 

Co"""" v .. , "aI8(%) Fem.Ie(%) AII(%) 
China , ... 13.4 4.' , ... 
J .... 1000 47.4 11.5 

...... ny - ,. .. .... .... 
United Kingdom - 21.' 21.0 -
FlnlllJ1d - 27.0 20.0 23.0 
United Statee of 1000 21.7 21.0 ... , 
Amertc:a 
NewZ.aland 2001 21.' .... 24.' ......... 200' 24.2 U 13.7 

c..ad. 200' 23.' 11.1 21.7 

Auslr'IoUI 200' 21.1 ,1.0 'U 5_. ........ 17.4 ...4 

Global Youth Tobacco Survey 

'" 
" .. .. ,. 17 .• 

15.1 
17.7 

" 
" 
• 

I ~ ~ ~ 
i j J ~ • • 

J 

c ..... nIiy smoke clg-'lu 
AmtIng lluclents 1III1C1 13 to 16 r-.~ 

33.4 

'IUI 

21.8 ~= 21.6 

"'-
........... 1. ... "0 ..... 

2.' 

J 
I I a ~ m ~ a 
j I I J ~ t I 

iii 

'02 

~ 

I 
~ 

! 
TtwI GIab4II YOLMI TtIlIUco SurweyCQlabordW Gp (20Q2)" TGNc:I:lo Uu Among VOUCh" A 
emu c",", ~IO/I. Tccaa::G COtIttoI, Vol. 11. P . 252·21Q 

Age standardised rates for lung cancer, 1968 to 2002 
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INTERNATIONAL COMPARISONS OF AGE-STANDARDIZED 
RATES OF LUNG CA (PER 100,000 PER YEAR), 191113_'''7 .-.- - -- .. , a. '" 
-~ 

, .. u -.... •. , ~ -,. ~ 0' 
-~ ~ .. - I". U - ,,, ,,. 
-~ 

., II .• __ ,4" . , ., - •• '" 
-.~ 

., 
'" 

'-
~.,- , ... .. -.- '" 10.7 

"'-" - AI (:II •.. .. , 
_<4") 0.' ,a 

:.~ -.,......,.~ ." ".. 
,~ --- ..., •• .. , 

Potential number of smokers and 
lung cancers averted 

• In the absence of legislative, fiscal and 
educational campaigns, 

Males 

Smoking prevalence 

-70-80% 

Lung Cancer 
incidence 

(280,000 less smolrers (>9000 cases prevented 
over 18 years·) 

'1984 to 2001 

Costs of Smoking 

• Social Cost of Smoking 
- Commissioned by Smoking Control 

Committee 

- Ranged from S$673 million to S$839 million 
in 1997 (Quah at ai, 2002) 

~!~o __ ,,_~_~. 
SmO~ In Singapore Singapore Mechctl Joumel, Vol. 43 (7) . 340-344 
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Eslimatad E .. lmh: laiD from 
NaDonl Smell. COIlnJI Mtlsares 

Estimated Economic Gains 

- Indirect Gauses 
• Mo<1>IdIty 

• And subtracting programme costs over the last 18 years 

1
·-of about 8$1m a year. 

I· ..... using a discount rate of 4.735% (based on p~eded 
economiC grO\Nth of 4-6% and govemment bond interest 
rate) 

The net economic gain is about 8$62.7m a year or 
about SS950m over 18 years 

S$1.oo - 11$10..1 
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Moving into Stage IV ..... 

I We can expect: I 
Prevalence 
- Gradual decline In smoking prevalences in 

bolh sexes, but need 10 address smoking in 
young women; 

Deaths from Lung cancers 

. women, bullower peak Ihan 

Moving into Stage IV ..... 

Need for. 
- Applied reseach and evaluation thai move 

programmes inlo evidence· based 

Research & Evaluation 
Focus on 

Higher risk groups: 
- Youths 

- Malays 

Engaging the communHies 

. ,. • Evidence based strategies 
',. -Interventions 

'~ 
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Moving into Stage IV ..... 

Need to sustain: 
- Effective tobacco control activities to prevent initiation 

and promote smoking cessation; 

Move towards: 
- Smoke-free personal environments; 
- Legislation & policies for smoke-free worksltes 
- Addressing sOciallssuesldetennlnants 

Continual change in social climate (smoking-socially 
bnormai be aviour) 

~~~:; 

Evaluation Framework 

-': §~"'~':'~,,'j 
I;;;~~11 (;J ~talm~1 rnJ = 'M~ .- I'~ I ,,- - --·Fol'IIIMIv. ....... 

Ev"lIItIoII - .--'!3l ~ survevs SIIMII_lauwr § ,PAA 
."", 'C!lal0IIII I. Em. ·outn RagiIUy 

·$oclll - .... 
O ... nnlna .... I!I' ~Dhonllu .... 

~ ..... iJIiIi" 

Conclusion 
We have advantage of historical experience of many 
countries who experience all the Stages of the Cigarette 
Epidemic Model, averting numerous tobacco-related 
deaths. 

We need to continue to be vlgllent In maintaining our low 
prevalence of smoking and related mortality . 

~
Important to .i" •.. vest in identifying and changing social 

. - ors to promote a smoke-free environment and 
'": urable social dimste. 

'Wf!tu'-

6 
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Thanks to the team from Health 
Promotion Board ...... 

• Dr Hong Ching Ye 

• Karen Cheong, Research 
Executive 

• Erwin Teo, Health Promotion 
Executive 

• Chan Siew Pang, Senior 
statistician 
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TABULATION OF WORKSHOP RESULTS 

Questions Shanghai and Mongolia / Fiji and Tonga! 
Vivian Lin Rob Moodie 

I. What economic • Financing of health • Funds inflexible, short term 
arguments/issues are promotion is invisible • MOH, separate body 
constantly raised in your • Hard to account for funds • Tax and revenue, trade 
country to neutralize, reject • No funds • Curative focus 
or slow your work in • Too long to achieve results • Lack of capacity for financial 
achieving appropriate • No evidence of implementation 
infrastructure and new effectiveness • Fund allocation - where should it go 
sustainable financing • Competition for funds MoF?MOH? 
arrangements for • Health promotion not well • Tradition vs. commerce === Kava 
promoting health? 

defined taxation 

• Brain drain and civil service freeze 

• MOH separate body 

• Need to attend to equity issues. 
Access by geographical location and 
racial groups 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Philippines and Malaysia / 
Bertino Somaini 

Have materials and funding, 
but not spending authority for 
HP activities 
Competing priorities playing 
out in politicallbudget 
process 
Lack of evidence of cost 
effectiveness, difficulty in 
defining outcomes in terms of 
behaviour change 
Concept of "health 
promotion" difficult for 
policy makers to understand, 
limits their perception of 
what DOHIMOH should be 
doing 
HP efforts not visible to 
policy makers 
HP viewed as supportive 
activity rather than activity 
itself 
Local.officials not adept at 
HP 

N -'0 

i 
~ 
Ul 



Questions Shanghai and Mongolia I Fiji and Tonga! Philippines and Malaysia I 
Vivian Lin Rob Moodie Bertino Somaini 

• Health economists not 

;I> 

~ 
v. 

mobilized on HP issue, 
economic evaluation is not 
being done, no evidence base 

• Short term 
priorities/outcomes supplant 
long term benefits of HP 

2. Why are you unable to • Lack of data • Concept ofHP vs. prevention: 
overcome these arguments • Lack of interest by what is what? 
and issues? political leaders • Does it matter, yes a semantic 

• Lack of understanding of issue, but prevention is easier 
roleofHPR for policymakers to 

• Multiple definitions understand ~ 
• Lack of skills in • We can't define the "thing" 

communicating and that health promotion is, 
advocacy across health issues and 

• Lack of fund-raising plan disease conditions 

• Lack of coalition building • Difficulty in defining HP 
for health promotion structure and resource 

allocation 

• HP positioned as an activity in 

: itself rather than a supportive 
I activity 

• Strength of HP is that it can 
set up as a independent 

, , 



Questions Shanghai and Mongolia / Fiji and Tonga! 
Vivian Lin Rob Moodie 

3. What countermeasures • Create demand by • MOH is not the only stakeholder, it 
should you take to overcome understanding what people is not a service provider, but a 
these arguments and issues? want and framing health facilitator 

promotion around • Only some of the taxes will be used 
expressed needs • Health promotion complements 

v' Show significant and preventive and curative care 
visible changes • Managerial training and forward 

v' Show financial training is needed 
implications of problems • Consensus should be built on how 

v' Show political benefits this can be done using international 
v' Lobby with influential research and internal evidence; 

people in politics, ministers should be briefed regularly 
bureaucracy and local • Becoming easier to discuss publicly 
government a tax on kava 

v' Find good entry points Recruitment and retention policies • v' Work with mass media 

Philippines and Malaysia / 
Bertino Somaini 

activity that spans 
disease/vertical programmes 

• HP should be positioned as 
maintaining and improving 
health 

• Establish networks rather than 
bureaucratic institutions 

• Establishing new ways of 
communicating HP, especially 
short term -.&.ains of HP 

• Alliances with leaders, 
champions, media 

• HP should be seen as 
addressing health 
determinants 

• Use market forces/appeal to 
business interests, CSR, but 
need clear rules for industry 
collaboration 

• Long term- HP must be set 
up as independent [statutory 1 
body with proper expertise, 
e.g. economic 

• HP unit should address cost-
benefit/effectiveness/utility 
Issues 

l 

f 
VI 

N 
N 
~ 



Questions Shanghai and Mongolia I Fiji and Tonga! Philippines and Malaysia I 
Vivian Lin Rob Moodie Bertino Somaini 

,f Suggest to political for HPR • HP should be performance-
leaders what will appeal to • Not MOH only; shift from service based institutions 

:> 

B 
VI 

the electorate provider to facilitator 
,f Seduce political leaders by • Conscious incorporation of equity 

learning their weak points issue in investment plans of the HPR 
,f Make allies in different foundation 

sectors (trade unions, 
churches,consumer 
groups) 

,f Show examples of 
effectiveness of action 
taken 

,f Prepare plans that political , 

leaders can present to their I 

electorate 
~ 

,f Prepare fund-raising plan 
,f Learn from failures 
,f Develop innovative 

approaches 

4. What type of regional or • Help from other national • Human resource development • Political: WHO help with 
international activities would agencies that are more ,f Management training advocacy IMinisterial 
best help you achieve your advanced ,f Training oftrainors roundtable 
goals? • Study tours ,f Focus on NCHP Fiji as a regional • Training HP workforce in 

• International mentoring facility for HPR development economic evaluation 
and training programmes • Elaborate on case studies J • Visits I>y significant • Technical assistance (training, which can be used for 

\ 



Questions Shanghai and Mongolia / Fiji and Tonga! Philippines and Malaysia / 
Vivian Lin Rob Moodie Bertino Somaioi 

international figures, workshop, advocacy) advocacy (WHO's role) 
journalists ./ National action plan development • HP in WHO needs to be 

• Get institutions to lobby ./ Website development support strengthened fmancially and 
technically 

• Develop models for health • Strengthen and expand Pro 
promotion infrastructure Lead 

./ Includes identified local 
drivers/champions/focal points • Have material and funding, 

but not spending authority for 

• TWINNING ARRANGEMENTS HP activities 
./ Opportunity for mentoring but also ./ Outsource? 

mutualleaming ,/ Need for HP autonomy and 
./ Regular regional meetings corporalization 

I 

./ Focal points in each of the ./ Need to rely on civil society 
organizations to formalize the for advocacy 

:::s w 

coordination 
./ Access to non-health expertise • Competing priorities playing 

I (outside narrow health specialists) out in political budget and 
process 

./ Independent HP authority 
allows sustainability 

• Lack of evidence of cost 
effectiveness, difficulty in 
defining outcomes in terms of 
behaviour change 

,/ Always show cost benefit, 
cost effectiveness of 

>-
~ 
<J> 



Questions Shanghai and Mongolia I Fiji and Tonga! Philippines and Malaysia I 
Vivian Lin Rob Moodie Bertino Somaini 

prevention and promotion, I! 
but need to be careful of 
creating demand of costly 
clinical interventions 

,f Always include social health 
determinants for disease 
addressed in a 

.J!!"o e{pmject 
-

~ 

, 
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